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This study presents the information required to describe the machine and device
resources in the turret punch press environment which are needed for the development
of the analysing method for automated production. The description of product and
device resources and their interconnectedness is the starting point for method
comparison the development of expenses, production planning and the performance of
optimisation. The manufacturing method cannot be optimized unless the variables and
their interdependence are known. Sheet metal parts in particular may then become
remarkably complex, and their automatic manufacture may be difficult or, with some
automatic equipment, even impossible if not know manufacturing properties.
This thesis consists of three main elements, which constitute the triangulation. In the
first phase of triangulation, the manufacture occuring on a turret punch press is
examined in order to find the factors that affect the efficiency of production. In the
second phase of triangulation, the manufacturability of products on turret punch
presses is examined through a set of laboratory tests. The third phase of triangulation
involves an examination of five industry parts.
The main key findings of this study are: all possible efficiency in high automation
level machining cannot be achieved unless the raw materials used in production and
the dependencies of the machine and tools are well known. Machine-specific
manufacturability factors for turret punch presses were not taken into account in the
industrial case samples. On the grounds of the performed tests and industrial case
samples, the designer of a sheet metal product can directly influence the machining
time, material loss, energy consumption and the number of tools required on a turret
punch press by making decisions in the way presented in the hypothesis of this study.
The sheet metal parts to be produced can be optimised to be manufactured on a turret
punch press when the material to be used and the kinds of machine and tool options
available are known. This provides in-depth knowledge of the machine and tool
properties machine and tool-specifically. None of the optimisation starting points
described here is a separate entity; instead, they are all connected to each other.
Keywords:

Sheet metal manufacturing, turret punch press process, optimisation of
sheet metal manufacturing process
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Material thickness
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Internal consumption on idle of each component
Consumption on each manufacturing stage
Price factor like, gas, electricity, hydraulic pressure, etc.
Hit count
Internal efficiency of turret punch press
Laser additional cost
Mass of sheet metal blank
Millimeter
Millisecond
Is an integer 1,2,3,…
Number of internal components which use energy
Number of movements of turret punch presses on manufacturing stage
Is need of cutting gas
Is need of resonator gas
Cutted lenght with lenses
Cutted lenght with nozzles
Shared perimeter of sheet metal parts
Probability
Is probability for each company
Is probability for each tool
Price of cutting gas
Price of resonator gas
Perimeterer of part
Price of lenses
Price of nozzle
Price of tool
Time
Vector describing the properties of the tooling system and tolerance
Tool efficiency
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Is an integer 1,2,3,...
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Time, punch traveling distance h1
Time, punch traveling distance s2-h2
Time, punch traveling distance h3
Time, punch traveling for turret punch press n
Optimisation criteria of punching and nibbling time
Positioning velocity
Positioning velocity
Positioning veloocity
Positioning velocity for turret punch press n
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Number of laser starts
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Time, laser cutting time
Positioning time of laser head to cutting height
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penetrate sheet metal
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is a sheet metal thickness
Forming area in one punch
The biggest forming area based on tool properties
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Vector describing the properties of the turret punch press
Height of forming
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Vector describing the properties of the tooling system
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Table 18
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Blanks x dimension
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Table 20
ang
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st

Angle position
Material manufacturability with turret punch press
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Table 21
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Optimisation criteria of blanks mass
Blanks x dimension
Blanks y dimension

Table 22
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Thickness of surface coating

Table 24
p
q
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Probability
Real number 0…1
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Table 26
h
ma2

Integer 1,2,3,… describing order of tools
Describing of material wearing cabability

Table 27
m
mkcaunt
mksij

Mass of sheet metal blank
Average distribution of micro joints based on parts mass
Count of micro joints based on parts mass.

1 INTRODUCTION
Sheet metal materials and products manufactured from them have a significant role in
the manufacturing metal industry (Gao, 2000; Jagirdar, 2001; Rao, 2007). This is
made evident by the facts that the material can be machined and that machine tool
manufacturers have developed a wide range of machines and equipment for producing
sheet metal materials. Over the last few decades, sheet metal products have gained
wide recognition among the public. This increase in public awareness may be due,
among other things, to the development of modern NC machine tools and
manufacturing processes, and the shaping characteristics of sheet metal which have
brought such products to consumers’ everyday use. Those products include, for
example, household appliances, lamps and building products.
In the manufacturing metal industry, the classification of production can be based, for
example, on forms (Kyprianou, 1980, p. 5; Greska, 1997) that are analogous and
consist of the same elements, i.e. features. By making good use of this information,
unnecessary and multiple work can be avoided both in the design phase and in
production. Furthermore, according to Kyprianou (1980, p. 5) and some later studies
(Greska, 1997; Kannan, 2009a), a systematic classification facilitates co-operation
between design and production, because they then share common factors. Lanz
(2005), van Holland (1997) and van der Net (1998) have classified elements required
in, for example, assembly in manufacturing. Thus, the modelling tree familiar from
CAD software can be used as the basis of classification. Furthermore, the designed
shapes can be divided into production-technical features (Ramana, 2005) and
deductions can be made based on the forms (Kannan, 2009a), which allows us to use
this information in production planning.

1.1 Manufacturing of Sheet Metal Products
Dividing the production methods roughly, sheet metal products can be manufactured
through two different processes (Boothroyd, 2002). The first method, in principle, is
to produce products from blanks by forming them with moulds and presses, in which
case one or a few movements of a press can produce various forms. These forms may
include deep drawn or stretch-formed forms and various openings and lances. It is
also possible to machine a part with a press using cluster tools in which the blank is
moved forward between the punch and die and the tool set shapes the part in stages.
Another method to manufacture sheet metal products is to use automated sheet metal
machines. Either mechanical punching or thermal cutting is almost always used to
create holes, and either a press brake, automatic bending machine or other automatic
or manual devices are used for bending sheet metal parts.
Mechanical punching is performed by turret punch presses by driving the punching
upper tool through the sheet metal hydraulically, electromechanically or
electromechanically by servo-assisted steering. Ordinarily, the punching tool is
situated above the sheet metal piece and underneath it is a die whose form and size
correspond with those of the punch so that punching is possible. The stripper plate in
the punch ensures that the punch rises from the workpiece. The tools are normally
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situated in the turret punch press either in a circular or linear magazine. There are also
some palette-type turret punch presses on the market. In thermal cutting, laser devices,
which are connected as accessories to a turret punch press, are nearly always used.
The above-mentioned processes may also be separate from each other, but these are
not discussed in this study.
By using either of the above mentioned methods it is possible to manufacture both
geometrically (Boothroyd, 2002) and functionally complex products from sheet metal
parts.
The forms of sheet metal products can be divided in more depth than is done in the
previously described classification. One such means of classification to divide bent
and formed parts has been presented by Greska (1997). This classification divides
sheet metal bending and moulding further into three subclasses by their main method.
The parts to be bent may have straight bendings which, placed in a modern production
environment, means forming them with press brakes, automatic bending machines
and automatic benders. The next category of bent sheet metal parts consists of nonlinear bends. These refer to parts in which the bending line reproduces the arched
shape of the part’s bottom. The third category in bent parts consists of spatial parts
whose bending lines are depicted as 3D arcs. According to Greska’s classification
(1997), deep drawn parts also have three different categories which include bent parts
with straight bending axes, bent parts with crooked bending axes and flat deep
drawing parts.

1.2 Research Problem
Nowadays many large companies have outsourced their product design (Lohtander
2007a, 2007b, 2007c). In such cases, a design subcontractor designs the product on
the basis of a list of requirements and the desired property profile. In these
circumstances, the actual engineering designer does not know where the product will
be manufactured, nor the equipment used in manufacture. Engineering designers
attempt to design as many operations as possible into one part in compliance with the
traditional DFMA principles (Pahl 2007). ‘Traditional’ here means that an analysis of
manufacturability begins with functional structure, in which case the analysis will
remain at the level of comparison only. Sheet metal parts in particular may then
become remarkably complex (Wang et al, 1997), and their automatic manufacture
may be difficult or, with some automatic equipment, even impossible.
Companies responsible for design make use of CAD, CAM and CAE systems that are
extremely versatile and whose functionality is top class. However, these systems
cannot together take into account various manufacturing technical viewpoints and
thus it remains the task of the designer to estimate them. Thereby the key question
invariably remains this: how can a designer observe and know the manufacturers’
plant and equipment for sheet metal parts, the tools and production resources
available, or how one product can be designed to be easily adaptable to production by
different device resources?
The engineering design of mechanical products, such as CAD-based design of sheet
metal parts, is technically easy. This technical ease of design, however, causes
problems in the manufacturability of sheet metal parts in deplorably many cases. It is
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important always in the engineering design phase to take into account the
manufacturing techniques which will be used to produce the product and to consider
the consequences the choice of a particular technique will have. For this reason,
engineering designers must have either a sufficient amount of experience or assisting
systems to make the product as manufacture-friendly as possible. (Lohtander, 2008)
Concurrent engineering makes it possible to work simultaneously with product design
and production. This well-known fact is also one of the basic ideas in DFM. Players
who are physically not far away from each other have very good possibilities to work
by the principle of concurrent engineering and in the spirit of DFM, using methods
and tools currently available. But when engineering design and manufacture are
separated between several players the principles and spirit are lost. The key research
problem is that, as domestic and especially global competition tightens, an adequate
final result in producing a well-designed product cost-effectively and ecologically
with a turret punch press cannot be attained by using traditional CE and DFX
methods alone.

1.3 Objectives and Scope of Developing Method and Algorithm for
Process Data Sorting and Generating
This study presents the information required to describe the machine and device
resources in the turret punch press environment which are needed for the development
of the analysing method for automated production. The description of product and
device resources and their interconnectedness is the starting point for method
comparison (Lutters, 2000), the development of expenses (Newness, 2007),
production planning (Cuirana, 2006; Hayes, 1996) and the performance of
optimisation (Singh, 2005). According to Newness (2007), budgeting at the design
phase requires the presentation of factors relating to production and the product itself,
as does process optimisation. The manufacturing method cannot be optimised unless
the variables and their interdependence are known. Furthermore, it is impossible to
create an optimal technological design, as presented by Wang (2005), unless the
features of the processes are known.
Modern teleinformatic instruments provide the possibility to implement only partially
optimised solutions from the point of view, for example, of geometry or
manufacturability (Wang, 2005). A great deal of research and development time has
been spent on implementing comprehensive systems, especially linking design and
production. Although the market offers comprehensive systems, their extremely high
purchase price impedes their use, particularly for SMEs. Another key problem for a
large number of SMEs is data transfer outside the system (Lohtander, 2007a). By
developing production application-specific open systems, the competitiveness of the
SME industry can be improved. The main research question is how should the
dependencies related to the forms to be cut and punched be presented in striving to
achieve as efficient as possible sheet metal production on turret punch presses. The
sub-questions are: Which are the central boundary conditions and limitations
required in the optimisation of sheet metal production in the turret punch press
environment and how should they be presented?
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1.4 Statement of the Study
In this study, the features of an opening cut into a sheet metal product are discussed
along with the information required for its production, in a way that will allow this
information to be used as source information for optimisation. What is new in this
study, in comparison to previous DFMA research, is that here the main attention of
the optimisation viewpoint is centred on the correct presentation of variables and
parameters related to the punching of sheet metal with turret punch press.
This study’s approach to the subject is system-based, which means that the focus lies
on the interdependence of the elements. A system-based research method emphasises
comprehensive observation. In the science community, this method is considered an
acceptable way to approach a problem when using models that are insufficiently
accurate or complex for an analytical approach.
I claim that it is required for production optimisation that the interdependencies of
design variables and parameters of the forms to be cut and punched in the object
functions and restrictions equations of optimisation are descriped correctly. These
interdependencies should be descriped during the design phase of the sheet metal
part. This leads to the result of production optimisation which is based on 1) machine
and tool systems which will achieve the best possible technical quality level, 2)
production rate and 3) cost-effectiveness.

1.5 Limitations of Studied Process Data, Information and Knowledge
There are countless devices and methods to manufacture sheet metal products. Section
1.1 briefly introduced different manufacturing methods. To narrow down the field of
investigation, this study has been limited to deal with machining performed with a
turret punch press. Within the field of turret punch presses, the examination will
include the basic machines which allow users to punch holes, and machines which
include the possibility for laser cutting and forming, as well as punching. Thus
machines that comprise a corner punching facility remain outside the field examined
here. As stated above, the study has been further outlined to include revolver, palette
and linear magazine-type turret punch presses which can be used to machine sheet
metal in thickness ranging from 0,5 to 10,0 mm.
This definition allows the study to concentrate on the machining methods of
mechanical punching, nibbling, laser cutting and forming. The field to be examined
will be further delimited so that, as far as forming is concerned, only those cases will
be examined where forming involves making an opening, and the desired shape can
be obtained using a machine tool and the part’s geometry to be formed can be
achieved without breaking the part. On the part of laser work, the examination is
restricted in the turret punch press only to the machining steps included in the process
and to the operating life of the nozzles and mirrors involved in the laser process.
The ability to yield quality has been marked off this study, although it is closely
connected to the features of production processes. This study does not examine the
optimisation of tool-placing in the storehouse geometrically, nor does it discuss the
optimisation of tool use from the point of view of punched geometrical characteristics.
Specifications and functional interconnectedness can be referred to as algorithm.
20

No multivariable system is used in the study, because this would result in a group of
factors that are closely bound to each other. There are several models of turret punch
presses. These use many different tools, which means that, for every machine-tool
combination, a unique complex has to be constructed. This is not possible, however,
because all the influencing factors within these groups are not known. For
multivariable optimisation, then, a point of start is needed for it to be possible.
Therefore this study presents those points and arrangements which are required also
when performing multivariable optimisation.

1.6 Motivation
A significant section of productive operations in Finland has been permanently lost. In
order to stop this progress and develop new, alternative manufacturing operations,
new and radical action is called for which will support traditional industry and, in this
way, aid in developing new operations that may open new perspectives for business.
One reason for losing manufacturing operations may be the lower level of investment
spent on them in comparison to design activities. Differences between companies are
very large at the level of manufacturing activities. Furthermore, it can be said that, in
general terms that the level of automation, information technology or environmental
aspects in Finnish production environments does not correspond to the modern
outlook on the requirements of sustainable development.
As one of the largest economies in the world, Japan has frequently reformed its
industry to correspond with the current competitive environment. One of the central
themes in Japanese culture is Monozukuri, which refers to the development of knowhow. Despite the strong hierarchy of Japanese society, one of its culture’s most
important themes is still innovation. Innovativeness, and the comprehensiveness
characteristic of the culture, aspire to the efficient renewal of technology and to
environmental consciousness.
In the United States, the development of productivity is directed at many factors, the
most important of which are intelligent and integrated systems and re-configurable
interfaces between people and machines. The key theme there for a long time now has
been the fast application of know-how and innovations, which means an endeavour to
bring new products to the market with the support of risk financing. The development
of information technology and the transformation of knowledge into information
systems has long been underway in the United States. The country has been at a very
high level in the area of software development and thus the simulation and digital
production of manufacturing processes and entire production systems has been
possible for an extended period of time.
From the point of view of productive operations, the starting point for the
development of information technology is the understanding and examination of
production processes. In Finland, the connection of tacit practices (C-DFMA,
TUOHA1, TUOHA2, Piirre2.0 and OT (Concept of operations)) and research
information to the events of actual productive operations and the various
interdependencies of these operations have been studied through research on
production. This allows researchers to connect product development to manufacturing
operations, which facilitates the development of productivity. The observation of
modern production systems, and the possibilities and limitations of manufacturing
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techniques must be made a part of product development, the key elements of which
are speed, efficiency and environmental consciousness. In such cases, the instructions
accordant with the various theories of good design can be implemented together with
the actual production resources. The teleinformatic integration of the abovementioned points facilitates the understanding of the progression of expenses from the
point of view of united product design and manufacturing operations. By examining
this point of view as a whole, a completely new sector of manufacturing operations
can be found which corresponds to the idea of a high-quality Finnish product.
The examination of this point of view is not a new idea as such, but its comprehensive
inspection connected with the newest software solutions prepares the way to the
continuation of Finnish high-quality design and manufacturing activities. By
genuinely concentrating on developing the interface of design and manufacturing
activities, a conception of the importance of even very small details can be attained.
Demanding changes in design at the stage when a manufacturing problem has been
discovered is very expensive. The later a correction takes place, the more expensive it
is. For this reason, it is important to consider the qualities of manufacturing resources
at as early a stage of the design process as possible so that process comparison is not
performed only on the basis of functional structure, but a true analysis of
manufacturability is carried out. It is then possible to maintain the currently existing
level of domestic high-quality know-how both in design and manufacture. The
development of know-how and intelligent systems will provide Finnish industry with
better preconditions to maintain its competitive and operative edge.

1.7 Contribution of the Thesis
The contribution of this thesis is the new understanding of formal process description
of turret punch press. This formal process description is aimed for use between
engineering design and turret punch press process. Formal process description is
based on author’s earlier studies and experience of sheet metal manufacturing both
domestic and abroad.
Earlier studies of the authors consist of different views to boundary between sheet
metal manufacturing design and manufacturing. List below gives a survey for earlier
studies related this thesis.
•

Lohtander, M. and Varis, J. (2002). DFM/DFMA – erään selluteollisuuden
komponentin muuttaminen valmistusystävälliseksi. Research report gives
guidelines what kind of factors shoul considerate if needed cheap, long-life and
process suitable and specially manufacturing friendly sheet metal product to pulp
industry.

•

Lohtander, M., Lanz, M., Varis, J. and Ollikainen M. (2007a). Breaking down the
manufacturing process of sheet metal products into features. In this study, the
manufacturing features of sheet metal products are divided into feature classes. A
feature class describes a specific manufacturing property of a sheet metal product,
such as bending. A feature class comprises individual features and attributes,
which are further divided into other features and attributes. Features and attributes
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together determine the process with which a product can be manufactured. In a
manner of speaking, features invite certain processes and process parameters, that
is, a feature tells the process how it should be manufactured.
•

Lohtander, M. and Varis, J. (2007b). Manufacturing features in cutting shapes and
punching holes in sheet metal. By examining sheet metal parts it is rather evident
that each sheet metal shape has its own manufacturing procedure. There are
several manufacturing devices behind each procedure. This means that each shape
can be divided into manufacturing features, which consist of shapes of sheet metal
and their manufacturing methods. When creating rules and structures for
manufacturing features, it is possible to prepare simple guides for engineering
designers so that they can design parts which are easy to manufacture.This study
tries to validate what kinds of factors are needed in order for the engineering
designer to design parts which are simple to manufacture.

•

Lohtander, M., Salminen, T. and Varis J. (2007c). Collecting manufacturing data
and questions related to data collection. This study presents the basic principles on
what to take into consideration when collecting information on sheet metal
industry processes. In a distributed manufacturing strategy, the manufacturer of a
product is often located far away from the designer. The designer should have the
latest information on manufacturing technologies and their possibilities. The
purpose of this study is to ascertain how manufacturing data could be collected for
the needs of a distributed manufacturing strategy. The manufacturing data
gathered should be reliable. It will be collected straight from the production plants
and the survey will be answered by employees. Therefore, the researcher must
make sure the employees are literate. Other factors impacting the survey are
linguistic, motivational, cultural and instructional matters.

•

Lohtander, M. and Varis, J. (2008). Manufacturability of large sheet metal part.
The objective of this research was to examine the manufacturability of a big sheet
metal parts. The focus of attention here is particularly upon the size and
dimensions of the sheet metal parts. The analysis is based on real parts and
drawings as well as the manufacturing information collected from the original
subcontractor of the sheet metal parts. The collected information was analyzed
and then compared to the actual product.

•

Lohtander, M. and Ojanperä, H. (2009a). Evaluation of sheet metal product. (in
Finnish: Ohutlevytuotteen valmistettavuuden arviointi). Objective of this study
was to give theoretical background for Finnish industry to evaluate sheet metal
manufacturing.

•

Lohtander, M. and Varis, J. (2009b). Meaning of detailed manufacturing
information. The objective of research was to examine meaning of detailed
manufacturing directions of a bended sheet metal parts in global markets. A case
part is reflecting a typical part in IT-industry. There are many bends which angles,
lengths and widths are varying. Regularly client doesn’t offer cutting file (2D) for
part producers, only 3D file is delivered. Therefore detailed manufacturing plan is
not transferred to a subcontractor, leading to a situation, that they do not have any
information about meaning of each feature. The result in case of international
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subcontractors, obviously leads to problems in trying to produce right quality
products.
•

Lohtander, M., Eskelinen, H. and Varis, J. (2009c). Effects of design generations
on manufacturing costs of sheet metal products. Computer-aided design (CAD) of
sheet metal components is rather easy at present thanks to modern tools. The
design stage should always take into account the manufacturing technologies
applied to the product. Nevertheless, taking mere manufacturing aspects into
consideration in design is not sufficient – also customer demands and whether or
not they are realistic should be weighed. Customer demands can be evaluated
through a customer needs assessment. This involves the risk that excessive
requirements are set for the product. On the other hand, customers create new,
seemingly important needs also during the design process. Consequently, new
factors must continuously be taken into account in design. These factors raise the
costs of materials, manufacturing and the purchase of parts.

Based on earlier studies, the experience about sheet metal manufacturing,
manufacturing tests and analysis of industrial parts, it is possible to create model for
analysing sheet metal manufacturing during engineering design phase.
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2 BACKGROUND OF STUDY AND A REVIEW OF OTHER
FIELDS OF MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT
One technical development trend which research and development is currently turning
towards may be the integration of master production scheduling and detailed capacity
planning of separate design functions, such as draft, operation, mechanics or
production design, under one overall system in order to improve future profitability.
However, whatever the development trend, it is almost certain that the portion of
automatic and semi-intelligent systems will inevitably grow. The development of
smarter systems requires going through several separate functions, practices and
disciplines in order to prepare systems that are able to present the information people
need at the right time and with suitable accuracy. This section presents those fields
which the writer deems the most central and which are required or will need
developing when constructing intelligent systems for the metal industry.
The study is a part of the field of sheet metal production planning (Figure 1) in a local
and global environment. The research questions are centred on the interface of design,
manufacture and costs inside the traditional DFX concept. The study seeks the
marginal terms and limitations of optimisation for the support of traditional feature
recognition and use, as well as DFX methods.
Global
manufacturing
operation

Production
planning of sheet
metal product

Engineering design
Basis of
optimization
Manufacturing

Design for X

Costing

Figure 1 The studied field included DFX-methods which is a part of manufacturing,
engineering design and cost estimation. The point of view is the production planning
of sheet metal products in global manufacturing operations.
This study is connected to a research project that is aimed at developing a system for
the design of sheet metal, which can also be used to estimate fabrication costs at the
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design phase (figure 2). The project is comprised of modules in which the designed
3D part is transferred to an analytical environment, its features are recognised and
reasoning is performed on its manufacturing features using feature recognition.
Optimal tool adaptation is performed on the forms to be made and, after this, cost
factors are calculated. To specify costs, the method described in this study is needed
in order to expand on cost examination.

Optimisation
functions and
restrictions
Geometric
reasoning

Full size
optimisation
Development
of Graphical
User Interface
(GUI)

Tool fitting
Geometry
recognization
Cost
calculation

Figure 2 This work is one part of overall research of LUT, related to an integrated
system which allows us to anlyse the manufacturability of sheet metal parts during the
design phase.

2.1 Feature Recognition and Feature Analysis
One of the key ideas of this study focuses on features and especially on manufacturing
features which have been studied, for example, by Gao (2000), Kannan (2009a) and
Hayasi (2009). As such, features and their use and recognition are old techniques and
have been researched since the early 1970s. Nearly all modern CAD and CAM
software utilises features and their recognition internally. On the basis of features,
such software can choose, for example, a suitable tool or create a tooling path for a
tool (Lanz, 2006).
The research area of this study includes feature thinking which has been studied from
many points of view (Kyprianou, 1980; Lin, 2009; Hayasi, 2009). The most
fascinating aspect of feature thinking is its multiplicity and adaptability to many areas.
Its adaptability has been portrayed in Figure 3, which starts from the left from the idea
that features can be used to describe, for example, the properties of assembly, design,
manufacture, modularisation or functionality. Hence, each of these factors has a set of
properties which is connected to their lifecycle (Lutters, 2000). For assembly, design
and manufacture, the conceptualisation and use of features is clear. Modularisation is
also clear, because it deals with the recurring forms and characteristics in, for
example, a product family and the properties of modules’ interfaces. Functionality, on
the other hand, is a feature characteristic that may be more difficult to understand.
Yet, the functional characteristics of, for example, a car’s steering wheel are its
adjustments of length and height. Functional features in this way of thought inevitably
lead to geometric features from which manufacturing features can be derived. Thus
functional features are connected to the functional structure in accordance with the
basic tenets of mechanical engineering (Pahl, 1992).
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Figure 3 There are several layers to the usability of features. This research
concentrates to the manufacturing features of sheet metal and the main focus relates to
the openings of sheet metal parts.

2.2 Delivery Cycle in Design
The delivery cycle or rate of design has a decisive significance on how fast a product
can be taken to the market. Current modern equipment allows for easy design but has
hardly any functions that support manufacture (Lin, 2009). In addition to technical
instruments, the shortening of design and manufacture delivery cycle requires the kind
of thinking where there is a movement from compulsive development of functional
structure towards perceiving manufacture as a fixed part of the functional structure.
The method that will be developed in this study is aimed at shortening the delivery
cycle in the design process, which would allow the internal operations of the CE
(Concurrent Engineering) process to be accelerated. Conventionally, many iterations
take place between design and manufacture, during which attempts are made to
improve, among other things, the functions, properties and manufacturability of a
product. Figure 4 describes the internal operation of the CE process with the help of a
function loop. The idea presented in this figure is a simplification of the VDI
Guideline 2221 portrayed in Figure 4.
By improving the engineering design staff’s awareness of manufacturability or giving
them technical means for using manufacturability analyses of different methods, the
number of iterations between production, prototyping and design can be reduced and
the process can be accelerated from draft design all the way to production. By
observing manufacturability standpoints with the help of technical instruments, it is
possible to move from compulsive development of operations towards a
comprehensive way of thinking which involves seeing the product as a whole which
consists of a draft, design steps, manufacturability and manufacture. As well as the
above-mentioned points, customer groups, use, maintenance and especially matters
concerning recyclability must, of course, be taken into account.
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Figure 4 The higher the level of the common knowledge of design and manufacturing
the better is the possibility to precipitate the CE-process.

2.3 Position in the Design Chain
The key contents of this study are focused on the interface of the actual design work
and manufacture from the point of view of the design chain. The particular centre of
this study, however, lies between points 4 to 7, described in Figure 5, also from the
standpoint of the design chain. Instruction for the lead-in of design, observing VDI
2221 standards, does not directly address the analysis of manufacturability. In an ideal
situation, the assessment of manufacturability should be performed already when
developing the functionality of a product. In practice, however, it is wiser to separate
the development of functions from production, because taking manufacturability into
account may be limiting to the functionality of a product in the draft phase. According
to VDI 2221, when a product is being developed the assessment of manufacturability
should already partially begin at Stage 3 where the product’s functionality is
estimated. Functionality can be obtained using various technical solutions, and
manufacturability is an essential part of each solution. At Stage 4, with
modularisation, manufacturability becomes crucially important, because this is the
stage where the module drivers are chosen (Erixon, 2000). On the basis of module
drivers, modular construction will be selected. When developing the modular
construction, manufacturability has a clear role. Furthermore, as the design process of
a product proceeds, the value of manufacturability grows. Manufacturing value and its
characteristics are discussed in Chapter 4.2.
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Figure 5 VDI Guideline 2221 for the development of a new product. Features are
added to the iteration phase, because features are properties which need modification
during design phase. (Pahl, 2007, p. 19)

2.4 Position in the Lifecycle
The following Figure 6 presents the position of the research subject under discussion
here using a lifecycle circle. The system to be developed is placed between design and
manufacture in the circle. The process includes the planning of production, the
management of variants and versions, the management and execution of orders, the
management and allocation of resources, the actual production and the necessary
stock, machines, fastenings, tools, as well as the service, maintenance and updating of
production machines. In addition to these factors, the whole process has to be
controlled and managed. The structure of Figure 6 is constructed so that the top part
presents a theoretical description of DFX methods. In order to efficiently adopt these
methods and apply them at different stages of the lifecycle, the theory and learned
practices must be constructed into systems or functions that can be used as
instruments. The research aggregate presented here is placed inside the sector that
describes the technical manufacturing features of sheet metal products as used in
turret punch presses.
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Figure 6 The theoretical framework from DFX to digital manufacturing. High level of
theoretical design knowledge and best practices could change digital manufacturing
tools only if each design feature corresponds to a certain manufacturing feature.

2.5 Change in Value Added
When a product is designed in such a way that the capabilities and machine properties
of production are taken into account throughout, a significantly higher degree of value
added can be produced in a product than by acting in a traditional way where the
focus first lies in functional structure and only then are the manufacturing possibilities
charted.
Figure 7 presents the writer’s outlook, adapting Esawi’s point of view (2003), on the
factors affecting value added. From top left, the figure starts from the idea that knowhow is required in order to use information to convert material into a product. The
manufacture of a physical product also requires time, energy and capital. Here capital
refers to the wealth that is tied up in the necessary devices, as these are nearly always
needed to manufacture products.
These required elements turn into products, as well as into refined knowledge, waste
material and waste energy. Furthermore, the process yields costs from the use of raw
material, energy and people’s time. By increasing the level and quality of information
at the starting point, it is possible to manufacture a customer-oriented product
efficiently with less materials and without wasting energy, and thus create less costs
and environmental load.
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Figure 7 In order to produce a product, knowledge, material, information, time,
energy and capital are needed. (Esawi, 2003. p. 607)

2.6 Position in Information System
The collection of technical information in literature, experiences and practices is a
very challenging task on its own. When developing different systems, the information
should also be organised, classified and compiled into the right kind of entities which
can then be further utilised, and to which new entities can be connected (Zhao, 2005).
In addition to quantitative data, information must be of extremely high quality (Hayes,
1996) so that it can be adequately relied upon.
Figure 8 presents a system adapted from Zhao’s view (2005), where knowledge
required in production is collected into databases. This knowledge can be utilised, as
necessary, in different systems on the basis of qualitative and quantitative analyses. In
the manufacture of sheet metal products, the required knowledge includes machine
properties, tool properties and possibilities, material properties, as well as the time
available and acceptable costs. In addition to this, of course, knowledge about the part
itself is required. By first combining knowledge about the part with resource data
using a qualitative and quantitative analysis, it is possible to present the necessary
information for the manufacture of products. Commonly, this information is
experience-based knowledge of skilled technological designers (Cuirana, 2006).
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Figure 8 Qualitative and quantitative analysis is needed for solving manufacturing
issues in a digital framework. Both analyses are needed in order to get proper part,
process, resource and cost information and feedback at the design phase. (Zhao, 2005)

2.7 The Link between a Designer and the System
Making a manufacturability analysis using features, changes the way that knowledge
about a product is treated at various design phases. Figure 8 presents the current
situation, dealing with the knowledge relating to the same product at individual
stages. The individual stages have no extensive connection to each other. For
example, in product design, manufacturability factors cannot be automatically taken
into account, which means that the design phase has no automatic connection to
production planning. The same applies to different structural designs. If the structural
and durability design features require changes they must currently be transferred back
to design and from there further to production control and production planning.

Figure 9 Present day design work is separated between several workstations and
therefore product information is usually fragmented. Highly integrated engineering
design is not possible in the present-day framework.
A more modern way to design products is based on shared knowledge which is
illustrated in Figure 9. By compiling a knowledge base, existing knowledge can be
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used directly both in design and production, as well as elsewhere, for example, in
structural design. The system should be constructed and organised so that all the
knowledge generated is available, but individual designers cannot change the existing
knowledge without access rights. The purpose of this is to ensure the maximum level
of information validity.

Figure 10 Integrated design process utilises shared information and therefore less
iteration is needed between design phases and manufacturing. The integrated design
process represents a modern way to take control of all the advantages of concurrent
engineering.

2.8 Costs and Environmental Consciousness
There are at least two points of view on cost-effectiveness in the manufacturing
context. These points of view are a cost-effective total product and cost-effective
manufacture. A cost-effective total product contains the idea of the financial control
of the product’s lifecycle which includes the main levels of this cycle: design,
manufacture, marketing, use, maintenance, service and recycling or materials
recovery.
Economically efficient manufacturing costs form a part of lifecycle management and
thus of the product’s all-in price, but they do not influence the product directly as
much as they do the actual manufacturer. The manufacturer must receive a yield from
the manufacturing activities, making their chances of profitable operations smaller
than those of the bearer of the actual product or product rights. A product is made
more cost-effective when as little energy as possible is used in its production. In
addition to this, the product’s cycle in production must be organised so that no energy
is wasted on unnecessary stages of operation, warehousing or transport.
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Table 1 Cost effectiveness of production and the product.
Cost effective
Cost effective product
production
Production
Research
and Maintenance
development.
• Management
• Product
• Management
management
• Operations
• Operation
• Manufacturing • Product
• Distribution
planning
• Quality control
• Maintenance
• Product
• Logistic
• Inventory
research
• Training
• Software
• Technical data
• Testing and • Modification
evaluation

Removal, Disposal,
recycle.
• Management
• Non repailable
• Recycling
• Disposal
• Documentation

Whatever the point of view of cost-effectiveness, the target should always be an
ecological product and production. This requires making a commitment to
manufacturability, as well as all other activities and events during a product’s
lifecycle, to an ever increasing degree. The prerequisite for this is that the
informational parts of each process related to the product are under control and that
the relationships of knowledge are understood.

2.9 International Viewpoint
Sheet metal components can be considered important for a product’s functionality, but
in many cases their aesthetic value is also significant. Their aesthetic value derives
from their use, for example, in casings and cladding. The forms, functions and
functionality of the parts vary a great deal. (Jagirdar, 2001) This is why they are
difficult to manufacture and why they cannot be manufactured using one and the same
set of machines all over the world (Zhao, 2005). Also, different country-specific
regulations and standards require manufacturers to operate in different ways,
depending on their location. Furthermore, international and national standards may
diverge in content. By combining machine-specific manufacturability information
with various limitations, even country or market-specific variables can be taken into
account in planning manufacturability.
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3 METHODS
The progress of the study has been recorded in seven different stages which are
presented together in Figure 11.

Figure 11 The structure of the study consists of seven steps. Steps IV, V and VI
constitute a triangulation. The purpose of triangulation in qualitative research is to
increase the credibility and validity of the results.
I One of the background studies for this research is the research project C-DFMA
(Conceptual Design For Manufacturing and Assembly), which took place between
2005 to 2008. Participants in the project were the Aalto University School of Science
and Technology, Tampere University of Technology, Lappeenranta University of
Technology and the University of Oulu. The target in Lappeenranta University of
Technology (henceforth referred to as LUT) was to focus on the management of the
global business chain of sheet metal production and on analysing it. The research was
divided into work packages and LUT had the task of working on the one concerning sheet
metal. The work package involved studying the management of the global supplier
chain and improving the cost-effectiveness of the Finnish sheet metal industry, as well
as increasing knowledge of manufacturability and, in this way, developing a global
business model. The other background study is the Piirre 2.0 project which LUT
implemented in collaboration with the Tampere University of Technology between
2007 and 2010. The objective of the project was to develop a method for the price
assessment of sheet metal parts, to be used in the design phase using manufacturing
features. These studies systematically gathered information about sheet metal
production and systematically analysed manufacturing and manufacturability both
from the point of view of processes and process management. In addition to the
above-mentioned matters, the target of both projects was to generate manufacturing
information for sheet metal design in order to ensure manufacturability.
II The hypothesis was created on the basis of the previous study. The basic content of
the hypothesis arose when studying triangulation in literature, tests and parts designed
in industry.
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III In examining literature, the field in question and previous studies will be discussed.
In order to reach the targets, a literature search was conducted using LUT’s electronic
databases. The literature search was demarcated at the first stage to the assisting
systems of design in the metal industry, and at the second stage, to the assisting
systems of sheet metal design and manufacture. The delimited search provided over
100 scientific articles about the subject and 10 dissertations. The number of scientific
articles was limited to the 49 most central studies specifically dealing with sheet
metal.
IV Experiments and measuring were performed on a turret punch press. The
experiments were concerned with the study of the duration of the LUT’s turret punch
press’s machining. These times included the duration of the sheet metal part’s
handling and conveyance, the duration of tool handling and of the actual machining.
The purpose of these experiments was to define the duration of each individual stage,
such as a stroke and the conveyance of a sheet metal part. The series of experiments
was conducted on sheet metal parts that were nested in three different positions. The
test involved measuring machining times on the premise that in product design the
designer has focused on the product’s strength and capacity for pressing. This means
that manufacturing must be examined from the point of view of material quality,
thickness, rolling direction and edge quality.
V After the experimental part, the study presents an examination of manufacturability
using parts from the industry. The parts that came from industry are based on the
products of two different companies. These products have a total of 63+38=101
different sheet metal components. Five pieces were randomly chosen from these
components and an inspection accordant with the hypothesis was conducted on their
geometry.
VI Conclusions and an assessment of possible miscalculations were performed on the
completed experiments on the basis of the verification of the hypothesis. The normal
distribution of the completed machining experiments was inspected in the assessment
of possible miscalculations.
VII Areas in need of further development were documented throughout the research.
When developing the starting points for optimisation and their manner of
representation, several research subjects emerged whose requirements varied from
individual actions and practices to significant and highly challenging abstract systems.
Proposals for further development are documented at the end of this study in a
separate section.
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4 LITERATURE REVIEW ABOUT THE ASPECTS
DEALING WITH THE DEVELOPED METHOD
The literature review of this study answers the question “what assisting systems for
the manufacture of sheet metal products are there and what do these systems aspire to
do?”
With the help of this question, the most central fields in literature on which research
has been conducted will be saught. This will assist in gaining an understanding of the
publications issued covering the research area and their viewpoints, as well as how
this previous literature supports the contents of this study. Several scientific
publications have been presented touching on this research which deal with the
development and operation of various automatic systems. Table 2 below presents six
sources which contain extensive literary research on various systems and their key
features and properties. This list has been made in order to provide an idea of the
development of methods in the field and the general level of interest in the field. As it
is possible to calculate from Table 2, at least 89 assisting systems have been
developed at different levels.
Table 2 References which discuss different kinds of guidance system for
manufacturability and their number of referred guidance systems.
Author

Headline

Nr. of referred
articles

Jagirdar (2001)

Characterisation and identification of forming features for
3-D sheet metal components.
Integrated and concurrent approach for compound sheet
metal cutting and punching.

14

Ramana (2005)

Automated manufacturability evaluation system for sheet
metal components in mass production.

18

Zhao (2005)

Domain independent shell for DFM and its application to
sheet metal forming and injection molding.

8

Chu (2008)

Graph theoretic algorithm for automatic operation
sequencing for progressive die design.

29

Processing of 3D sheet metal components in STEP AP203 format. Part I: feature recognition system.

14

Xie (2001)

Kannan (2009a)

6

When the viewpoints related to sheet metal work are examined in general, we
discover that there are a large number of different individual design rules, as well as
actions aiming at improving the manufacturability of individual products. In addition
to this, it is widely known that significant investments have gone into developing
design methods to increase the speed at which a product becomes ready to be
manufactured. As well as scientific literature, there are a large number of commercial
brochures and instructions available which have been written with the aim of
improving the productivity of sheet metal machinery. Examples of these include
Mate-tools, Finn-Power, Amada and LVD.
If we continue to consider the study area from the point of view of scientific research,
we discover that there is an abundance of various mathematical methods for
optimisation and the calculation related to it. No literature search has been conducted
on this field, nor is it otherwise discussed in this study. It can be noted that
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mathematicians have worked hard on creating various optimisation algorithms and
strive to develop them further. Similarly, the use of computer-aided methods has
grown, making it possible to implement very many measures related to production
using various computer-aided methods.
This study examines the study area that concerns specifically the manufacture of sheet
metal products from the point of view of punching performed on an automated turret
punch press. The mechanical engineering and equipment techniques of the field are
well-known, as is the performance of the software in use. Improving performance and
taking it forwards require the description and documentation of process-specific
knowledge.
The source material studied consists in all of 83 scientific articles that have been
categorised into feature recognition and analysis, process planning, pricing and cost
analysis, as well as into system level design and the description of DFX methods.
Furthermore, the source material contains dissertations from the field. The articles that
are studied date between 1999 and 2009 and, among these, specifically system
descriptions and the connections of factors inside the process and, furthermore, their
interdependence are considered. The analysis of these sources will be performed using
Table 3, and the contents of the articles will be compared to the views of the writer of
this study.
Table 3 presents research within the field of sheet metal. From the literature search
performed for this study, Table 3 contains the most important articles which deal with
the manufacturability of sheet metal parts or products from the point of view of
system development. The table also includes an estimation of what kinds of knowhow there are in the articles.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

1996
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000

Endo. J
Choi, J.C. et.al
Gao, J.X. et. al.
Lutters, D. et.al.
Streppel, T. et. al.
Ten Brinke, E.
et.al.
7
2000
Weustink, I.F.
et.al
8
2001
Jagirdar, R. Et. al.
9
2001
Xie, S.Q. et. al.
10 2002
Singh, R. et. al.
11 2003
Maropoulos, P.G.
et. al.
12 2004
Ramana, K.V.
13 2005
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Feature recognition and use;
Production planning from the point of view of the manufacture system of sheet
metal products;
Integration of design and manufacture;
Cost accounting as part of design; and
DFX methods.
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The above table verifies the research author’s idea about the effect of the five most
important factors to the theme of research. The factors are:
•
•

ANN

Turret punch press

Concurrent engineering

Life Cycle study

Die Design/Forming

Feature study

STEP

XML

Variatbased Planning

Rule Based/Classification

Bending

IntegrateCAD/CAM/CAPP

Production Planning

Integrated Feedback to
designer/aggregated process

Costing/Cost estimation

Research group

Publication year

Table 3 Most relevant research articles on the area of sheet metal manufacturability.
The table shows the main points of each article and an estimation of the cabapility
level related to manufacturing know-how (1=skills, 2= knowledge, 3=understanding).

1

1

Furthermore, on the basis of Tables 2 and 3, it can be said that scientific articles and
publications have discussed various assisting systems to a great extent. The interface
between sheet metal design and manufacture has also been widely discussed but,
judging by the literature found, no research relating directly to turret punch presses
has been conducted. Four articles related to such presses were found but they
contained no discussion about the internal processes of turret punch presses.

4.1 Feature Recognition and Use
One of the methods for analysing manufacturability is feature analysis. The idea of
features is that each feature is fixed with certain properties at the design phase. These
properties may include geometric features, non-geometric features or separate
attributes. In studying the manufacturing features of sheet metal products, no
definition of which properties are considered features have been made (Lohtander,
2007a). Also, no comprehensive classification of sheet metal features has been made.
However, features can be used for many different purposes, as Figure 12
demonstrates. As well as design and manufacture, their use is aimed at assembly (van
Holland, 1997), functionality (Pahl, 2007; van Holland, 1997), modularisation
(Erixon, 1998) and product versions (Erixon, 1998). The manufacturing methods that
can be classed as features include, for example, parts to be forged, powder metallurgy,
casting products, machining, joining and sheet metal products. Using features, sheet
metal products can be examined, for example, by the part’s dimensions, openings,
machining, bending and surface treatment. Ramana has proposed (2004a and 2004b)
features for sheet metal manufacturing. Manufacturing features based on design
features which also are presented on his (Ramana, 2004a and 2004b) study.
Traditionally, product specifications have been recorded in drawings, on paper, in
operating instructions and supplier’s data sheets. Nowadays these methods have often
been replaced by CAD design and various databases which contain information, for
example, about materials, production management and machines and tools.
Traditional drawings, CAD designs and 3D models, however, are incapable of
presenting and, especially, transferring information between different systems. For
this reason, the idea that a design should contain other information besides a product’s
geometry, such as manufacturing data, has been investigated over the past ten years.
For example, feature-based modelling offers an answer to this problem (Boothroyd,
2002, s. 651, Mäntylä, 1996, s. 77-78). Feature-based modelling provides an
opportunity to take the constraints of manufacturing techniques into account and to
automatically create manufacturing data (van der Net, 1998, p. 6). Despite the fact
that nearly all CAD systems use feature information in their internal communication,
features, apart from a few attributes, cannot be transferred outside the system. The
software’s internal feature recognition does not necessarily work, either, if the product
or part to be transferred has not been modelled with the same software version.
Attempts have been made to make industry standards out of some data transmission
formats, although they are not open and they cannot be used to transfer more than
geometry, except for some attachment files (Haftl, 2007). Endeavours to apply
feature-based modelling also in CAD/CAM software are increasing (McCoullough,
2006), but even these systems do not support open data transfer; instead, feature data
is stored in its own closed data transmission format.
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Product
configuration

Robotic assembly

Function of product

Feature definition

Development of
traditional DFM(A)

Manufacturing

Engineering design

Figure 12 Features could point to several factors which specify characteristics of a
product. The ultimate goal of the features is to ease the gap between design and
manufacturing.
The problem with commercial software is that the facility to store design and
manufacturing data intelligently only exists within the system. In other words, there is
a reluctance to distribute information to be used elsewhere. In practice, this leads to
individual patches of information, and the principle of data distribution loses all
meaning. All models designed by designers are intelligent as long as they are within a
certain system or systems. Removing them from the system causes problems and
challenges to information processing. When a design is transferred from one system to
another, almost all essential information disappears, apart from geometry, coordinates
and colours (Lanz, 2005) (Gao, 2000). According to Gao (2000), in order keep the
situation in check, a separate feature editor is required to assist in controlling the
hierarchical feature structures. Because in a data transfer nearly all information but
geometry disappears from the original design, the reasoning has to be performed
anew.
It should be possible to maintain or reconstruct the feature-based modelling of CAD
systems. The designed part can be brought into the recognition tool either as a STEP
(Gao, 2000) or VRML (Lanz, 2007) model which is then rendered into another formal
form or treated as it is. All surfaces can be laid with non-geometric feature data, such
as tolerance attributes, surface roughness data, treatment data and information, for
example, about coatings. Using ontology, the data attached to features is stored into a
Knowledge Base. Ontology defines the structure of the Knowledge Base and connects
the information to each other. Ontology allows the users to make inquiries and
deductions, for example, to recognise a screw hole (Lanz, 2007) which allows the user
to further conclude that a prehole, flange and thread will be needed to manufacture the
piece. These stages require a device or equipment that have the necessary properties
to prepare a feature. Furthermore, assembly requires a screwing process, with a
screwing tool and resources to use it (Lanz, 2006).
Nearly every CAD/CAM system nowadays contains a STEP AP module to read and
write data. The ultimate goal of STEP is to cover the entire life-cycle, from
conceptual design to final disposal, for all kinds of products. Step application
protocols, for example AP203 and AP214, use the same definitions for 3D geometry,
but if some manufacturability aspects are to be included in the data, additional AP
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protocols are needed, for example 238 (Integrated CNC Machining), 240 (Process
Planning) or 235 (Materials Information for Products). The most promising advantage
when applying STEP is that a CNC control file can be produced for any machine
which has the required resources to read and understand NC code. The initial purpose
was to reduce the number of required technical drawings and facilitate data
distribution from designers to manufacturers if AP-238 was followed in detail.
However, even today, sheet metal machine manufacturers tend to develop their own
user interfaces and data transfer formats. (Finn-Power, 2010)
The STEP format is valuable when it is followed directly. Then it is possible to gather
all the information in one file and make wide use of it in sheet metal processes. Also,
all understanding and knowledge of sheet metal processes in it are understood in the
same way. The drawback of the STEP format is that a file size will grow
exponentially when adding new AP modules. Often large files are transferred, but
only a minor part of the transferred data is needed. In this study, characteristics of the
STEP format do not compete with or contradict the studied area. The point of view of
this research is that optimisation data and knowledge are shown right away, at the
right time and the necessary knowledge is usable at each optimisation stage.
As well as into geometric, non-geometric and assembly features (Lanz, 2005),
products can be divided into machined features (van Holland, 1997, p. 12). Machined
features are forms that are created, for example, using certain manufacturing methods,
or product properties which require specific actions at the manufacturing stage (van
der Net, 1998). These machined features are usually different, for example, to the
design features or assembly features used in design (van Holland, 1997, p. 12).
A sheet metal part usually consists of forms which may be flat, or bendings, cuttings,
openings or formings. These forms are traditionally known as geometric features.
Non-geometric features can also be considered features (Lanz, 2005 ). These may
include, for example, colour, material, interfaces/constraints, tolerances, surface
roughness, mating and manufacturing methods.
The machined features of sheet metal have been studied, among others, by Kannan
(2009a), Jagirdar (2001), Gao (2000) and Wang (1997) who has researched sheet
metal bending with robotised press brakes. When planning the manufacture of a sheet
metal product, feature combinations, as well as individual features and geometries,
must be considered (Wang, 1997). At its simplest, a feature combination may consist
of two adjacent edgings or an edging with an opening beside it. A feature
combination’s parts are interdependent on each other which means that the individual
properties or part of the properties of the features of each must be taken into account.
Machined features in sheet metal are partially related to the physical dimensions and
geometry of a part and partially to the required properties of a sheet metal product,
such as reliefs or having the same line or straightness of bend angle, and to features
which are apparently the same, but nevertheless require a different manufacturing
technique. Sometimes the incorporation of properties and forms defines a new feature
(Kannan, 2009a). For example, the size of a sheet metal blank determines that the
material around the part must be cut off. The cutting of material, on the other hand, is
a technical manufacturing feature, and the implementation of this feature requires
physical action (van der Net, 1998, p. 6). Therefore, features include functional data,
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as well as geometric, for example, for the purposes of manufacture or assembly (van
Holland, 1997, p. 12).
Although data required in manufacture can be produced directly from CAD models
with feature recognition and deductions, these techniques have not been adapted to
industrial use (Kang, 2003). One influencing factor in this may be the fact that feature
recognition systems have not been compatible with CAPP systems. At the same time,
feature recognition has become confined, for example in Greska’s (1997) and Kang’s
(2003) opinion, to a very few basic forms and these offer no assistance in minimising
manufacturing costs. Then again no feature analysis specifically focused on sheet
metal and its manufacturability features has been performed. However, several studies
(Ramana, 2005; Xie, 2001; Wang, 2005; Verlinden, 2008; Kumar, 2006; Zhao, 2005)
which have taken into account some issues connected to the manufacturability of
sheet metal products have been published. Nevertheless, feature classification can be
considered a good way to carry various systems from pure information processing
towards semantic systems (Greska, 1997). Feng’s (2005) classification in Figure 13 is
an example of the machined features of a part to be cut. The division takes into
account most of the forms required in cutting, on the basis of which the machined
features of a part can be determined. However, Feng (2005) has not proposed design
variables for machined features.

Figure 13 Classification of machined features (Feng, 2005).
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According to Greska (1997), the main forms are usually the important ones for the
feature recognition of sheet metal parts. This rough level form is sufficient basis for
satisfactorily performing process planning and preliminary calculations. Even
complex parts can easily be divided into individual components and levels. Then
every rouhg-level description of a product and, in this case, a sheet metal product, can
be based on an idea of distinct levels. Furthermore, according to Greska (1997), the
recognition of 2D and 3D features is an extremely complicated process. Various
methods have been created for this, but many of them are constricted. With some
methods, for example, only prismatic parts that will be machined can be recognised
(Zhou, 2007). The same method does not, however, lend itself to the recognition of all
kinds of parts, even though it would be the ideal. There are many levels to feature
recognition which must be considered. These levels are, for example, the degree to
which features support actual production, how tolerances are recognised and how to
separate similar features when they hold different meanings. For this reason, a group
of distinct methods should be developed to be used together. According to Kannan’s
(2009a) observations, only the use of features in cutting and bending have been
researched sufficiently to make it possible to use features on an industrial scale.
In his article, Kumar (2006) has focused on mould making and the use of mould tools
for pressing in high volume production. Kumar (2006) has suggested that from the
point of view of manufacturability, product design and the use of design features
resemble an art rather than a rational science.
According to Streppel’s (2000) view, current starting points for macro-level
production planning are usually based on feature recognition. The methods used have
been focused on defining suitable manufacturing methods for parts that have been
designed in full. In Streppel’s (2000) view, however, the presented mode is not
integration but simply parallel data transfer from the physical properties of a product
towards production methods.
Design that utilises machined features does not change design greatly in comparison
to current technical performance. During the design process, an analysis of machined
features functions in the background of design software. At the design phase, a
designer creates standard design features and determines their properties, some of
which are directly linked to design and others to their function and manufacture. The
features related to manufacture are recognised during the process. The attributes
connected to machined features are bestowed on each feature in a predetermined
format so that they can be interpreted according to prearranged rules. This means that
a designer adds requirements to a model which a part’s individual forms or form
combinations have. In such a case, the designer does not need to express his or her
view on the manufacturing method. For example, a round opening modelled by a
designer (Figure 14) is the feature “round opening” that can contain several attributes
or sub features. These attributes may include, for example, the quality of the
opening’s surface or geometric tolerances, such as roundness or straightness. The
feature “round opening” in the model summons all the manufacturing methods from
the database with which it is possible to produce the feature “round opening.” After
this, the attributes or sub features connected to a feature gain a determining role. For
example, the numeric value of the attribute “surface quality of the opening” may be
such that with some production methods the surface quality determined by the
designer cannot be achieved. In such a case, the database program will reject these
production methods and allow only accepted methods to get through. The same
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procedure occurs with every attribute connected to each feature. Finally, the database
provides the designer with the production methods with which the feature with those
certain attributes can be manufactured. It is also possible for the database program to
reject all production methods. The designer should then consider the forms they have
designed, as well as the attributes they have assigned to the product and whether they
are technically appropriate for production. (Lohtander, 2007a)
MANUFACTURING OF A HOLE

Reject

Reject

Reject
Reject

Accept

Reject

Figure 14 Feature classes, features and available methods in manufacturing a hole
(Lohtander, 2007a).
Manufacturing an opening in a sheet metal product appears to be a very simple
operation. Technically this is true, but decisions about manufacturing technique may
be difficult. The size of the opening in relation to material thickness is of crucial
importance to the choice of technique. Similarly the tolerance requirements that have
been set affect the technique with which the desired accuracy will be achieved. Other
very significant factors include the position of the opening in relation to other forms,
various mouldings and flangings, as well as combining the opening to other forms.
Previous studies (Lohtander, 2007a, 2007b) have demonstrated that manufacturing
even a simple sheet metal part is complicated.
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4.2 The Effect of Design on the Price of a Product
It is an assumption commonly presented in literature that 70-80% of manufacturing
costs are determined at the design phase (Weustink, 2000; H’mida, 2005; Asiedu,
1998; Pahl et. al. 2007, p. 535). This is why many different methods to intensify
design have been developed. The best known method may be concurrent engineering
(CE) which emphasises co-operation between different operations from the outset of
the design process. At the same time, the presented assumption means that the design
staff should also be as well aware of the manufacturing data as possible at the design
phase.
Whatever the effect of design and the methods used on manufacturing costs, these
decisions influence the conceptual basis related to the whole factory of integrating the
applications and information flow between product design, process planning,
production planning and manufacturing processes. In her study, Kang (2003) has
suggested that while geometry data is being created in design, issues connected to
manufacture must be considered in process planning, production planning and in all
the factory’s operations.
The markets demand increasingly high-quality products, shorter delivery times and
lower prices (Weustink, 2000). For manufacturing companies to be competitive,
production costs must be low. After the design phase, most opportunities to lower
production costs have been lost (Figure 15). In most industrial fields, cost estimates
define two essential operations. These are product development and pricing.

Figure 15 The more advanced a project is the less possibilities there are to reduce cost
(Duverlie, 1999).

4.3 Production Planning
The target of production planning is to prepare a routing for the part to be produced
through the manufacturing processes. This means that the necessary machines,
devices and the order of the production stages are selected in production planning in
order to make the product financially profitable. (Hao, 2006)(Gao, 2000).
Traditionally, production planning is conducted manually or with computer-assistance
by an experienced person who interprets the drawings and uses his experience in
choosing the most suitable route and methods for the product based on available
materials, processes, schedule and cost terms. Manually performed production
planning is time-consuming, labour intensive and susceptible to human error. This
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also applies to computer-assisted design, as then too human factors and experience of
various situations may be a limiting factor. It is also usual that different persons
choose different routes and methods for the same parts even in computer-aided
production planning. This means that the selected routes and methods are not
necessarily optimal ones (Gao, 2000). Standardisation, best practices and a company’s
internal procedures and know-how are difficult to control (Gao, 2000). In his study,
Gao (2000) developed a user-friendly tool for the needs of production planners in the
aircraft industry that can make production planning work more efficient and
productive. Gao (2000) asserts that data about production planning was collected for
the system, but it is not reported in the research.
With current modern design software, sheet metal products can be made very complex
which causes challenges in manufacture, because the forms and form combinations
are not necessarily manufacturable with the available machines, or the manufacture of
the forms and properties is very difficult (Wang, 1997; Lohtander, 2008). Production
planning also becomes more difficult if the designed forms and properties cannot be
manufactured in one place.
The manufacturing processes require that the forms and properties of sheet metal parts
are determined before manufacturing. This is usually done manually. Of course,
human factors are a part of the manual method. Jagirdar’s (2001) target, for example,
has been to create a system that would allow the design data to be automatically
transformed into manufacturing data by using feature recognition. Kannan (2009a)
has completed a very extensive report on the history of feature recognition
specifically in connection with the manufacturing of sheet metal. In Kannan’s (2009a)
view, it is very important to fill the gap between the CAD and CAM systems with
automated process planning in order to allocate production resources efficiently. At
the same time, Xie (2001) claims that the CAD and CAM systems are separate and
unconnected wholes which function without interdependence. Singh (2002) writes
that there is a notion within industry that the production process design can only be
controlled through extensive experience. For this reason, computer-aided methods for
controlling this problem have been developed. Singh’s (2002) research used the
AutoCAD environment that has been developed with the AutoLISP language, with
the aim of making manufacturing data available with a technical instrument.
Choi (1999) has used the AutoCAD and SmartCAM programmes as an instrument for
automated and developing process planning, and the AutoLISP to integrate them. The
automated process planning developed by Choi uses organised rules and database
which allow a sheet metal product’s manufacturing stages with their tools and
machines to be presented as process variables. Empirical data is organised with the
help of the rules, and the designer’s instructions are based on an IF – THEN structure.
Gao’s (2000) most important goal has been the collection of manufacturing data.
Gao’s research followed every production stage and the functions are always linked to
the next stage. This way the production stages and their dependence on the previous
and following processes have been analysed extensively. Gao (2000) reports that the
system includes presses, a press brake, a manual press and universal ready-made
profiles.
According to Streppel (2000), the integration of design and production planning is one
of the key issues in CE. This integration is also connected to the requirements of
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DFM, with process planning divided into two separate categories. Macro-level
production planning must support the generation of product design and its beginning
stages at an integrating level. Micro-level process planning must be capable of
performing its traditional tasks, i.e. process planning for physical and actual parts.
Cattrysse (2005) has studied the problems involved in sheet metal bending.
Cattrysse’s target was to study the problems of production planning for sheet metal
bending from the point of view of automation. The suggested solution for the problem
was to compile several different production plans for one workstation. Weustink lists
materials, surface roughness, tolerances, forms, dimensions and manufacturing
methods among the decisions made during the physical design of a product (2000).
All these factors are interdependent, and, for example, the choice of material affects
the selection of the manufacturing method. In terms of costs, this means that the
choice of, for example, a cheap material may lead to several and costly manufacturing
methods.
In his study, Singh (2002) notes that in conducting a process planning procedure,
critical factors, such as various design properties, must be detected, crucial
specifications must be defined, accuracy requirements must be observed and the
necessary procedures selected. A product’s external and internal properties must be
noted in order to analyse them and thus facilitate its manufacture. Singh (2002)
further writes that branch-specific as well as plant-specific information must be
converted into production rules. These production rules can then be presented within
the knowledge base either in an arbitrary or structured form. According to Xie (2001),
sheet metal parts are usually manufactured in several processes which also means
several machines. This need a number of machines has an influence on the efficiency,
as well as quality and costs, of production. In his article, Xie (2001) discusses only the
sheering off of sheet metal parts. Punching or crushing is not discussed. Furthermore,
Xie claims that making irregular geometries in sheet metal must be done by cutting,
because punching is not possible. In Xie’s system, nesting, tool choice and the design
of toolpaths is compiled within the same module. However, the publication does not
document the RTCAPP system it presents.

4.4 Integration of Design and Manufacture
CAD systems focus more on the management of geometric data, whereas CAM
systems concentrate on describing production process-specific properties, such as
those presented by, for example, Liu (2007), Singh (2005) and Li (2002). On the other
hand, according to Lee (2005), CAD models can also not be used directly in FE
analysis, for example, because they often require an abstracted model, whereas CAD
models are detailed solid models.
The rule-based analysing system concerning production is the earliest method of
treating manufacturing data (Ramana, 2005). Most often these rules are IF – THEN
clauses based on a certain hierarchy. Ramana’s (2005) article also presents some
instructions on the design of sheet metal products. The article also presents a system
which is intended as a low-cost assisting system that can be applied and developed
according to different needs.
According to Lutters (2000), a simple integration of manufacturing processes in
connection with a lifecycle model is insufficient to attain true integration in a
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product’s development. For this reason, the main attention should be focused on the
information that is used and created in manufacturing processes. If all the information
from separate processes could be made visible throughout the development project, it
could be used to control entire manufacturing chains. In order to gain the full benefit
of the new, modified role of product development, respect and the right attitude
towards manufacturing processes is required (Figure 16). The key starting point of
Lutters’s (2000) study is that the stages of the manufacturing process function as some
kind of instruments throughout the production chain. This means that the
manufacturing processes should be seen as generically as possible.
If the descriptions of the common systems required in manufacturing can be defined
to at an adequate level, each part can be considered an independent module and each
can perform its own task without being tied to the sequence of the system. Following
this, each module must be able to develop at its own pace and this development
should be independent of the content of other modules. As a result, the interfaces and
data exchange of the modules should be arranged so that new properties within each
module can be brought into use independently.

Figure 16 The manufacturing engineering reference model (Lutters, 2000).
The company management usually concentrates mainly on customers’ orders and the
activities related to these. The management is still responsible for strategic decisions
and takes care of the range of products manufactured, as well as of the processes and
resources these activities require.
According to Ramana (2005), the analysing methods of automated manufacture allow
designers to analyse manufacturability as part of the CAD system. There are two
kinds of systems: rule-based and plan-based. In the former, rules are used to control
processibility with the help of direct instructions. The latter’s purpose is to examine
the whole production chain. Evaluation systems can also be classified into three
systems: 1) manufacturing verification; 2) manufacturability quantification and 3)
manufacturability optimisation. The first system tells us whether the form or product
is manufacturable in the first place. The inspection is performed using attributes
which makes it possible to make the necessary changes. In the second system,
establishing manufacturability is usually based on quality, time and costs. And in the
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third, the optimisation of manufacturability often involves the optimisation of time
and costs. Most of the previously conducted research has focused on developing just
one evaluation system.
Based on previous studies, Ramana (2005) has listed some of the most important
classification principles in sheet metal design. The article provides instructions in
support of design. The traditional way to examine the manufacturability of a product
has involved a great deal of manual calculations and decisions which have usually
been made in accordance with experience or practical situations without any software
or computers. Designers, production planners and mould designers have also spent a
great deal of time making various calculations and decisions before achieving a
functioning model. Manual operations take a considerable amount of time and very
rarely guarantee an optimal result. For this reason, Kumar (2006) states that there
should be a low-cost and easy to use knowledge-based system with which to provide
industrial designers with intelligent instructions. This could be implemented, for
example, with AutoCAD using AutoLISP language. Kumar (2006) considers a system
like this user-friendly. The feedback the system provides includes recommendations
which the manufacturing process requires. The system is flexible and, according to
Kumar, can be expanded to suit new methods, or it can be tailored factoryspecifically.
According to Streppel (2000), a comprehensive integration would also provide
feedback for complementing the product through the standpoints of the DFM process.
In practice, this would mean that a designer could provide descriptions of the
product’s functionality and use this information in eliminating potential
manufacturing methods. Finally, the system would suggest a part that corresponds to
the minimum requirements based on the constraints of potential manufacturing
methods. In such a case, the system could, in principle, report the reason why “the
opening is where it is.”
4.4.1 Possibilities and Restriction of Product Data Management
Kropsu-Vehkaperä (2009) has discussed the practices of high-tech companies.
According to her scientific paper, in practise the relevant feedback information from
the field cannot be adequately obtained and utilised for later product design versions.
A PDM system connects the product data related to the product to process
management, providing an infrastructure for users to control and share data together,
by means of a related user interface.
The most promising possibilities offered by PDM can be found in the following areas
in sheet metal work: (Kropsu-Vehkaperä, 2009)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information warehouse and data vault;
Information management warehouse;
Document management;
Configuration management;
Product structure management;
Product and workflow structure;
Workflow and process management; and
System administration management.
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Based on the findings of this research, PDM systems are not able to handle the
following aspects of optimised sheet metal work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom of engineering design causes a situation where the PDM system does
not include data which is assumed;
The PDM system stores data, but does not support data analysing and
controlling;
The data modules of the PDM system are closed. In this study, optimisation
base points are open;
Data and information inserted into to PDM system is typically hierarchylally
ordered. In this study all data and information is delivered in an appropriate
way;
There are locked connections of data and information in the PDM system,
which could lead far away from an optimised manufacturing result; and
The PDM system allows the connectin of old data, but when handling new
information it is possible to face problems caused by data that is unavailable.

4.5 Cost Analysis as a Part of the Information System
Weustink (2000) claims that current cost evaluation methods are able to assess
product costs during the design process, but the methods in use cannot be used to
analyse or control product costs. The methods in place can thus be used to select or
calculate the most suitable or inexpensive form or method of the various design
alternatives.
According to Weustink (2000), two different methods can be used to calculate costs.
The first one is a variant-based method which utilises the cost information of
previously manufactured and known products. The method is practicable in
manufacturing small and medium sized series when the products are standard in type.
The second one is a generic method whose starting point are the shapes of the product
which determine the required stages of production. Defining the necessary stages
makes it possible to anticipate costs. This method is similar to process planning and is
often used for products for which there are no variants as yet. Generally speaking,
products ordinarily contain components from both the above-described methods, in
which case the product consists of completely new elements and standard forms.
Another, more practical way to allocate costs includes three points which are:
(H’mida, 2006)
•
•
•

Material costs;
Labour costs; and
General costs.
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Other methods used for calculating costs include: (Duverlie, 1999, p. 1)
•
•
•
•

Intuitive procedure which, pursuant to its name, is based on experience. The
results depend to a large degree on the experience of the assessor;
Analogous estimation uses similarity as its starting point;
Parametric estimation attempts to determine costs according to attributes without
estimating the part in full; and
In analytical methods, costs are assessed by dividing the properties of a part into
basic levels after which the full costs are determined as a whole.

Whatever the cost estimation method, it is evident from all of them that a significant
amount of costs fall on products from materials, labour, amortisation of machine
tools, as well as tools and their use.
According to Verlinden (2008), companies producing sheet metal and semi-finished
products must stand out from other enterprises in the field, because this line of
business is highly competitive. Verlinden (2008) states that after production, it is time
to collect data about the product and calculate the costs it has accrued. However, this
alone is not enough, a prediction of costs is required. Costs should be calculable, even
when all the necessary information is not yet available.
To make a cost analysis, the geometry that determines the quality and amount of
material must be established. Geometry includes form, dimensions, accuracy, etc.
According to Weustink (2000), the significance of geometry to product costs is clear:
for example, strict accuracy requirements in a product demand more precise
manufacturing machines which leads to higher manufacturing costs. Forms also affect
these costs. An example of this is the radius of curvature of a corner in pockets to be
formed. Furthermore, the share of material may be significant to a product’s total cost.
Resources (machines, equipment, people, tools, fastenings) are required to handle the
desired production operations. Resources have a certain capacity, meaning that they
have their technical capacity and technical constraints. Constraints prevent the
performance of particular operations. These constraints must be taken into account
during the design phase. In addition to technical constraints, resources have logistic
limitation, meaning that they are not available at every moment.
According to Weustink (2000), a generic environment consists of four cost-based
factors in the product process. These factors are geometry, material, processes and
production planning. It is logical to direct costs at only the physical elements of a
product. This is obvious, as for example, the integrating of operations, standardisation
and modularisation are difficult to direct at a product because, Weustink states (2000);
they are non-geometric features.
Cost attributes are connected to information management and leadership. Figure 17
presents three main factors, each of which is connected to information management.
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Figure 17 The three co-operating information structures as part of information
management (Lutters, 2000).
Due to their accurate mathematical foundation, regression techniques have been used
in cost estimation since the 1970s. Regression analysis is used in investigating the
share of different variables to costs. The investigation is begun by listing all the
possible variables that affect costs. Significant variables are extracted from the list and
connected to the cost estimate function. Possibly the best quality of regression
analysis is that it enables its users to interpret the relationship of variables and costs.
However, there are also some disadvantages. Firstly, there are no guidelines on how
to choose the best regression model for the situation at hand. Secondly, the
relationship of the variables has to be assessed beforehand and, thirdly, the number of
variables is limited to a certain extent. (Verlinden et al. 2008, s. 485–486.)
When making a cost estimation with the regression technique, Verlinden et al. (2008,
p. 486) maintain that it is important to take the following factors into account:
•
•
•

There should be a linear correlation between individual variables and costs;
Residual value should be divided normally; and
Variables should be independent of each other. If some of the variables are
connected to each other, the cost estimate becomes inaccurate due to
multicollinearity.

Verlinden (2008) has aimed at developing an accurate, fast and easy to use cost
simulation system for sheet metal products by omitting process planning from the
examination and concentrating only on the CAD data of the sheet metal product. The
study discusses cutting and bending separately and the variables affecting
manufacturing costs have been selected from both sectors. A list of explicating
variables has been compiled of these features which form the geometry of a sheet
metal product.
In today’s highly competitive markets, a company’s inability to make quick decisions
that satisfy the customer is rapidly reflected in the company’s economical position
(Veeramani, 1997) because an underestimation of costs causes losses and, on the
other hand, overestimation weakens a company’s ability to compete (H’mida 2005).
For this reason, it can be thought that, due to the pricing of products and even stock
exchange quotations, companies need to establish and estimate their future costs as
accurately as (Wierda, 1990).
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According to an earlier model of thinking (Pahl et al. 2007, p. 527), it is important at
the initial stage of design to take note of roughly calculated costs rather than make
detailed plans. On the other hand, a product’s manufacturing costs can be significantly
influenced by detailed planning, as manufacturing resources and circumstances are
never homogeneous (H’mida, 2006).

4.6 DFX Methods and Their Future
DFX is an abbreviation for Design For X where X stands for the area in which design
steps will specifically be directed. The objective of DFX is to achieve a situation,
using various means of co-operation, where a product would fulfil the requirements
set on it as well as possible and taking into account the emphasis on X. The
assumption is that, as well as fulfilling the demands, the product will accomplish all
the set requirements in technical and ecomomical terms, as well as the expectations of
the customer. DFX methods have become universally known and are used to a
significant degree by industry which is always seeking ways to reduce design and
manufacturing times and improve productivity. The development of DFX has lead to
their use at many different points of the design chain, such as concept planning,
detailed design and verification of design, as well as throughout the lifecycle design
process (Herrman, 2004).
Traditionally, manufacturing industry has attempted to improve manufacturability by
increasing and developing automatic process control equipment (Fabricius, 1994). In
many cases, however, increased automation leads to reaching a kind of saturation
point where flexibility is lost. In many cases, increased automation also denotes large
investments whose profitability is not always guaranteed. Consequently, many
companies have adapted a method that is called DFM(A). By means of this method, a
product can be altered and designed from the beginning to be as manufacture-friendly
as possible. In principle, it allows designers to increase productivity without further
investments. The foundation of a DFM(A) project is to avoid the known drawbacks of
a product and its manufacture. Instead, the manufacturing problems already known
are set aside with no attempts to solve them and the product is designed in such a way
that these drawbacks are avoided (Fabricius, F. 1994).
By using the tools and key elements of a DFM(A) project, the process can, by and
large, be accelerated from product design to finished goods and on to be marketed.
With these tools, designers can collaborate with the rest of the organisation and arrive
at objective decision which strikes a balance between product design and
manufacturability (Miles, B. 1990).
DFM(A) is commonly used for three purposes:
•
•
•

As instruments in concurrent engineering facilitating the simplification of product
structures and productivity and establishing the necessary improvements;
As a benchmarking tool facilitating the investigation of competitors’ products and
establishing the problems of manufacture and assembly; and
Assisting in determining the product’s price, making it possible to use the
information in delivery price negotiations.
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In the 2000s, the interest in research on individual DFX methods has abated from the
90s. A probable reason for this is that at this moment interest is directed at finding
solutions for effectively describing and developing the functions of the product
lifecycle. At the present moment, terminology such as ‘engineering design
knowledge’, ‘managing knowledge on manufacturing’, ‘integrated design knowledge’
and ‘product-service environment’ are widely in use.
In his study, Baxter (2009) has reviewed the various systems, methods and theories
that have been researched in the 2000s in order to integrate design and manufacture
and the information required of them. Baxter’s (2009) description of the situation is
presented in Figure 18, with the targets for development (Enterprise functions) that a
company requires for successful operations displayed in the middle. The Functionlevel system represents the individual factors relating to manufacturability which have
previously been described by various DFX methods connected to manufacturability.
The level of Supporting structures at the bottom represents today’s requirement to
integrate various demands into a good design procedure which promotes production
technically, timetable-wise and administratively.

Figure 18 Manufacturing knowledge across the enterprise (Baxter, 2009).
In his study (2009), Riou has come to similar conclusions on the integration of DFX
methods into a whole. He discovered that DFX methods promote lifecycle thinking.
Fenves (2002) states that because new products will grow ever more complex and
have functions and properties that are designed at different locations, a new kind of
information system is needed which supports different activities and thus directly
facilitates design and production.
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4.7 Analysis of Manufacturability
What does manufacturability mean in the context of certain forms? This question can
be answered in many different ways. The simplest answer is that it is what is called a
binary process where the answer to a question about forms is either yes or no. On the
other hand, the question can also be asked that if a product is not manufacturable, is it
not manufacturable locally or globally. The final question to be asked about
manufacturability is this: is a product impossible to manufacture because the whole
part is impossible or because only a part of its forms/features are impossible?
Manufacturability is very difficult to estimate on the basis of qualitative attributes,
such as good, average or bad, because these expressions mean different things in
different production processes and to different people. Qualitative comparison is only
possible locally and between parts which can be directly evaluated from the point of
view of certain processes. Then it can be said that one part is easier to manufacture
than another.
Manufacturing time and costs are two of the most common quantitative criteria in
estimating the ease of manufacturing. These appear as a specific budget and on a
particular production date. If manufacturing costs more than has been budgeted for it,
or the manufacturing time overruns, the part can be considered difficult or even
impossible to manufacture even if the necessary technology exists. On the grounds of
this idea, manufacturability can be divided into two categories which are:
•
•

Technically possible; and
Financially profitable.

Figure 19 displays an idea of how the analysis of manufacturability can be distributed
to a crude and more precise level. The selection of the manufacturing method is
directly influenced by how fast it is possible to begin the manufacturing process and
what the production time will be. The choice is also directly affected by the attainable
quality standard and price. Manufacturing methods can very roughly be divided into
financially profitable and technically possible. The analysis can be further built on this
division. The following sections discuss methods of rough and more precise levels.
Often manufacturing flaws resulting from design are discovered when producing the
first batch of a product. If the first batch is large the resulting costs may be substantial.
( Van der Net, 1998, p. 19). No changes should be made to a product without first
considering their impact on manufacturability. Designers need to think about both the
product and its production ( Van der Net, 1998, p. 23).
If the volume of manufacture is large and changes are made to the product gradually,
the time used in design and process planning is quite small in comparison to the total
time used in manufacturing (Van der Net, 1998, p. 18). In this view, a great deal of
time can be spent on design if the design measures are efficient and if they facilitate
the cutting back of fabrication costs.
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Master production analysis

Manufacturing resource analysis

Figure 19 Structural principle of manufacturability analysis. The arcs on the tree
show the methods used in this study.
4.7.1 High Level Analysis of Manufacturability
Before a detailed analysis of manufacturability can be performed, the basic process to
be used in evaluating other processes should be determined. This can be done by
establishing at a rough level the material, batch size, dimensions and mass of a part.
In principle, a high level analysis of manufacturability can be performed in three
different ways:
•
•
•

By parametric comparison;
By interpolating/extrapolating historical data; and
By using manufacturability group technologies.

The choice of starting point for the analysis of manufacturability depends on the
company’s range of products, the company’s size and level of know-how. These
factors have an influence on the company’s ability to utilise one or more methods.
Parametric comparison is commonly used in the selection of processes. In it, all
processes are regarded as equal. Processes and their potential are described with
attributes. These attributes are compared to the form and characteristics of the part to
be manufactured. For example, the procedure developed by Esawi (1998) is one such
system. The system involved collecting a large amount of process information and
saving it as attributes in the database. A designer runs the application by providing it
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with a number of known properties as threshold values to attributes after which the
possible processes are displayed in the application’s process window. One such
application of an academic system is the Manufacturing Advisory Service (Smith,
1999).
The interpolation/extrapolation of historical data is used in calculating a financial
estimate of a product. For example, fabrication costs/time used is a standard approach,
especially in the case of similar components. As their name suggests, these methods
are based on the estimation of relationships. At the same time, this system
demonstrates that analytical formulas for calculating different features do not exist. A
cost estimate is achieved with a numerical analysis. The idea has also been developed
into a functioning calculation formula (Esawi, 2003).
With group technologies, manufacturability can be estimated in the following way:
The most common forms/features of a part are given certain attributes and the parts
are divided into categories according to these attributes. Each category has been
further divided into factors that relate to certain facts about the part. On this basis, the
necessary processes can be determined and costs can be calculated (Zhao, 2005).
4.7.2 Detailed Analysis of Manufacturability
A detailed analysis of manufacturability is usually based on mastery of certain
manufacturing processes. One such example is the automatic manufacturability
analysis programme created by Cuesta (1998) which also analyses costs.
In principle, three different methods can be used to make a detailed analysis of
manufacturability. These methods are based on the manufactured products, company
history and knowledge level. These include:
•
•
•

Heuristic methods;
Analytical methods; and
Process-based methods.

Heuristic methods and rules have been developed to recognise impossible or
impractical manufacturing features or manufacturing attributes. Both process-specific
and more general problems which prevent manufacture are described in heuristic
methods. General instructions may include, for example, the use of standard
components, tools and material and possibly also the general complexity of the part.
For the defects to be recognisable, feature recognition or a “reasoning engine” is
required. Functional rules consist of general practices and experiences. However,
these are difficult to put into practice generally and to duplicate for several different
processes. Even if all the possible rules that have been discovered are taken into
account, a part’s manufacturability cannot be guaranteed because individual rules
together can cause unforeseeable situations. The heuristic approach is functional
especially in the early stages of design when only the approximate forms to be
manufactured are known.
In analytical methods, manufacturability has often been generalised to knowledge
about manufacturing. Many times, however, it transpires that manufacturability
cannot be generalised and so a more in-depth analysis is required. Analytical methods
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are then one option. These methods are based on physical constants and pure
numerical data that has been acquired through research and also experimental data.
Therefore, only physical, kinematic and mechanical process factors that can be
verified are taken into account in analytical methods.
Every possible process is analysed in models based on process planning and the most
suitable ones are selected according to the desired criteria. These criteria may include
general definitions, such as price, availability or technical possibilities and
advantages. Often, however, the lowest-cost option is chosen. For example, Hayes’s
model (1996) has been presented for process comparisons. This model is based on
process planning and is intended for prismatic parts. Reasoning processes play a
significant role in the precise planning of the manufacturability of parts.

5 CURRENT NEEDS OF PRODUCTION MODELLING
FOR SHEET METAL PRODUCTION
On the basis of collective experience in designing sheet metal products for industry
and current literature and university-level research, it can be said that increasingly
faster reaction times are required in designing products tailored to customers’
specification. The design phase is aimed at creating a product whose properties
correspond to requirements as well as possible. Due to reaction swiftness and
outsourcing, the cost-effective manufacture of products has diminished, despite the
fact that outsourcing aspires especially to profitability and also better quality.
Outsourcing also strives towards efficient production and better quality components
or elements.
As the level of quality rises, a company’s productivity can be considered to improve
because better quality means fewer rejections and less need for remaking. Total cost
also diminishes, due to the improvement of profitability. (Omachonu, 2004) Quality
also plays an important role in the selection of suppliers. However, it has been proven
that, although price and quality are claimed to be the most important criteria, the
actual selection of a supplier is based on price and the reliability of deliveries
(Braglia,. 2000).
Even with new equipment, employees’ possible lack of skill can cause problems, due
to which it may not be possible to properly utilise the equipment (Zhang Z. 2000),
(Fawcett, 2000). Modern equipment and their poor utilisation can be considered a
problem especially when a company is attempting to achieve efficient manufacturing
and save on costs. When the properties of modern equipment cannot be utilised to the
full, the same means and methods are adhered to which prevailed with the previous
generation of devices. Instead of outsourcing, it would make sense to discuss the way
a company’s own and their suppliers’ equipment could be more efficiently utilised at
all levels. In other words, we should discuss system operations. System operations
involve both the benefits received from outsourcing and the client’s ability to demand
and especially understand the required competence capacity within their own and their
supplier’s organisations, as well as to understand the nature of manufacture. In short,
this involves decision making at operative and strategic levels based on the
application of information provided by data systems and otherwise acquired in order
to achieve the best possible result.
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5.1 Turret Punch Presses
Turret punch presses allow for the manufacture of many different forms in sheet metal
blanks. Their main operations include punching and nibbling performed by punches
and dies. Attachments can also be added to turret punch presses which makes way for
more diverse functions. Consequently, small formings and bendings can also be
performed on these devices, as well as cutting plates by nibbling or by laser or corner
punching machines and making threadings. Special tools for forming can also be used
on turret punch presses. For small formings, a turret punch press can be fitted with a
forming mechanism underneath which makes it possible to move the die. In such a
case, forming occurs from under by lifting the die. Traditionally, forming on a turret
punch press has been used to make various air openings, upward pulls or small
bendings (Lohtander, 2007d). In cutting inner forms, manufacturing methods used
and, consequently, costs are limited by the size, accuracy and shape of the opening.
The size of an opening in relation to material thickness still greatly influences the
selection of manufacturing method.
The nibbling of curved forms is problematic because the surface of the cut is not
smooth, especially if a punch of the optimal diameter is not used. The selection of the
most cost-effective manufacturing method is more complicated for openings for
which no standard-shape punch exists. If a turret punch press with an integrated laser
is used, the choice is usually make between nibbling and laser cutting. Then the
selection is affected, for example, by the complexity of the form, material and surface
treatments, as well as the quality required of the surface of the cut. (Lohtander, M. et.
al 2007b)
The choice of cutting method is further influenced by the accuracy required of the
opening. A tolerated opening may, for example, be an installation hole or a hole cut
for an insert. Because of the nature of tolerances, it may be difficult to find suitable
punching tools unless, for example, the joints to be used and the tools used to make
these have been standardised in production. Particularly in punching, the thickness of
the sheet metal plate affects the accuracy of the opening because the opening can
easily become conical. (Lohtander, M. et. al 2007b)
In addition to the limitations presented above, other properties of a part, such as
material quality and surface treatment before punching or cutting, influence the
selection of manufacturing method and, consequently, the costs incurred.
Turret punch press punching is an extremely efficient process of making forms into
sheet metal. According to Wang (2005), however, punching is usually constricted by a
limited number of tools and the capacity of the turret punch press. Also the great
number of different punched forms and the different variations and combinations of
all forms can be added to these limitations. Different forms can be produced by
changing the punching tool, as necessary, and using tools in as versatile a manner as
possible. The limited scope of tools, however, has an influence on the forms
manufactured in practice. According to Wang (2005), a further limiting factor is the
thickness of the sheet metal plate. Due to the durability of the tool, it does not make
sense to punch smaller holes than the thickness of the plate. Manufacturers of
punching tools (Mate-tool) and machine tools (Finn-Power) recommend that the
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diameter of the hole to be punched should be 1,5–2 times the thickness of the sheet
metal plate.
The above described limitations do not exist for forms cut by laser. Thus it is possible
to produce freely almost any forms using a laser. Limiting factors are only the
diameter of the laser beam in cutting small forms and the movement range of the
manufacturing machine in cutting large forms. In addition, laser cutting is limited by
material and its material thickness. On the other hand, the same factors constrict
mechanical punching and nibbling.
Punching can intuitively be considered a significantly cheaper option for preparing
simple forms simply on the grounds that the equipment required to create a laser beam
is considerably more expensive than the equipment needed for punching and nibbling.
Many different devices can be used to make openings in sheet metal parts. A turret
punch press is most frequently used for automatic manufacture. Many different
manufacturers supply turret punch presses. The operational principles of devices are
almost always the same. The differences between devices are caused by diverging
technical implementation means of individual functions.
Sheet metal parts have 2D and 3D forms, such as shaped edges, straight and curved
cuts, formings and openings. According to research (Lohtander, 2008), openings can
be divided into two categories. These are regular shape and free-shape openings.
Punched openings of regular shapes have been defined by their capacity to be
manufactured with a one-off punch. In practice, this means that the opening can be as
large as the largest individual punching tool, at the maximum. The determining factor
of the largest tool is a machine-specific characteristic. Free-shape openings are those
that cannot be punched with a single strike but require several strikes with the same or
many different tools. Free-shape openings can also be made by laser cutting.
A part’s edges may consist of straight or curved portions. According to research
(Lohtander, 2008), these forms contain some basic forms that exist in the same shape
from one part to another. In the turret punch press environment, these forms most
commonly include the regular forms of tools, meaning the forms which tool
manufacturers make and which are directly supported by the software environments.
Support in the programming environment means that a regular shape can be
duplicated and scaled almost freely within the software. Free-shape openings can, of
course, also be shaped and scaled but then they do not have a direct connection to the
punching tool.
Regular shapes can be freely combined with each other and, thus, various free forms
can be achieved. A free shape can also be a regular shape but it may not be possible to
manufacture it as a regular shape, due to, for example, the properties of the machine
or the tools, breaking down of tools, service situation or other cause or disruption in
production.
Merely designing a round opening is a multi-phased process from the point of view of
manufacturability, if an extensive analysis of the possibilities is desired. Figure 20
below presents one model of the design variables related to making a round opening
which are the most central specifically in treating sheet metal parts. Each design
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variable is connected to design parameters with which the manufacturability of a part
can be altered either in a better or worse direction. This, of course, involves the
assumption that the comparison is made using the same manufacturing technique. If
the connection of each design parameter and variable to the manufacturing technique
can be demonstrated, then the most optimal production method within the available
technical and economical resources can be selected.

Figure 20 Design variables which define and relate to round shaped openings of sheet
metal. Each variable relate to specifying parameters. The parameters define the
manufacturability of openings with a given machine.
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6 SCHEMATIC ANALYSING STRUCTURE BASED ON
EXPERIENCE AND LITERATURE
In the first phase of triangulation, the manufacture occuring on a turret punch press is
examined in order to find the factors that affect the efficiency of production. These
factors are then presented in such a way that they can be used as the starting point for
manufacturability optimisation.
As well as efficiency, quality must also be taken into account in manufacture. Quality
can be understood and defined in many different ways, for example, the quality of
machine tools, tools, workpieces or assembly. Sections 6.1-6.5 present graphs which
have been used to describe the key factors of optimisation in accordance with the
margins of this study. The graphs display in boxes those points which are connected
to the subject at hand, but their main significance is expressly in qualitative properties.
Figure 21 presents the most central content of this study using an optimisation tree.
The presentation of initial data in optimisation is divided into two main categories
which are the technically possible and financially profitable. The former here means
that the necessary information for optimisation, required for the examination of
performance alone, is presented. This examination excludes the possibility that,
technically, a product may be feasible but in terms of quality, the necessary end result
cannot be reached. This same exlusion applies to the other four points, as is explained
in section 1.5.

Figure 21 Proposed starting point for a study. The optimisation base point of a sheet
metal part covers five basic elements which are machines, tools, material, time and
operating costs. Those five elements are divided into two distinct characteristics
which are technically possible and economically profitable.
Tools and tool changing systems constitute a notable cost factor in piercing and
nibbled parts. The value of a tool storehouse may be several millions if a sheet metal
work factory’s selection of its own and subcontracted products is wide and there are
many machines. The following lists some of the key characteristics of various tool
systems.
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A tool revolver is situated in the gap of the machine. The rotation of the revolver
occurs programmatically and usually along the shortest possible path to a new tool
station. A revolver typically holds some 10–100 pieces of tools. Manufacturers can
tailor a revolver’s equipment according to a customer’s wishes. Some systems have an
automatic tool changer and a secondary magazine.
The difference between a turret punch press equipped with an exterior storehouse and
a revolver machine is that, in the former, tools are moved with a tool changer from an
external magazine to a tool station. The tool changer is then a separate unit attached to
the turret punch press. An external storehouse may be either linear or circular in
shape. Due to its expandability, magazine-type tool changing systems have a large
number of tools and are thus considered flexible.
In machines equipped with a tool cassette, the tools are located in separate cassettes
one of which may hold approximately 30 tools. The whole cassette is always changed
in one go. A certain manufacturer produces cassette machines in which every tool has
its own hydraulic cylinder. With this structure, tool changing time can be virtually
eliminated.
To perform laser cutting, the part to be cut and the laser beam have to be moved in
relation to each other in the way the geometry of the cut requires. In 2D appliances
this movement can be implemented either by moving the workpiece while the laser
beam stays in place, or by moving the laser beam while the workpiece stays in place.
The former is called a fixed optics and the latter a flying optics machining centre. The
movement system can also be implemented by moving both the laser head and the
workpiece.
The structure of a laser machining centre equipped with fixed optics is very similar to
that of a traditional turret punch press. The laser head can also be connected to the
turret punch press which makes it a combination machine. The sheet metal to be cut is
attached to the coordinate guide with clamps, and the guide is moved under a laser
head which remains stationary in the same manner as in a turret punch press. Due to
fixed optics, the beam’s path remains unchanged, unlike when using a moving laser
head. The beam’s cutting properties then remain standard throughout the cutting area.
It is also simpler to remove small pieces of waste and cutting fumes from under a
fixed cutting head than from the range of movement of a moving head.
The use of a machining centre with fixed optics is limited by the mass of the moving
sheet metal. Heavy parts cannot be moved sufficiently accurately and quickly. The
sheet metal to be cut may also be scratched during cutting. Because the part is moved,
also the removal of cut parts is more difficult than from flying optics equipment. The
machining centre can be equipped with a shutter that is situated under the cutting head
for removing smallish parts. The shutter is programmed to open so that the sheered off
part exits when the shutter opens. Parts that are too large to exit through the shutter
must be left fixed to the skeleton with micro joints or removed with a special
withdrawing device.
In some devices, movements have been implemented by moving both the sheet metal
to be cut and the laser head. In comparison to a machine with flying optics, the
benefits of this kind of a hybrid structure include simpler beam control and easier
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extraction of small pieces of waste and cutting dust from a cutting line that remains
standard. The limitations deriving from the movement of the sheet metal part are
congruent with those of machines with fixed optics.
The movement system of laser machining centres intended for two-dimensional
cutting is typically implemented with servomotors and ball-race screws. Linear
motors can also be used. With linear motors, a positioning speed of 300 m per minute
can be achieved. In machines with traditional technology, the typical positioning
speed is 80-100 m per minute. Linear motors also make fast positioning techniques
possible where the cutting head is lifted up and positioned in its next cutting point
along a curved path that is as short as possible. This technique is faster than the
conventional way of positioning which involves lifting the cutting head straight up,
positioning it above its next cutting point and lowering it straight down.

6.1 Selection of Tolerances
The next chapters show equations for optimisation base points. Equations do not
include tolerances in their traditional meaning, such as IT-levels, gauge levels or their
cost effectiveness. Therefore tolerance requirements affect indexable machine
systems, machines and tools in a manner that the solution of optimisation consists of
only those combinations which are equal or better than those determined by the
designer. Also based on the optimisation point of view, it is possible to create results
in such a way that the designer can first compare different solutions and subsequently
decide which one is the best from the functionality point of view. In this case the
designer can digress from the original tolerance requirements. Equations, restrictions
and parameters in the next chapters are shown based on the points of view mentioned.

6.2 Initial Data for Optimisation of a Turret Punch Press
Machine properties are notified machine-specifically. This means that every machine
of a different type is given its own number. For example, each property is entered into
machine n with the function f(MACn) so that a property such as maximum speed of
movement on axis x is f(MACn) = MACn = (16,#,#). The value is then read on line 16
of the machine property table. Notation # means an empty spot in the sub-lines of line
16. The sub-lines have been adopted because a part of the properties must be entered
in sub-parameters. Appendix 1 displayes the machine property table of LUT’s turret
punch press, adapted to a suitable form for this study. The properties of other
machines and machine types can be presented in the same way.
Laser cutting speed and the positionings and accelerations related to it are comparable
to nibbling speed. In connection with turret punch presses, this means that the
production time on a laser can be compared to the production time achieved by
nibbling.
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Forming
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Upper cylinder

Forming
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Forming force

Figure 22 The studied machine properties for optimisation in this study. Hatched
boxes are included in the problem field, but they are not included in this study.
The factors displayed in Figure 22 are explained in more detail in Tables 4 to 9 in
which the interdependencies of the factors are also presented. The purpose of the
tables is to unfold the interdependencies of each individual factor to other factors in
the process and to display how information can be logically used in the optimisation
of turret punch press machining. The following symbols are used in the tables to
indicate the object functions, restriction equations and inequalities and parameters of
the contents presented.
•
•
•
•

Object function: O(w), w = 1, …,n;
Restriction, equation: RE(w), w = 1, …,n;
Restriction, inequality: RI(w), w = 1, …,n; and
Parameter: P(w), w = 1, …,n.

With nibbling, piercing and positioning speeds, the theoretical machining time for a
part can be calculated. The more accurately the above-mentioned parameters can be
determined, the more exactly the correct machining time can be predicted. Using the
current systems, establishing the machining time accurately before producing code g
is challenging. The starting point for optimisation calculation of tool changing time
within the internal tool system of the machine tool is presented in Table 3. In it, the
need for tool changing, the changing time of an individual tool and the machine66

specific disadvantage factor are given as the starting point of optimisation. The
disadvantage factor describes the operations of the tool system. Within tool systems
(for example, R, T, S), tools are located differently in relation to each other and,
therefore, their different positions have an influence on tool changing time. Figure 23
illustrates the disadvantage factor in a revolver-type machine. Because the tools are at
different distances, the time used in changing and making the necessary movements
involved is also different. In a palette-type machine, as portrayed in Figure 23 on the
right, the disadvantage factor of tool changing is comprised of the movement of the
sheet metal part to be machined, because it has to be transferred under a new tool. By
utilising this information in optimisation, it is possible to compare the performance of
different machines part-specifically when several tools are needed to machine the
part. As mentioned in section 1.5, the actual optimisation of tool placement in the tool
magazine is not discussed in this study.

Tool change 1
Palette

Revolver

Hit 2 Hit 1
Tool change 2

Sheet metal blank

Figure 23 Illustration of different kinds of tooling system used on turret punch
presses. On left side of picture R-type magazine, S-type tool magazine on right side of
picture.
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Table 4 Tool changing time (V) in tool magazine and in multitool. The main purpose
is to compare different kinds of machines and tool changing systems. Tools are put in
order based on the optimisation routine which is not included in this thesis.
Benefit for designer
Explanation of parameter Optimisation
Source information:
Need of different kind of
1. Need for different
tools; Number of tools
V = ai + b j + c k
tools
and time needed for tool
2. Tool positioning in the changing.
Time (j)
magazine
3. Magazine type
Optimisation of tool
fittings is not included in
The designer can truly
this thesis, because it is a
Disadvantage
compare different design separate issue.
(k)
options for parts and
compare consumed time Optimisation follows:
with different machines.
After separate tool
Tool changes
Time optimisation gives fittings it is possible to
needed (i)
also energy savings.
compare total tool
Tooling comparison criteria =
change time.
n
V1,i
∑
i =1
Disadvantage (k)
m
represent extra work or
V2 , j
∑
extra time when the tool
j =1
is installed in index
Where 1 and 2 are different
casing. Also (k)
tooling systems.
represents delayed time
when the tool is multitool Criteria for optimisation
and needs index clocking
before use.
MinV = a × b × c
Each individual changing
Where V is the volume of the
time depends on the
cubic. Multitool optimisation
tool’s location on the
is done the same way, but
magazine or multitool.
note: First calculate the tool
house positioning and after
that the multitool positioning.
Later expression:
O(1) = Vmin
The properties of a plate processing system play a significant role in the estimation of
the efficiency of different machines. Acceleration refers to the ability of the plate
processing system to accelerate and decelerate its own mass and that of the plate to be
processed between the piercing and cutting of forms so that the piercing process itself
is as effective as possible. Different machine manufacturers use solutions for plate
processing which differ from each other in mechanical terms. Nevertheless,
acceleration is almost always linked to the mass of the blank being processed.
Acceleration rates can also be linked to each other by their direction of movement
and, in such a case, their interconnectedness should be investigated. In Table 5, three
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different possible interdependencies between the acceleration rates of axes are
presented. Other types of interdependencies are also possible.
Table 5 Acceleration and slowing of blank positioning system(alkj) with blank.
1. Are acceleration axes totally separated?
2. Linear connection between axes acceleration.
3. Non-linear connection between axes acceleration.
Benefit for designer
Parameter explanation
Optimisation
axn tod = f(axn teor max * (m/An))
axn tod is x-axis real
Base point of
optimisation is to solve
acceleration for machine ayn tod = f(ayn teor max * (m/Bn))
meaning of acceleration
n (measured).
where m is mass of blank.
when positioning blank.
B
ayn tod is y-axis real
acceleration for machine
Orientation of part
n (measured).
affected to
manufacturing time if
An is a parameter for
acceleration direction in
A
machine n, which
x-, y,-coordination are
depends on internal
noticed.
An/Bn = acceleration ratio
logic and structure of
criteria.
machine n.
It is possible to get the
same or better
Bn is a parameter for
performance with
lower/older turret punch machine n, which
press when orientation of depend internal logic
and structure of
part is noticed.
machine. If depends on
An, then Bn = (An *
When considering the
internal coefficient)
acceleration of axis it is
possible to achieve the
same or better production m is a blank mass
if axn tod > axn teor max => failure
time than a machine
Maximum acceleration
whose overal
axn tod / axn teor max = acceleration
from machine properties comparison criteria.
performance is higher.
table (appendix 1).
Time optimisation gives
ayn tod / ayn teor max = acceleration
axn teor max= 15,0 m/s2
also energy savings.
comparison criteria.
ayn teor max=8,5 m/s2
Optimisation criteria:
relation example
(appendix 1).
2
2
alkj = a xntod
+ a yntod
axn tod = ax teor max 0,04*m
Max (axtod)
ayn tod = ay teor max Max (aytod)
0,01*m
n

n

Later expression:
P(1) = ax
P(2) = ay
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After the acceleration of the plate processing system, the machined plate is moved at
standard speed axis by axis towards the next point to be machined. Standard speed is
not always reached, due to short transfer distances and the size of the treated mass. If,
however, standard speed is reached, the plate is moved either by the fastest or shortest
path towards the next positioning. When the acceleration and speed of movement of
the machine tool’s axes are not the same, the shortest and fastest path is also not one
and the same thing.
Table 6 Blank holder positioning time (tabc). Positioning time of x- and y-axis, during
work cycle. The positioning speed depends on the acceleration speed, motion speed
and mass of blank.
Benefit for designer
Explanation of parameter Optimisation
The designer could
Maximum moving speed Table 5 gives acceleration of
compare different
from machine properties x- and y-axis, therefore it is
possible
to
calculate
options of material
table (appendix 1).
movement time from point 1
thicknesses.
to point 2.
MACn(16,#,#) =
va
vc
Designer could compare 80m/min = vx max
vb
positioning performance MACn(17,#,#) =
60m/min= vy max
of different turret punch
press.
vx max = 80 m/min
vy max = 60 m/min
1 ta(m)
tb(m)
tc(m) 2

t abc = t a + t b + t c

Using parameters ta and
tc as well as preliminary
data of distance between
openings it is possible to
calculate parameter tb.

where
v − va
ta = b
, alkj = f (m), and
alkj
tc =

v c − vb
, alkj = f (m)
alkj

vx
v

vb received from square
root equation.

vy
vb =

v

2
y max

2

+ v x max
t abc

Optimisation criteria: t abc +1
Min(tabc)
Later expression.
O(21) = min(tabc)
P(3) = vxmax
P(4) = vymax
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Table 7 Nibbling time and hitting time during machining ( Optimisation for Tkok).
Punching and nibbling different openings in blank. 1.) The limitations of the turret
punch press should be checked. 2.) The limitations of tool and tool properties should
be checked. 3.) The limitations of material and material thickness should be checked.
Nibbling and hitting speed depend on tool’s stroke length, ram speed, axis speed and
acceleration.
Benefit for designer
Explanation of parameter Optimisation
Where h1 (punching) and
The designer gets
different options based
h2 (nibbling) are machine
properties, which depend
on criteria below.
on material thickness,
internal logic of machine
1) Designer could
and distance between
compare punching and
punching points.
nibbling times of
Parameters h1 and h2 are
different kinds of turret
adjustable on several
punch presses.
machines, but in some
2) Designer could put the cases fixing is
impossible. Adjustability
designed parts in order
must be checked for
based on direct
every turret punch press.
punching, nibbling and
cutting times.
Positioning time t1 and
Positioning time t1 = h1/v1
punching time t3 consist
Turret punch press with
punching behaves as t2.
overall poor performance of movement length h1,
Positioning time t2 = (s2-h2)/v2
h2, h3 and velocity v1, v3, in nibbling
could be better from the
tn(s2-h2) ...
when setting tool height.
manufacturing point of
t2
tn+1(s2-h2)
view if production
tn(vn) ...
Punching time t3 consist
parameters are adjusted
tn+1(vn)
properly. Optimisation is of programmable travel
h3 through blank to die
aimed at guiding the
s2-h2/vn
and velocity v3. v3 ralated
turret punch press and
to the properties of the
tool selection. The right
Punching time t3 = h3/v3
turret punch press.
tool with good design
tn(h3) ... tn+1(h3)
t3
gives the right result and
Picture on the right side
reduce costs.
tn(vn)
...
of the column states that
tn+1(vn)
sheet metal thickness is
Time optimisation also
0,5-10,0 mm. This
gives energy savings.
h3/v3
thickness interval is
Optimisation criteria
based on the
Min: Tkok = t1 (+ t2)+ np *t3
charasreristics of the
Comparison criteria:
turret punch presse’s
Tkokn
material handling
=
capability.

Tkokn+1

np is the number of
punches.
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Later expression:
O(2) = min (Tkok)

The efficiency of laser cutting and its competitiveness with other sheet metal working
methods essentially depend on the machining speed. The duration of the cutting time
is mainly affected by cutting speed, positioning speed, the duration of piercing when
starting laser cutting and the duration of the lifting and lowering of the cutting head
occuring in positioning (Figure 8).
The most important factors in determining the quickest possible cutting speed are the
laser’s power and the type and thickness of the material to be cut. Also in machining
complex, small geometries and sharp angles the cutting speed often has to be
restricted. To prepare the way for cutting as efficiently as possible with laser means,
in practice, that the greatest possible laser power has to be chosen, as well as the
greatest possible cutting speed that will attain a cutting result of good quality, taking
into account the material to be cut and plate thickness.
•
•
•

With increased power, the cutting speed grows only if cutting result is good, as
was previously stated.
With increased material thickness, the cutting speed decreases when cutting with
standard power.
The surface quality may also fall with laser cutting, as the plate thickness
increases.

When comparing laser cutting to mechanical piercing, the decrease of speed as plate
thickness grows is a significant factor. With greater plate thickness, laser cutting
speed decelerates notably if the power remains constant, whereas the speed of
mechanical piercing hardly changes at all. There are considerable differences also in
the cutting speed of different materials. For example, the cutting speed of aluminium
alloys is substantially lower than that of structural steel.
Let us consider a case where the cutting of an opening is connected to forming. The
equations presented in Table 8 take only two main points into consideration and they
are: 1) the desired form can be produced with a machine tool and 2) a part’s geometry
to be formed can be completed without breaking the part. The forming performed on a
turret punch press is almost always stretch forming which means that the material is
stretched to achieve the desired form. The forms produced include various air
openings, bridges, the shapings of the edges of openings and upward pulls for threads.
Formings can be made with a lower forming cylinder designed for this function,
jointly with an upper tool or only with an upper tool/die combination. Furthermore,
formings can made longer than the nominal length of the tool. In such cases, the tool
should have a property that allows for forming side by side. Usually this is achieved
with a tool that has a continuous form throughout the tool. Thus it is obvious that
forming is limited by machine and tool properties. Machine properties include
forming force, forming height and forming speed, whereas tool properties include the
greatest possible forming range and a tool’s greatest possible forming height. The
interrelationships of dependencies for parts designed for the turret punch press
environment are presented in Table 9.
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Table 8 Laser cutting time (tlaser_t). Calculating the time which is needed to cut given
shape when certain material properties and sheet thickness occur. Positioning is done
with same positioning devices as punching (tabc), therefore it is possible to calculate
sheet metal moving time based on earlier tables. Maximum mass of blank must be
check from machine properties table because material handling device could restrict
maximum mass laser cutting speed.
Benefit for designer
Explanation of parameter Optimisation
tlaser_t = n1 * (tabc +(t1)+ t2) +
n1 = number of
The designer gets
information how to
positioning.
n2 * (tabc + tlaser_positioning +
tpiercing + t laseri ma,th + tlaser_off)
compare different
lasercutting and
n2 = number of laser
Laser cutting is possible to start
starts.
punching devices when
directly if sheet metal thickness is
manufacturing different
below 1,5 mm or there is no room
t1 and t2 from table 7
kinds of materials and
because of the nesting.
different alternatives
tabc blank holder
(consepts) of product.
tlaser positioning
positioning time (table 6)
Common guideline:
tlaser_positioning is
Static piercing takes
ln/vn
positioning time of the
more time than single
punch. Therefore, if there laser head to cutting
height. The height of
is in the part or the nest
Where parameter ln is selected by
user and adjust distance between
laser head depends on a
big number of starting,
material thickness and it piercing and actual laser start.
the punching is better
Parameter vn is machine character
is machine character.
choice.
which depends on acceleration (and
Dynamic piercing takes
normally less time than
static piercing. Machine
properties must be check,
is the dynamic piercing
possible.

tpiercing is a character of
machine and material
which shows the time
needed to penetrate sheet
metal.
tlaser_ma,g ; The laser
cutting time where ma is
material and g is sheet
metal thickness.
tlaser_off is a character of
turret punch press, which
indicate time needed
from laser off to new
positioning start.

sheet metals mass).
Laser cutting velocity (v laseri ma,g)
depends on material, material
thickness.
Al Fe Cu

n pcs. different
materials (Thickness)

Vlaser_ma, g

Comparison criteria:
tlaser_t for machine n/ tlaser_t for
machine n+1
Optimisation criteria
= min(tlaser_t)
Later expression:
O(3) = min(tlaser_t)
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Table 9 Forming optimisation in turret punch presses. The designer decides the
forming shape. A machine and tool properties allows to varying forming force and
forming speed.
Benefit for designer
Explanation of parameter Optimisation
Forming parameter window.
The designer gets
Forming resistance
information is it possible
to form different design
F = Forming force during
alternatives.
work cycle.
F0 = Maximum force.
v = Adjustable formimg
Also the designer could
velocity.
compare: materials,
v0 = Maximum forming
material quality and
velocity.
material thickness.
Forming resistance RE(1)
A = Forming area in one (F/F0)2 + (v/v0)2 = 1
Also comparison
punch
between different turret
A0 = The biggest forming
punch presses are
area based on tool
possible.
properties
s = height of forming
s0 = The biggest height
of forming based on tool
or turret punch press.

Upper cylinder
Fupper_cylinder
After optimisation the
designer gets optimised
formig work cycles for
certain machine. Result
based on machine and
tool properties and
therefore formig height
ja formig force are
optimised.
Lower cylinder
Flower_cylinder
After optimisation the
designer gets optimised
formig work cycles for
certain machine. Result
based on machine and
tool properties and
therefore formig height
ja formig force are
optimised.

Formimg force of turret
punch press’s upper
cylinder.

Forming capability RE(2)
(A/A0)2 + (s/s0)2 = 1
Depends also on forming tool
MACn = MACi,j,k(9,#,#)
Machine spesific parameter shows
there is programmable upper
cylinder. (Forming height, forming
force, forming velocity).

Later expression:
P(5)
Forming height of lower
forming cylinder.
Forming force of lower
forming cylinder.
Forming area based on
tool properties.

Forming height
MACn = MACi,j,k(6,#,#)
Forming force
MACn = MACi,j,k(8,#,#)
Machine spesific parameter shows
there is programmable upper
cylinder. (Forming height, formimg
force, forming velocity).

Later expression: P(6) and
P(7)
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After the Tables from 4 to 9, the following optimisation equations can be combined in
the following way:
Min Tool change time (Table 4): Object function: O(1) = Vmin
Max Acceleration (Table 5): Parameters: P(1) = ax, P(2) = ay
Min positioning time (Table 6): Parameters: P(3) = vxmax, P(4) = vymax, O(21) =
min(tabc)
Max nibbling and punching speed (Table 7): Object function: O(2) = min (Tkok)
Min laser start (Table 8): Object function: O(3) = min(tlaser_t)
Forming capability (Table 9): Restrictions: RE(1), RE(2): Parameters P(5), P(6), P(7).

6.3 Initial Data for Tool Optimisation
The tools of turret punch presses have not been standardised and, therefore, there are
brand-specific differences in their fastening and structure. This leads to dependency
on a brand when acquiring the next set of machines and dependency on supplier when
buying tools. It has been difficult for companies to have an influence on their tool
investment costs and, for this reason, special attention must be paid to operating costs
when seeking cost savings. When tools are standardised in product design several new
parts can be manufactured using the same tools. This way the quantity of tools
required can be restricted. Standardisation is also useful when examining the problem
from the point of view of delivery cycles. The poor occupation efficiency of a turret
punch press is often caused by the tool setting time, which is the result of poor tool
standardisation and insufficient planning of work queues. If, despite everything, the
number of tools required is large, it is worthwhile considering equipping the turret
punch press with an automatic tool changer in order to automate the change from
external storehouses as well. An external primary magazine increases the system’s
flexibility considerably. If batch sizes are large the share of manual work always
increases delivery cycles which may cause part-specific costs to escalate and costeffectiveness to diminish.
Multitool
In order to make the number of tools directly required in machining sufficiently large,
a revolver, for example, can be equipped with a multitool with several punch-die pairs
in the same frame. The use of a multitool is reasonable when there is a need to pierce
several different kinds of small holes. Multitools alleviate especially the inflexibility
of revolvers.
Index tool
A turret punch press can be supplied with digitally controlled, rorating tools
(indexable tool). This way similar-sized openings that are in different positions can be
made with one tool. With the use of suitably curved tools, surfaces of good quality
can be attained even when cutting large circular forms. According to manufacturers,
this kind of an index tool makes it possible to reach a hit rate of as high as 1500 hits
per minute in nibbling. This has to be taken into account when comparing, for
example, a laser cutting machine to an ordinary basic turret punch press.
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The nibbling rate on a turret punch press is not dependent on the material or material
thickness, whereas in thermal methods the cutting speed decelerates substantially as
material thickness grows.
Special tools
Tools made for special purposes can, in part, be classed as special tools, different
types of which can be manufactured according to requirements and the limitations of
imagination. Usually, special tools are manufactured for relatively large batches.
This is due to the fact that it is not worthwhile to manufacture special tools for only a
few sheet metal parts, but in large batches, their affect on fabrication costs is
considerable. When the manufacturing volume is known in advance to be large, it is
sensible to take the possibility of using special tools into account at an early stage of
design.
With many products, the batch size may be tens of thousands. In piercing clusters of
openings, for example, a special tool is typically used. The same tool may have
several punch-die pairs in which case several holes are achieved with one hit. This
means that a part’s machining time is substantially shortened and the tool’s operating
life may grow longer. In such cases, a traditional turret punch press may prove to be
highly economical in comparison to thermal cutting methods. It is important to note
that on a turret punch press, it is possible to complete many products simultaneously.
However, or example, when using a laser cutting device, many forms have to be
completed in separate operations with equipment that is suited for the task.
Special shape tools and forming tools are also considered special tools. The forms of a
sheet metal part are achieved by pressing the plate between a punch and die of a
certain shape. Some of the forms may be attained by using limited compression force.
The most important forms made with special tools are the openings, up-drafts and
braces of ventilation valves.
For example, a special tool can be a tool shaped on four sides which makes nibbling
unnecessary when making large openings in parts whose sides are curved.
Using tools on a turret punch press is basically very simple. A set of tools is selected
and placed in the storehouse, after which they are almost immediately ready for
service. This method allows for the manufacture of many parts, but the production
rate is not necessarily the best possible. The complexity of tool selection and other
interdependent factors are presented in Figure 24. The figure displays a division into
four main points which are a tool station’s type, hitting speed, tool and forming. Other
divisions are also possible. The idea behind the manner of representation of Figure 24
is that, in this way, tools can be linked to the presentation of machine information
(Figure 22) in the previous section. The hatched sectors in the figure represent those
facts which are connected to tool selection and use, but these are not discussed in this
study. These sectors are only presented in order to give a clear depiction of tool
selection and the problem setting related to it.
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Figure 24 The tooling diagram of this study. The hatched area is included in the
studied field but is not included in this study.
In Figure 25, the problem setting related to tool selection is unfolded. In the middle
are green horizontal axes which describe the critical measurements of a tool. Every
tool requires its own critical size to portray its geometry. Critical size refers to the
measurement which determines the size of the geometry that fits inside a circle or
square of a certain size. Circle and square stem from the fact that the tooling systems
of turret punch presses are based on these two geometries. If there is a turret punch
press at hand or being developed which uses some other shape of tool station, the
requirement of critical size does not change. In such a case, however, a new rational
for calculating critical size is needed. The calculation of critical size can be
performed, for example, for a revolver-type machine with circular slots for tools in the
following way: a circle of diameter d that represents the diameter of the tool station
can have, at maximum, a square whose length of side is d/ 2 set into it. This
measurement represents the critical size of a square-shaped tool. As a further
example, if an equilateral triangle is set inside the same circle, the triangle’s critical
size is 2d/ 3 . For the calculation of critical size, the diameter of the circle must be
taken from the properties of the machine tool tool-location-specifically.
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At the top left of Figure 25, the different levels of standard material thickness are
described whereupon every standard material thickness equates with material quality.
By combining these with critical tool size, the minimum and maximum measurements
for piercing tools are arrived at which can be used in machine tool-specific
calculations for the chosen material. The standard thickness levels have been selected
for the study for the reason that they are generally available without making expensive
special orders. The same mode can, however, also be used for materials whose
material thickness does not abide by standards or materials generally available.
A tool’s minimum and maximum size which is determined by material thickness,
machine properties or geometry is presented in the middle of Figure 25. What has to
be noted here is that the threshold values of critical sizes may be different to those that
are displayed in the figure.
mat 1 mat 2

mat 3

mat n
mat 1, g=1,5 mm

Standard
thickness

...

mat 2, g=1,5 mm

...

mat 1, g=1,0 mm

3,0 mm
mat 2, g=1,0 mm

2,0 mm
1,5 mm
1,25 mm
1,0 mm

Critical tool size
Critical tool size
Critical tool size

...
Shape n
Min critical
tool size
based on
material
thickness

Min critical
tool size
based on
tooling system
Max critical
tool size
based on
tooling system

Max critical
tool size
based on
geometry

Figure 25 The basic idea of tool selection for turret punch press. Different materials
are marked with symbols mat 1, mat 2, mat 3, etc.
As the initial data for optimisation, the type of tooling system is presented first and
can be of the kind described in the following, for example. At this moment, turret
punch presses use three different types of tooling system. These systems are revolvertype (R), linear (T) and palette (S) magazines. There can also be other kinds of tooling
systems. Machine tool manufacturers are continually developing machines and,
therefore, it is not unlikely that new kinds of systems become available or that the
properties of the tooling systems presented here may change or have already changed
from what is described here. However, this does not alter the idea exhibited in Figure
26; instead, new or changed properties can still be adopted and presented in the same
way.
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In a revolver-type (R) system, tools are set inside a circular structure which can hold
tool stations of different sizes. The tool stations may have what is called an indexation
property which means that the punch and die that are set inside the station can be
rotated in relation to the vertical axis. Some tool stations can be fitted with a
multitool-type instrument with several small punch-die pairs. The use of a multitool
requires the indexation of the tool station. The procedure with a linear (T) storehouse
is that during machining an individual tool is taken from the storehouse into the
control unit for machining. Depending on the properties of the machine tool, every
tool can usually be indexed. In a palette-type (S) tooling system, tools are set one after
the other and side by side. Some of the tools may be indexable.
By presenting the factors related to the tool with a (Toolh q, j,k,l,o)-type method, the
parameters of each possible tool can be classified (Figure 26). The classification of a
punch then looks like this: The lower index q reveals the form of the punch from
which the critical size of the punch can be calculated. The lower index j delineates
whether the tool is an individual punch that can be installed in the tool station, and k
notifies whether the tool is indexable. The lower index l determines the punch’s
maximum nibbling rate if the machine’s maximum setting cannot be used, and o
reveals the cutting edge angle (static index) of an individual tool.
If a tolerance requirement is needed then it is possible to add one or several sub
indexes, for example Toolh q, j,k,l,o,tr, where index tr indicates tolerance.

Figure 26 The separating idea of tool properties based on the subscript.
Figure 27 presents some profiles of a tool supplier’s standard tools which several
programming environments support in scalable forms.
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h=1
q=6

h=2
q=4

Figure 27 The basic shapes of the punching tools from a manufacturer. The character
q shows the shape of a tool.
Tool examination can be performed by a step-by-step function or conditional
statement so that first the tool’s minimum diameter is investigated either on the basis
of the machine tool’s properties, a tool library or material thickness. Respectively, the
tool’s maximum diameter can be obtained either from the tool library, machine
properties or on the basis of piercing geometry. The tool is marked with consecutive
numbering according to its form: Tool hq,j,k,l,o; where h = 1, … ,n. Henceforth, an
inequality is marked as RI(w). A separate optimisation of tool adjustment is provided
by h, the quantity and shape (q) of tools. The received quantity and shape can be
presented, for example, using Figure 27.
Table 10 The base point of optimisation of individual tool (Toolq,j,k,l,o) (j=0).
Comparison between critical tool size and material thickness. With tools it is possible
to manufacture also larger openings than critical tool size.
Benefit for designer Explanation
of Optimisation
parameter
Tool hj = 0; for tool h = 1,...,n
Where dmin is a
After tool fitting
optimisation the
minumum critical
designer gets
size of punch. (1,5
1
information dealing
× g). Where g =
with different tool
material thickness
sets and the
0
performance of turret Where dmax is a
dmin
dmax
maximum critical
punch presses.
Optimisation
criteria:
size of a punch
based on tool
Tool properties
h
library or geometry (d min ≤ Tool j ≤ d max ), h = 1,..., n
which give
of part.
information to
designer dealing
Later expression:
with minimum and
RI(2)
maximum punch
size. Also gives
information on
allowable tools
based on sheet metal
thickness or based on
parts geometry.
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A multitool is an instrument with several separate punch-die pairs in the same frame.
Usually, small round punches that are less than 10,0 mm in diameter are used in a
multitool, but tools of other types and sizes can also be used if physical limitations
allow. A multitool should be positioned in a tool station that can be indexed, because
the selection of the punch-die pair is premised on the fact that the tool set is selected
with a mechanism outside the tool. For the rest, the use of multitools is based on the
same principles which apply to the properties of individual tools and which have been
presented above. Due to the small tools used in multitools, the nibbling rate has to be
reduced with some material thickness.
Table 11 Multitool (Toolq,j,k,l,o) (j=1). Comparison of critical tool size and material
thickness.
Benefit for designer Explanation
of Optimisation
parameter
Tool hj = 1; h = 1,...,n
The designer gets
Where dmin-m is a
information of
minimum critical
multitool properties. multitool size
1
Performance
based on tool
comparison of
library or geometry
individual tool,
of part. (1,5 × g).
0
multitool and laser is
dmin-m
dmax-m
possible.
Where dmax-m is
Optimisation criteria
maximum critical
size of multitool,
d min − m ≤ Tool h j ≤ d max − m , h = 1,..., n
based on tool
library or part’s
Later expression:
geometry.
RI(3)

(

)

Furthermore, depending on the tooling system, individual tools can be installed in
what are called index tool stations, in which case the tool can be rotated between
machining hits freely in relation to the vertical axis. In some turret punch presses, it is
possible to use the index property in all tool stations or otherwise make the indexing
of all available tools possible. Indexing refers to the use of individual tools in such a
way that the tool can be rotated a whole circuit in the tool station. This means that
several individual tools with a fixed position can be replaced. However, rotating the
index tool station takes time.
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Table 12 Indexing (Toolq,j,k,l,o) (k = 0 or 1). The setting is based on the machine
library and tool library and on which tools are indexable.
Benefit for designer Explanation
of Optimisation
parameter
The designer gets
Step function gets k = 0 ∨ k = 1
information of
value 1 or 0.
indexable tools.
0 indexing is possible
Designer could
1 indexing is not possible
utilize information
for different
Later expression:
orientation of
RE(3)
openings and part for
machine n.
In many instances, turret punch presses are marketed on the basis of a purely
theoretical criterion founded on hit rate (Ram speed). The reasons why hit rate has to
be reduced during production include, for example, accuracy requirements and a
tool’s service life. The target, however, is mainly to achieve maximum performance,
unless there are impediments to this. The reduction of hit rate is not merely a toolspecific factor, but to present in connection with tools is the most logical and easily
controllable approach. Any possible qualitative factors relating to a tool’s hit rate can
also be presented in the above-described manner of representation of a tool’s
properties by increasing the number of lower indexes and taking them into account in
calculation.
Table 13 Ram speed (Toolq,j,k,l,o) (l = 0 or 1). Restrictions for punching speed unless
maximum is not allowed. With small diameters a lowered hitting speed is used
because of the risk of failure or over heating.
Benefit for designer Explanation
of Optimisation
parameter
l = 0∨ l =1
The designer gets
1 = maximum
information on
ram speed
hitting speed and life
(Toolq,j,k,l,m)
estimate.
0 = Tool property
from tool library
Lowered hitting
(appendix 2).
Later expression:
speed increases tool
RE(4)
life because of lower
heat. Also decreases
fractures.
An individual tool may be installed in its tooling place so that it has a fixed position in
relation to the longitudinal axis. A tool can, however, often be turned into a small
number of different positions manually. These positions commonly include 15˚, 30˚,
45˚ and 90˚, depending on the shape and symmetry of the tool, but other presetting
angles can also be used. The significance of the cutting edge angle in examining
machining is that those parts that do not set in the direction of the coordinates during
machining can be observed.
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Table 14 Setting angle (Toolq,j,k,l,o) (o = 0,1,2,…). Settings angle orientation of tools.
Static (mechanical) indexing for tools depends on the orientation of openings or
orientation of parts.
Benefit for designer Explanation
of Optimisation
parameter
Can check out all
Running number
Assumed
tool
position
angle
setting angles for all for different static clockwise
tools.
index angles
1 = 15˚
The designer could
2 = 30˚
design part shapes
3 = 45˚
based on high
5 = 90˚
performance
6 = 180˚
manufacturing,
7 = 270˚
without automatic
indexing. Automatic
(Toolq,j,k,l,o) (o = 0,1,2,…).
indexing could be
Optimisation criteria: Minimizing
available only for a
number of different static index angles
few tools in revolver
= N.
type turret punch
presses.
O(4) = min(N)
Tables 10 to 14 which have been presented above can be unfolded using the example
in the following table which reveals the way they form a whole.
Table 15 (Tool q, j,k,l,o) Tool properties written out.
Toolj
Toolk
Order
Toolq
number
h=1
1,2,3,4,…
1 = single 1 =
Figure 27 shows
tool
indexable
an example of
tools basic shapes 2 =
2= non
(q=4 and q=6).
multitool
indexable

Tooll

Toolo

RAM
speed
1=
Maximum
2=
reduced
(forexample
150
hit/min)

Setting
angle
1 = 15˚
2 = 30˚
3 = 45˚
5 = 90˚
6 = 180˚
7 = 270˚

The machine type in which the tool is used is connected to the above. This results in a
presentation accordant with Table 16.
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Table 16 (Tool q, j,k,l,o) Tool properties written out with revolver-type tool magazine.
Toolk
Tooll
Toolo
Tooling
Order
Toolq Toolj
system
number
R-type
h=1
q = 6 1 = single 1=
Ram speed o = #
tool
indexable
1=
not used
maximum
when
k=1
R-type
h=2
q=4 2=
2= not
2 = reduced Setting
multitool
indexable
(150 hit
angle
/min)
1 = 0˚
Tooling for turret punch presses needed to check proper clearance. Clearance is the
space between punch and die. Proper clearance is adjusted on the basis of material
properties like thickness and strenght. Table 17 shows an optimisation method for
clearance.
Table 17 Clearance. Checking proper clearance for material thickness.
Benefit for designer Explanation of Optimisation
parameter
Clearance is fixed
Clearance = Cl = f(Q,g,σ)
Based on
based material
material
properties and
properties and
designer’s
required
decicions.
tolerances.
Q = quality of
cutted surface
(cutting vs.
ripping)
g = material
thickness.
σ = Strenght of
sheet metal
material.
Clmin =
minimum
clearance for
material n.

Optimisation criteria:

Clmax =
Maximum
clearance for
material n.

(The changes are obtained in the
curtosis value of material curves)
Later expression:

Clmin < max f(Q,g,σ) < Clmax

O(5)
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Using the Tables from 10 to 14 and Table 17, the following optimisation equations
can be combined in the following way:
Tool shape (Toolq,j,k,l,m): Restriction: RI(1): (in text)
Tool (Toolq,j,k,l,m) (j = 0): Restriction: RI(2): (table 10)
Multitool (Toolq,j,k,l,m) (j = 1): Restriction: RI(3): (table 11)
Indexing (Toolq,j,k,l,m) (k = 0,1): Restriction: RE(3): (table 12)
Hitting speed (Toolq,j,k,l,m) (l = 0,1): Restriction: RE(4): (table 13)
Setting angle (Toolq,j,k,l,m) (m = 0,1,2,…): Object function: O(4) = min(N): (table 14)
Clearance: Object function O(5) = Clmin < max f(Q,g,σ) < Clmax: (Table 17):
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6.4 Suitability of Material for Turret Punch Press Process
Based on this chapter it is possible to present material alternatives according to their
order of superiority and priority. Material selection is often related to the requirements
of the product and its use. However, if the application allows the use of different
material options, a comparison between them could be made based on
manufacturability aspects. The hatched items in Figure 28 present those aspects of
material selection which are integrated with material utilisation, but which are omitted
in this work. These items are included in the flowchart to construct an overall picture
of material selection and to formulate the multidisciplinary problem of material
selection.

Figure 28 The studied material properties for optimisation in this study. The hatched
boxes are included in the field of problem, but they are not included in this study.

The role material plays in the optimisation of manufacturability are treated in the way
described in the following. A suitability factor is created for each material which
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describes the material’s applicability specifically in turret punch press manufacturing.
The special characteristic of a turret punch press in contrast to other sheet metal
cutting systems is that the blank is always fitted in the same direction. There may
certainly be departures to this, but it causes a substantial reduction in the size of the
blank.
The suitability coefficient is formed according to the formula below whose points are
discussed in Tables 16 to 26. The closer the values received from the equation are to
1, the better the suitability factor is and, furthermore, the better the material is to
machine on a turret punch press, particularly from the point of view of
manufacturability.
⎛ ∑ sf 3 + ... + sf 9 ⎞
⎟= 0 … 1
Suitability factor = sf1 x sf2 x ⎜
⎜
⎟
7
⎝
⎠

(1)

The presented equation is comprised of the following factors:
1. sf1 = The x and y dimensions of the machined blank (receive value 0 or 1; or if
necessary, receives values between 0 and 1)
2. sf2 = The thickness of the blank (receives value 0 or 1)
3. sf3 = Anisotropy (receives values between 0 and 1)
4. sf4 = Mass (receives values between 0 and 1)
5. sf5 = Coating (receives values between 0 and 1)
6. sf6 = Basic material (receives values between 0 and 1)
7. sf7 = Material quality (receives values between 0 and 1)
8. sf8 = Oscillation of part (receives values between 0 and 1)
9. sf9 = Deterioration of punch (receives values between 0 and 1)
When calculating the suitability factor, the x and y dimensions act as a coefficient in
front of the equation, because this factor depends on the technical properties of the
machine tool, in other words, on how large a plate the machine tool can physically
move. Thus, the physical measurements of the turret punch press’s loading and
unloading device and the size of the machine’s ball roller table function as limiting
factors.
The thickness of the blank also acts as a coefficient in front of the equation, because
that too depends on the technical properties of the machine. The structure of turret
punch presses does not allow the treatment of very thin or thick plates because the
clamps are based on a mechanical structure which only allows the handling of sheet
metal plates of certain thicknesses. In other words, there are lower and upper limits
for this thickness.
On the basis of this, x and y dimensions and thickness receive either value 1 or 0. If
either of the values is zero, manufacturability in terms of material is impossible
because the plate cannot be treated.
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Table 18 Blanks xd- and yd-dimension. Base point for optimisation (sf1). Machine
property which tells x- and y-tooling area. Tooling is checked from the machine
property table. Grip change (repositioning of clamps) is possible, but more accurate
results will be achieved whitout repositioning of clamps.
Benefit for designer Explanation of Optimisation
parameter
Optimisation criteria
Aim to use stock size Parameter for
turret punch
blanks.
If xd>MACi,j,k(14,#,#) or
press which
shows possible Yd>MACi,j,k(15,#,#) = 0
If lot-size is big and
dimensions of
special size blanks
part and blank.
are useful it is
If xd ≤ MACi,j,k(14,#,#) and
possible to give sf1 =
yd ≤ MACi,j,k(15,#,#) = 1
1.
Term for repositioning of clamps i.e.
when y-dim of part or parts nested to
blank is wider than tooling area.
Numerical value 0.8 is an example for
diminishing of manufacturability. Also
other values between 0…1 are possible.
If xd>MACi,j,k(14,#,#) and xd
>MACi,j,k(13,1,#) and yd
≤ MACi,j,k(15,#,#) = 0,8
Later expression:
RI(4) = sf1
Table 19. Material thickness (sf2). Base point for optimisation.
Benefit for designer Explanation of Optimisation
parameter
Optimisation criteria
Minimum and
Designer gets
maximum
information on
If MACn(11,#,#) < g ≤ MACn(10,#,#)
thickness from
which sheet metal
machine
thicknesses are
then 1 else 0.
properties table.
possible to use in
(appendix 1)
turret punch press
Later expression:
process.
RI(5) = sf2
Both the above-presented points must be 1 in value in order for the part to be possible
to manufacture at all on the chosen turret punch press.
The factors inside equation 1 can receive values between 0 and 1. The initial data for
optimisation has been compiled in figures 20-26 so that they are counted within the
sum in Formula 1 and, after this, divided by the number of factors. In the presented
formula, factors can be omitted or added as necessary. The values of weighting
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coefficients can also be altered so that, when necessary, a more extensive scale can be
adopted to replace the evaluation ranging from 0 to 1.
Anisotropy refers to the crystaline structure which is developed during the rolling of
the plate and which is not the same in different directions. This has an effect
especially in the bending of the part after cutting, because the elastic recovery of the
edging is different in the direction of the crystal structure than it is in the
perpendicular direction in relation to the crystal structure. In practice, this point refers
to the orientation of the part on a blank. The affect of this factor becomes evident, for
example, in a cruciform part. If the part in question is placed in the blank in way a.)
described in Figure 29, elastic recovery should be taken into account in its breaking in
two ways. By placing the part in way b.) described in Figure 29, the same
compensation for elastic recovery can be used for each side even in parts that require
accuracy.
vb =

vymax

v

2
y max

2

+ v x max

vb =

2

2

y

x

v +v

vxmax
a
b
Figure 29 The positioning of a part affected the manufacturing time on a turret punch
press, also the positioning affected the bending stage.

The positioning of the part on the blank can also influence machining times. In case
a.), the machined blank is moved straight in the direction of x and y axes. If there is a
substantial difference in the plate’s transfer time between the axes, time is
unnecessarily wasted, as opposed to a situation where the moving speed is combined
as in point b.). The issues relating to moving speed are presented in Tables 5 and 6,
and concerning laser, in Table 8.
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Table 20 Anisotropy as a material property (sf3). A sheet metal part could be oriented
in many ways. From the punching point of view, best orientations are those which
support efficient tooling. Efficient tooling consists of the tool’s static index angles and
sort movings.
Benefit for designer Explanation of Optimisation
parameter
Suitability depend on structure and
Illustrated with
Shows the meaning
manufacturability.
subf-function.
of part’s orientation
Function
on blank. Different
manufacturability)
=
indicates strength sf3(strength,
orientation effects
sf3(st,ma)
of part and
manufacturing time
and work stages after manufacturapunching/cutting, for bility on different For example
sf3(st) = 0˚; … , 45˚; …, 90˚ =
angles.
example bending.
sf3(st) = 0; …; 0,5; … ;1,0
Also sheet metal
Function
strength varied
depending on rolling sf3(st,ma1) could Comparison criteria
get values
direction.
between 0 … 1.
sf 3 ang ( st , ma)
, where subscript “ang”
Strength calculation Value 0 shows
sf 3 ang +1 ( st , ma)
that the product
related to rolling
shows part orientation on blank
is not
direction is not
(positioning angles on blank).
manufacturable
included this work.
and value 1
Optimisation criteria:
indicates
Max(sf3(st) x sf3(ma))
excellent
manufacturability.

Later expression
O(6) = Max(sf3(st) x sf3(ma))

In addition to the range of movement, the material processing ability of turret punch
presses is limited by the mass of the treated part. The largest possible mass can
usually be found in the machine property table. If the machine supplier does not notify
the largest mass that can be treated, the specific weight of lead, for example, or that of
some other material heavier than steel can be used as comparison criterion in
calculation.
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Table 21 Mass as a material property (sf4). Turret punch press capability to handle
sheet metals mass.
Benefit for designer Explanation of Optimisation
parameter
Material
Designer gets
xd × y d × g
1−
=R≥0
information on mass parameter
MACi , j ,k (12, # , # )
between 0…1.
handling capability
of turret punch press. From the turret
punch press point Inequality restriction sf4 between 0…1
of view, lighter
Mass affects
material is better Later expression:
acceleration and
than heavy.
therefore
RI(6) = R
manufacturing time
varies.
The effects of coating during machining are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Coating may erode the tool more than it would be eroded without coating;
Coating may fracture;
Coating may come off and thus impede the process;
Coating may reflect the laser beam back onto the mirror; and
The pressure of the cutting gases may loosen the protective film.

Many coatings have been tested for their applicability for the various processes of
automated machining. The information received from these tests can be used in
evaluating the effect of coating on manufacturability.
Furthermore, the basic material’s thickness and the quality and material thickness of
the coating has an influence on manufacturability. The interconnectedness of these
factors should not be ignored, but should be presented according to the principle
demonstrated in Table 22.
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Table 22 Surface finishing as material property (sf5). Different kinds of surface
finishing are widely used. Surface finishing could affect manufacturing time,
manufacturing parameters and tool wear.
Benefit for designer
Explanation of Optimisation
parameter
Suitability (sf5)
Coating gets
Scaled parameters
Material 1
related to the pair of values between 0
1
… 1 depending
base material and
Material 2
on manufacturasurface finishing.
Material 3
bilityof laser
Designer gets
0,5
cutting or
information from
Material 5
punching.
surface finishing
Material 4
suitability for turret
gs is a thickness
punch press
0
processes (punching, of surface
coating.
nibbling and laser
Optimisation criteria
cutting).
Max sf5 0…1

Designer could
compare the affect of
different surface
finishings and
materials without
any surface
finishing.

Later expression:
P(8) = sf5

Turret punch presses are intended for the processing of sheet metal plates whose
material thickness mainly remains below 3,0 mm (the traditional definition of the
material thickness of sheet metal is ≥ 3,0 mm), but thicker materials can also be
machined up to a thickness of approximately 10,0 mm, depending on the machine’s
structure, type and manufacturer. Even if the power produced by the machine for
punching and laser cutting were sufficient for processing thikker material thickness,
the machine’s ability to load and unload would remain a limiting factor, either due to
mass or plate thickness.
The launching and maintaining of productive operations require a company to have
the necessary staff, raw materials, machine tools, premises and a collection of various
accessories and equipment. The procurement and maintenance of these elements
causes costs which the company must be able to compensate for with profitable
operations. In this study, the formation of a sheet metal part’s fabrication costs are
examined only in terms of cutting and piercing. The costs incurring from other
manufacturing stages of sheet metal products, such as bending, surface treatments,
mating or assembly, are not discussed. Nor are companies’ other fixed operations,
such as sales, management or purchasing, examined.
Part-specific costs can be calculated by taking into account a machine’s hourly
expenses and the manufacturing time of a part. The following numbers are a
demonstration of the examination performed on some of the key costs caused by the
use of equipment in sheet metal working.
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Table 23 Optimisation criteria for base materials thickness (sf6).
Benefit for designer Explanation of Optimisation
parameter
Parameter g is
Designer gets
Suitability for
thickness of
information about
laser cutting (sf6)
base material.
the suitability of
1
material thickness
for turret punch press
processes.
0,5

Turret punch presses
are designed in a
way that they could
use material
thickness varied
approximately
between 0,5 … 10,0
mm. Laser
equipment of turret
punch is normally
destined for material
thicknesses between
1,0 … 6,0 mm.
Therefore the laser
cutting parameter of
each material must
be checked, because
in some cases it is
not possible to
achieve proper
acceleration and
velocity for laser
cutting.
Thin sheets could
collide with turret
punch press during
work cycle or restrict
manufacturing
process in other
ways.

0
g

Optimisation criteria
Max sf6 between 0…1
O(7) = sf6
Suitability for
punching (sf6)
1

0,5

0
g

Optimisation criteria
Max sf6 between 0…1
O(8) = sf6

Identify restriction of
laser cutting during
engineering design.
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Material quality is a material-specific parameter. It describes how well a part can be
cut by laser. Quality refers to the effect of ingredients contained in materials to
cutting.
1.) The manufacturability of similar materials in terms of mechanical properties are
compared.
2.) The manufacturability of materials produced according to different standards is
compared.
An examination is conducted on the basis of different distributions. For example, a
normal distribution whose confidence interval is 90% receives value 1 for material
quality. In a normal distribution, manufacturability diminishes by confidence
intervals.
Table 24 Material quality as material property (sf7).
Benefit
for Explanation of Optimisation
designer
parameter
Parameters r and
The desiner gets
q establish
information on
properties of
which probable
material supplier material quality.
could deliver the
Probability p
chosen material.
shows that
perfect suitability
Designer
understands what is almost
impossible.
kind of
Optimisation criteria
differencies there
are between
Max sf7 between 0…1
materials
manufactured
O(9) = max probability (p), when sf7 = q…r
with different
standards.
Where q … r is for example = 0,6 … 1,0.
Differences
caused by
If material properties follow normal
additives and
distribution curve, then 68,27% (p = 0,6827)
amount of
of values are between µ ± σ. As illustrated in
additives.
the figure above, typically, the curve
describing material properties has skewness
Makes it possible
values which deflect remarkably from the
to compare raw
value of zero. In those cases e.g. Weibull
material suppliers
distribution function could be used in
and
optimisation.
manufacturers.
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Table 25 Vibration during work cycle. The blank and part vibrate depending on size,
material thickness and punching impulse. Particularly with materials over 3 mm, parts
could fall from skeleton if using micro joints.
Benefit
for Explanation of Optimisation
designer
parameter
Suitability
Designer gets
information
1
about
eigenfrequency
of blank and part
0,5
combination.
Vibration affects
micro joints and
therefore part
could fall away.
Designer could
affect vibration
of part or blank
by choosing a
different part
geometry or
material
thickness.

0
Eigenfrequency

Optimisation criteria
Max sf8 between 0…1
Later expression
O(10) = sf8

Table 26 Punch wearing. Optimisation criteria for punch/material combination. Tool
wearing depends on the material, material thickness, clearance and also properties of
the punch (for example coating). A punch with sharp edges and cut-outs will wear
more rapidly than, for example round shaped punch.
Benefit
for Explanation of Optimisation
designer
parameter
Suitability of tool h
ma2 is a material
Is steered
Wear rate
for material ma2
which wear a
towards using
1
suitable tool and tool and
h is a tool
gets advice on
( figure 26).
calculating lifetime of a tool.
0,5

Hit count

0
Utilized

Inaccurate

Broken

The more punching material ma2 the better is
suitability for tool h.
Later expression
O(11) = sf9 = max(hit count) and min(wear
rate)
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After the tables from 18 to 26, optimisation can be performed according to the
following summary:
x-y dimensions: sf1 = RI(4): (Table 18)
Thickness: sf2 = RI(5): (Table 19)
Anisotropy: sf3 = O(6) = Max(Subf(i) x Subf(j)): (Table 20)
Mass: sf4 = RI(6) = R: (Table 21)
Pinnoite: sf5 = P(8): (Table 22)
Material thickness: sf6 = O(7) and O(8): (Table 23)
Material quality:sf7=O(9)=max probability (p), when sf7 =q…r = 0,6…1,0:(Table 24)
Vibration: sf8 = O(10): (Table 25)
Tool wearing: sf9 = O(11) = max(n) and min(wear rate): (Table 26)

6.5 Consumed Time as a Manufacturability Factor
Examining time with the purpose of creating starting points for the optimisation of
turret punch press processes consists of preliminary work, post-work and quality
(Figure 30).

Figure 30 Studied time properties for optimisation in this study. The hatched boxes
are included in the field of problem, but they are not included in this study.

Preliminary work differs in nature from the rest of the configuration presented in this
study. This derives from the fact that preliminary work contains all the information
that the manufacturing company should have of the machine tool and the maintenance
of the tools. Thus preliminary work includes the presetting of the machine and tools,
tool maintenance and, when necessary, the acquisition of tools. In simplified terms,
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from the point of view of design this means that a designer receives information about
the tools in use in the manufacturing company and their condition. In a global setting,
this situation seems impossible but is basically possible between regular business
partners. Preliminary work is not discussed in greater detail in this study because
describing the situation, presenting the necessary information between different
systems and the maintenance of an information system are such large issues that they
each deserve their own study.
For the part of post-work, this study concentrates on describing the release of the part
from the blank. A part is usually left in the blank, fastened with micro joints. The size,
number and positions of the micro joints depend on the material used and its
thickness, as well as on the tools used. Although the number and position of the micro
joints and the workload in releasing the part caused by these joints cannot be
accurately described, the essential information, from the point of view of design, on
the extra work caused by the micro joints can nevertheless be presented using Table
27.
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Table 27 Estimation for count of micro joints and the amount of postworks. It is
possible to release parts without micro joints but for this separate material handling
devices are required. Material handling devices are not included in this work.
Benefit
for Explanation of Optimisation
designer
parameter
Postwork = f(m,mksij, mkcaunt)
Variables are
Designer could
mass (m), count
compare the
effect of material of micro joints
based on part’s
thickness and
mass (mksij) and
part’s mass
related to number average
of micro joints.
distribution of
micro joints
based on parts
mass (mkcaunt).
Comparison
between mass
and the number
of micro joints.
Comparison
between average
distribution of
micro joints and
part’s mass.
Choose the one
which gives
lower count of
micro joints.
Comparing
number of micro
joints to material
thickness (g).
This comparison
gives time
estimation for
postworks.

Later expression:
O(12) = min(f(m,mksij, mkcaunt))

Later expression:
O(12) = min(f(m,mksij, mkcaunt); Table 27.
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6.6 Examining Operating Costs as a Support for Design Alternatives
The following section contains contemplation on operating costs slightly outside the
framework of this study, because the presentation of the context requires it.
Costs of premises can be calculated, for example, by the floor area required by the
machines. In addition to the machine’s measurements, the floor area required by a
turret punch press depends on possible accessories and auxiliary devices. It should
also be noted in the cost estimates that materials handling requires space as well.
Premises costs should also include heating, ventilation, lighting and other expenses
falling on the property.
With automated machines, staff is mainly needed to programme the machine, perform
the operations during use and for materials handling. The number of staff during
operating basically depends on the level of automation. Consequently, labour costs are
determined by the quantity of staff and their wage level. In addition to wages, indirect
employee costs should also be taken into account. In practice, the higher the total
level of automation of the machine used, the fewer employees are needed. On
individual basic machines with no loaders and unloaders employees are needed to
handle blanks and parts. If the parts have to be left fastened to the blanks, employees
are required for this stage as well. Thus, industrial engineering details may have an
essential impact on staff costs. With automation the quantity of the labour required
can be reduced, but this leads to the growth of the capital tied in production
equipment and the expenses caused by this.
The maintenance of the serviceability of sheet metal machinery necessitates their
constant surveillance. Maintenance costs consist of servicing and possible repairs and
spare parts. The maintenance of machines requires both work input and the
acquisition of the materials needed in servicing. Servicing thus causes labour and
material costs. Due to more expensive basic technology, the maintenance costs of a
turret punch press equipped with a laser and auxiliary instruments are greater than
those of a traditional turret punch press.
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Figure 31 Studied operating costs for optimisation in this study. The hatched boxes
are included in the field of problem, but they are not included in this study.
Energy Costs

Energy costs are determined by the equipment’s energy consumption and the price of
electric power. These costs are influenced by the type of the sheet metal machine and
the number of auxiliary devices used. Furthermore, the energy required by various
accessories for the use of a range of electric, hydraulic and pneumatic equipment
should be taken into account.
In the case of turret punch presses, we can talk about the internal utilisation factor
(KS1) which here means the extent to which the equipment’s performance has been
taken into account. For example, clusters of openings can be manufactured with small
punches or a laser as one-off machining using the fastest possible parameters. In such
a case, however, the machine’s internal utilisation factor is not fully exploited because
the machine allows the use of cluster tools if the product has been designed so that
they can be used to produce a form. Furthermore, it can be stated that a designer may
make decisions which impair the internal efficiency of use, for example, by designing
the forms in such a way that they cannot be manufactured with one tool or one grip.
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Used
wattage
CM1+CM2
CM2

CM1
Rated power
5 kW
Figure 32 Energy efficiency of turret punch press expressed in terms CM1 and CM2.
CM1 is input power on idle and CM2 is the required power during manufacturing.

Internal efficiency consists of each movement of components and each component’s
energy consumption. These factors consist of designer decisions which could be
effective or not. Therefore internal efficiency can be seen with following equations:
n

CM1 = N1 × ∑ ICi

(2)

CM2 = N 2 × ∑ ICDi

(3)

i =1
n

i =1

Where,

CM1 is energy consumption on idle
CM2 is energy consumption under work
N1 number of internal components which use energy
IC is internal consumption on idle of each component i.
N2 number of movement of turret punch press on manufacturing stage
ICD is consumption on each manufacturing stage i.

In that case it is possible to create inequality 4. Inequality connects engineering
designer’s decicions to each power rates of turret punch presses. Therefore
manufacturing energy consumption of same sheet metal shape could take different
amount of energy in defferent machines. Furthermore it is possible to say, that
desigers decisions affect to manufacture costs consurrent with used turret punch press.
CM1 shows energy consumption of each machine on idle and CM2 shows energy
consumption during work cycle for part n.
KS1 =

CM 1
CM 2
+
<1
Rated _ Power Rated _ Power

(4)

On the grounds of this, energy costs can be provided with the following optimisation
stipulation:
min( Energy _ cos t ) = (CM 1n + CM 2) n × PEic ,
Where

n is a serial number of machine , integer
id is gas, electricity, hydraulic pressure, etc.
PE is price of energy
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(5)

Later expression:
O(13) = min(Energy_cost)
Tool costs

A large part of the operating costs involved in the use of a turret punch press are
composed of tools and factors relating to them. Tool costs consist of the acquisition,
service and warehousing of tools. The tool cost per hit to be punched depends on the
purchase cost, sharpening costs and the material used and its thickness. The capital
tied up in tools and the costs caused by this are not, however, discussed in this study.
In manufacturing sheet metal parts, special tools may also be required which can be
general purpose tools or ones intended only for the production of a certain part. The
expenses incurred by part-specific special tools should be taken into account as a
whole when calculating the fabrication costs of the part in question.
n

min(Tool _ Cost ) = ∑ p i × TE i × PTi ×
i =1

HC i
TLi

(6)

Tool cost can occur in different ways in different companies. Therefore it is possible
to add propability pj to equation 7. Probability pj shows tool costs of certain company.
w

n

j =1

i =1

min(Tool _ Cost ) = ∑ p j ∑ p i × TE i × PTi ×

Where,

HC i
TLi

(7)

pj is probability for each company
pi is probability for each tool
TE is tool efficiency
PT is price of tool
TL is tool life (number of hits)
HC is hit count (number of hits)

Where TE describes the number of separate stages of operation that can be performed
in one cycle. For example, in the case of a cluster tool, the coefficient gives the
number of individual punches in a tool. Another example is a tool that is used to form
and make openings simultaneously.
The examination of tool costs should also include the effect of a random factor p
which can be displayed p = 1-r, where r = risk of failure. Typically, this coefficient
can be very close to value 1.
Later expression:
O(14) = min(Tool_cost)
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Optics and Nozzle Costs

In laser use, the cost factor equivalent to the tool costs of turret punch presses consist
of the servicing of optics, maintenance costs and nozzle costs for various material
thickness. In turret punch presses equipped with a laser, the optics components and
gas nozzles have to be changed from time to time because of wear and tear and
damages.
This section contains a group of random factors occurring in production and thus
optimisation as such is difficult. However, it can be thought that if an average number
for nozzles and lenses used over a longer interval can be provided, then optics and
nozzle costs can be calculated in the following way: Where coefficient ON (Optic &
Nozzle) is comprised of the relative and verified affordability of various machines.
The analysis of relative affordability is not included in the subject matter of this study.
PL
⎞
⎛ PN
min( LAC) = ON × ⎜
× NN +
× NL ⎟
CL
⎝ CN
⎠

Where,

(8)

LAC is the laser’s additional costs
PN is the price of the nozzle
PL is the price of lenses
CN is the change interval of the nozzle
CL is the change interval of the lenses
NN is the length cut with nozzles
NL is the length cut with lenses

Due to their sporadic nature, splashes and cutting gases which deteriorate nozzles and
lenses are factors that cannot be estimated or calculated accurately. For this reason,
the average service life of nozzles and lenses should be examined machinespecifically. This kind of an examination is based on the machine’s log files.
Later expression:
O(15) = min(LAC)
Gas Costs

Gas costs form a substantial part of the operating expenses of a turret punch press
equipped with a laser. Gas costs are comprised of resonator gases and cutting gases.
Laser operating costs essentially depend on the material to be cut and the thickness of
the sheet part which determine the type and consumption of the cutting gas. When
calculating gas costs, the expenses consist by the purchase of gas containers and their
transport should be taken into account in addition to gas consumption.
•
•

How much gas will be needed in relation to the parts to be cut?
Parts may be fixed to each other in which case the relative efficiency of gas
consumption is better than if each part was run separately.
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Coefficient NY is formed so that, according to the designer’s decisions, a part can be
either nested to the adjacent part or it can be cut as an independent part. The
relationship of the common forms to be manufactured is conveyed by coefficient NY
which also depends on the machining method and nesting software used. Then:

NY =

PE
,
CPE

Where,

(9)

PE is the perimeterer of the part (Component’s circumference)
CPE is the joint perimeter of the part (Common borderline)

Therefore

min(Gas _ cos t ) = ( NYi ) × (NECut _ Gas × PCut _ Gas + NE Re s _ Gas × PRe s _ Gas )
Where,

(10)

i is an integer showing sheet metal part
NECut_Gas is need of cutting gas
PCut_Gas is price of cutting gas
NERes_Gas is need of resonator gas
PRes_Gas is price of resonator gas

Expressed later:
O(16) = min(Gas_cost)
Material Costs

To produce a certain sheet metal product, the amount of material required is
determined by the part’s geometry. In addition to this, a blank is needed out of which
the part will be cut. A blank is very rarely the exact shape of the part needed. This
means that some material will be left over. A designer can influence the use of
materials so that symmetry and forms which support the use of standard blanks are
utilised as far as possible.
A varying amount of waste material is produced in the turret punch press process,
created from the material in between and at the edges of the parts. This amount can be
reduced by more efficient nesting algorithms and especially by the wise decisions of
the designer. Furthermore, the amount of part-specific waste depends on the type of
turret punch press used. On turret punch presses where sheet metal is moved onto the
clamps there is always some blank material waste which is left under the sheet metal.
This waste can be reduced by changing the positioning of the clamps or by using
machines that can decrease the amount of waste to as little as possible.
Material thickness is also a factor in material waste. It is obvious that the thicker the
material that is wasted, the more expensive the waste is in relation to surface area.
With their decisions, designers can have an affect on the amount of waste material
incurred and the ensuing costs.
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Table 28 Material usage efficiency.
Benefit
for Explanation of Optimisation
designer
parameter
The designer gets Character AE
explains material
information on
usage efficiency
which part of
when different
blank is not
clamping
useable. There
systems are used.
are different
kinds of
clamping systems
and those
systems increase
the ability to use
various materials.
Turret punch
press material
handling
capability and
material
thickness defines
volume of waste
material, together
with nesting
efficiency.

Criteria for optimisation,
AE = Relative nesting efficiency × Machine
properties,
lim AE → 1
Optimisation criteria
O(17) = min(lim AE → 1)
Criteria for material usage optimisation
Min(f) = O(18) = min((1-AE) × area × g)
Later expression:
O(17)
O(18)

After the Chapter 6.4, optimisation can be performed according to the following
summary:
O(13) = min(Energy_cost); equation (5)
O(14) = min(Tool_cost); equation (6 and 7)
O(15) = min(Laser_additional_cost); equation (8)
O(16) = min(Gas_cost); equation (10)
O(17) = min(lim AE -> 1); Table 28.
O(18) = min((1-AE) × area × g); Table 28.
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7 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF METHODOLOGY
In the second phase of triangulation, the manufacturability of products on turret punch
presses is examined through a set of laboratory tests. This is done with the help of test
arrangements. One part is manufactured on a turret punch press in different nests. This
is done in an effort to simulate a situation where companies use different nesting
software, causing the parts to arrive on the blank in different positions. These
situations lead to varying manufacture times. Furthermore, taking into account this
situation, it can be said that different machine tools have different properties and,
hence, charting these properties is essential in defining the efficiency of various
manufacturing environments.
The designer’s choices have also been taken into account in the planning of the test. A
designer can determine various requirements for a part, such as strength or the
capacity for accurate edging. In this study, the selection of variables can be further
rationalised by the fact that what is being compared are the variables that have
emerged from the starting points of optimisation, which have been connected to the
designer’s choices. The requirement for strength, for example, has an effect on the
base material, material thickness and rolling direction. Here, rolling direction refers to
the way a part is set on a blank, i.e. nesting method. The requirement of a capacity for
accurate edging demands that, in addition to the previously mentioned properties,
edge quality has to be a consideration because it is significant to the bending accuracy
of the attained edge. After the above described requirements on strength and the
capacity for accurate edging have been taken into account, the manufacturing time can
be influenced by material choices, material thickness, the way a part is set on a blank
and edge quality (Figure 33).

Figure 33 The strength and bending requirements discussed in this study are related
to base material, material thickness, rolling direction and edge quality. These factors
should be taken into account when examining manufacturability on a certain machine.

7.1 Arrangement of the Test
In the manufacturability test, the part that is presented in Figure 34 is used. The blank
materials consist of X5CrNi1810 (g = 2,0 mm) and St 14-Zn (g = 1,0 mm) which are
materials found in a turret punch press’s material range. Material St 14-Zn
corresponds in quality to the commercial quality DC01. The part was nested in three
different positions which are described in Figures 35-37. Henceforth, different nesting
directions will be referred to as lots. In the first lot, the long sides of the test part are
set in the direction of the blank’s long sides. In the second lot, the part’s long sides are
set in the direction of the blank’s short side. In the third lot, the part is set at an angle
of 36,78 degrees which is equivalent to the direction of the computational greatest
moving speed of the machine used in the tests.
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Figure 34 Test part in this particular research.

The analysis of a part’s manufacturability is performed according to the system in
Table 29 below. The test arrangements include three different lots of products. The
parts are manufactured in lots following different nesting methods.
Table 29 Arrangement of laboratory test.
Material

Steel

Austenitic stainless steel

Thickness

St 14-Zn/g=1,0 mm

X5CrNi1810/g=2,0 mm

Rolling direction

Lot1

Lot 1

Edge quality

Punching

Lot 2

Lot 3

Punching

Lot 2

Lot 3

Laser
Cutting

The machine tool used is a Finn-Power LaserPunch LP6. Each lot is first run by
punching. The tools for punching have been selected with the help of JetCAM
software (v.11.53). Tools that can be indexed in the tool station are used for all
punching. After this, the same lots were run through and laser cut. The laser cutting
programmes were performed automatically with JetCAM software (v.11.53), but the
micro joints (4 pieces) were set manually. In the final stage of the experiments, a set
of punching tests were performed on material St 14-Zn. The instructions produced by
the JetCAM programme are presented in Appendix 3. No laser cutting test was
performed on this material. The principles of the test arrangements are described in
Table 29 and measurement device description is added to appendix 4. In the
arrangement of laboratory tests, it is assumed that 1.0 mm steel can be punched using
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the same parameters as for 2.0 mm austenitic stainless steel. This assumption contains
everything else except the duration of the machine-tooling. It is assumed that there
will be a difference in time between the various material thicknesses. This theory is
based on the fact that in the turret punch press that is used as the test machine the
same punch/die pairs can be employed to punch the sheet metal which is used in the
tests, but it is simultaneously assumed that the automatism of the machine tool sorts
blanks of different thickness and sets a different a start-up height for materials of
different thickness.

Figure 35 Lot 1 includes two full nests, shown on the left side of the picture and one
incomplete nest on the right side. The total number of parts is 30.

Figure 36 Lot 2 includes two full nests, shown on the left side of the picture and one
incomplete nest on the right side. The total number of parts is 30.

Figure 37 Lot 3 includes two full nests, shown on the left side of the picture and one
incomplete nest on the right side. The total number of parts is 30.
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The manufacturing strategy for a turret punch press in the case of the test parts is
destruction, which means that all waste pieces, apart from the skeleton, are punched
or cut off the part or blank completely.
•

The part is not extracted until after the external forms have been cut.

•

Internal forms are produced at once so that all the punches of the nest are
performed with one tool.

A record of the measurements performed is presented in Appendix 5.

7.2 Measurements Analysis Method
The untreated data of 5 channel obtained by measuring (the channel-specific
measured quantities are presented in Appendix 4 and 5) have first been converted into
a form that can be analysed. Appendix 4 contains a description of the equipment used
in the tests. In the conversion of the untreated data, the software used was Matlab
(ver14) which was programmed with a software filter in order to convert the material
to be gauged into a form that can be analysed. The source code of the software filter is
presented in Appendix 6. The validity of the punch time was verified in the data by a
separate punch time verification. The same source material was used in verification as
in the actual tests. The purpose of the verification was to ensure the functionality of
the software filter used and the validity of the results obtained. The results obtained in
the punch time verification were tabulated in Appendix 7. Matlab software was also
used in the verification. The source code of the software filter used in verification is
presented in Appendix 8.
Out of the data, tool hitting speed, revolver tool changing time, the total time of xmovement and part-specific manufacturing time in the nest have been dealt with. A
mean value, mean deviation, standard error of mean value and standard error of mean
deviation were calculated for these factors and, finally, the probability for the
intersection of distributions was presented. The values are given in Tables 30-47.
The normality of the distributions of the data was first tested using Anderson-Darling
and Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s tests, in accordance with the principles in Figure 38
(Kapur, 1977, p. 127). This check was performed so that it can truly be assumed that
the obtained data is comparable. The data complies with normal distribution (see test
results in Appendix 9). Normalcy is tested using program EasyFit Professional (ver
5.4).
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Figure 38 Dissection of normal distribution in this study based on Anderson-Darling
and Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s methods.

Lastly, the probability of the measured length of two compared periods of time to be
the same, i.e. to have intersecting distributions, was calculated (see Figure 39). This
was computed using the equation (11) presented by Kapur (1977, p. 127):

zp = −
where
zp
μb
μr
σb
σr

μb − μ r

(11)

σ b2 + σ s2

= the parameter of normal distribution zp
= mean value 1 (first variable)
= mean value 2 (compared variable)
= mean deviation 1 (first variable)
= mean deviation 2 (compared variable)

The purpose of this calculation is to make sure that the mean values and deviations
obtained really represent the different distributions.

Figure 39 Probability of intersection is examined using Kapur’s method in this study.

It is also possible that distributions do not follow normal distribution. If so, results are
presented with probability p = 0,5.
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7.3 Results from the Experimental Tests
The obtained data is presented in Tables 30-47. Tables 30-36 contain paired
comparisons of hitting speeds. Tables 37-42 contain a paired comparison of overall
machining times. Tables 43-45 present the results of the measurements of revolver
tool changing times, and Tables 46-48 the results of the moving times of axis x
entailed in machining. The total number of analysed measurement were 547.
The abbreviations in the tables are explained below:
LP6_XXXuG_0C will open based on next key:
•
•
•
•
•

Where LP6 is a measured machine;
XXX is Punch LVS or Laser LSR;
u refers to the positioning of the parts in each lot (Figure 35-37);
G declares material thickness, if G not exist then material thickness is 1 mm; and
0C proclaims the sequence number of the test.

Then, for example, the marking LP6_LVSc2_03 refers to a test performed on machine
LP6 which involves punching material of 2 mm thickness using the nesting described
in Figure 37 (lot number 3). The sequence number of the test is 3.
Table 30 Punch time. Material thickness 1,0 mm vs. 2,0 mm, with tool 1. Total
number of punches is 24. LP6_LVSa_01/Tool 1. vs. LP6_LVSa2_01/Tool1.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [ms]

Standard
deviation

70,3125
67,7292

0,6886

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,20
0,14

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
14,43
0,1

1,0732

0,32

14,43

σ [ms]

(24 pcs.)
Punch time
Tool 1
(g=1,0 mm)
Punch time
Tool 1
(g=2,0 mm)

0,22
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0,15

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

2,1 %

Table 31. Punch time. Material thickness 1,0 mm vs. 2,0 mm, with tool 2. Total
number of punches is 72. LP6_LVSa_01/Tool2. vs. LP6_LVSa2_01/Tool2.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [ms]

Standard
deviation

69,7361

0,9493

σ [ms]

(72 pcs.)
Punch time
Tool 2
(g=1,0 mm)

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,16
0,11

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
8,33
0,08

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

Punch time, tool 2
follows the normal
distribution. p(tool 2;
g=1,0; t>69 ms) = 0,5
Cumulative Distribution Function
1
0,9
0,8
0,7

F(x)

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0,0664 0,0672

0,068

0,0688 0,0696 0,0704 0,0712

0,072

0,0728

x
Normal (9,4932E-4; 0,06974)

51,7847

8,5596

1,95

1,01

8,33

0,71

Punch time, tool 2
does not follow the
normal distribution.
p(tool 2; g=2,0; t>54
ms) = 0,5
Cumulative Distribution Function
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6

F(x)

Punch time
Tool 2
(g=2,0 mm)

0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0,035

0,04

0,045

0,05

0,055

x
Gen. Pareto (-2,0698; 0,05941; 0,03243)
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0,06

Table 32 Punch time. Material thickness 1,0 mm vs. 2,0 mm, with tool 3. Total
number of punches is 216. LP6_LVSa_01/Tool3. vs. LP6_LVSa2_01/Tool3.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [ms]

Standard
deviation
σ [ms]

69,4005

0,9862

(216 pcs.)
Punch time
Tool 3
(g=1,0 mm)

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,10
0,07

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
4,81
0,05

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

Punch time, tool 3
follows the normal
distribution. p(tool 3;
g=1,0; t>69 ms) = 0,5
Cumulative Distribution Function
1
0,9
0,8
0,7

F(x)

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0,066

0,067

0,068

0,069

0,07

0,071

0,072

x
Normal (9,8621E-4; 0,0694)

51,3241

8,4821

1,12

1,01

4,81

0,41

Punch time, tool 3
does not follow the
normal distribution.
p(tool 4; g=2,0; t>53
ms) = 0,5
Cumulative Distribution Function
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6

F(x)

Punch time
Tool 3
(g=2,0 mm)

0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0,035

0,04

0,045

0,05

0,055

x
Gen. Pareto (-1,8206; 0,05095; 0,03326)
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0,06

Table 33 Punch time. Material thickness 1,0 mm vs. 2,0 mm, with tool 4. Total
number of punches is 192. LP6_LVSa_01/Tool4. vs. LP6_LVSa2_01/Tool4.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [ms]

Standard
deviation
σ [ms]

78,2917

0,6619

(192 pcs.)
Punch time
Tool 4
(g=1,0 mm)

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,10
0,07

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
4,81
0,05

(Dagumdistribution)

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

Punch time, tool 4
does not follow the
normal distribution.
p(tool 4; g=1,0; t>78
ms) = 0,5
Cumulative Distribution Function
1
0,9
0,8
0,7

F(x)

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0,075

Punch time
Tool 4
(g=2,0 mm)

79,4297

1,5278

1,12

1,01

4,81

0,076

0,077

0,078

0,079

0,08

x

0,41

Dagum (0,53293; 312,12; 0,0786)

Punch time, tool 4
does not follow the
normal distribution.
p(tool 4; g=2,0; t>79
ms) = 0,5

(Dagumdistribution)

Cumulative Distribution Function
1
0,9
0,8
0,7

F(x)

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0,072

0,074

0,076

0,078

0,08

0,082

0,084

x
Dagum (0,29544; 199,33; 0,08061)

The average manufacturing times of parts in nests is presented in Tables 34-36.
Nesting times have been divided by the number of parts created in the nest. The mean
value and deviation of machining time has been calculated from the nest’s mean value
times.
Table 34 Average manufacturing time, material thickness is 1,0 mm. Lot a vs. lot b.
LP6_LVSa vs. LP6_LVSb.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation
σ [ms]

15,2474

14,8743

1,8150

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
2,17
0,33

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,23

1,0050

1,23

12,91

(5 pcs.)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSa
(g=1,0 mm)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSb
(g=1,0 mm)

0,18
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0,13

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

42,9 %

Table 35 Average manufacturing time, material thickness is 1,0 mm. Lot a vs. lot c.
LP6_LVSa vs. LP6_LVSc.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

15,2474

15,6390

1,8150

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
2,17
0,33

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,23

1,0509

1,23

12,91

σ [ms]

(5 pcs.)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSa
(g=1,0 mm)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc
(g=1,0 mm)

0,19

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

42,6 %

0,14

Table 36 Average manufacturing time, material thickness is 1,0 mm. Lot b vs. lot c.
LP6_LVSb vs. LP6_LVSc.
Variable
pair.

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

14,8743

15,6390

1,0050

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
1,23
0,18

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,13

1,0509

1,23

12,91

σ [ms]

(5 pcs.)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSb
(g=1,0 mm)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc
(g=1,0 mm)

0,19

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

29,9 %

0,14

The following Tables 37-39 present part-specific manufacturing times in nests. These
part-specific times have been obtained from the overall machining time by dividing it
by the number of parts in the nest. The tables do not provide a paired comparison for
all pairs, because the relationships can be determined quickly on the basis of the set
values, when necessary. The comparison is made on the same nests only when
material thickness changes.
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Table 37 Average manufacturing time for different material thickness.
LP6_LVSa vs. LP6_LVSa2.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

15,2474

13,1551

1,8150

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
2,17
0,33

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,23

0,9699

1,35

12,91

σ [ms]

(5 pcs.)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSa
(g=1,0 mm)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSa2
(g=2,0 mm)

0,18

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

15,5 %

0,13

Table 38 Average manufacturing time for different material thickness.
LP6_LVSb vs. LP6_LVSb2.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

14,8743

13,4187

1,0050

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
1,23
0,18

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,13

1,1010

1,50

12,91

σ [ms]

(5 pcs.)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSb
(g=1,0 mm)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSb2
(g=2,0 mm)

0,2

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

16,4 %

0,14

Table 39 Average manufacturing time for different material thickness.
LP6_LVSc vs. LP6_LVSc2.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

15,6390

14,5451

1,0509

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
1,23
0,19

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,14

0,7796

0,98

12,91

σ [ms]

(5 pcs.)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc
(g=1,0 mm)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc2
(g=2,0 mm)

0,14

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

20,2 %

0,10

The results of nest C have been corrected in the data so that clamp repositioning and
four tool changes caused by this have been subtracted from the machining time. The
obtained data is presented in Tables 40-41.
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Table 40 Average manufacturing time between original c-lot and corrected c-lot.
Material thickness is 1,0 mm.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

15,6390

14,8730

1,0509

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
1,23
0,19

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,14

0,2745

0,34

12,91

σ [ms]

(5 pcs.)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc
(g=1,0 mm)
Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc
corrected
(g=1,0 mm)

0,05

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

24,0 %

0,04

Table 41 Average manufacturing time between original c-lot and corrected c-lot.
Material thickness is 2,0 mm.
Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc2
(g=2,0 mm)

14,5451

Manufacturi
ng time
LP6_LVSc2
corrected
(g=2,0 mm)

13,6525

Variable
pair

0,7796

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,98
0,14

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,10

0,5281

0,71

12,91

σ [ms]

(5 pcs.)

0,10

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

17,2 %

0,07

Tables 42-44 below present the revolver tool changing times of the turret punch press
on the grounds of the measurements. The machine tool has a tool revolver with 20
places.
Change 1: place 15 > place 5: crossing 9 places
Change 2: place 5 > place 13: crossing 7 places
Change 3: place 13 > place 7: crossing 5 places
Change 4: place 7 > place 15: crossing 7 places
Results do not include two tool changes because of defective measurement data.
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Table 42 Average time of tool changing. Change 1 vs. change 2.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

Change 1
(26 pcs.)

2,046

Change 2
(29 pcs.)

1,9923

0,0183

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,18
0,00

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
13,87
0,00

0,0165

0,15

13,13

σ [ms]

0,00

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

1,5%

0,00

Table 43 Average time of tool changing. Change 1 vs. change 3.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

Change 1
(26 pcs.)

2,046

Change 3
(29 pcs.)

1,7729

0,0183

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,18
0,00

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
13,87
0,00

0,0167

0,15

13,13

σ [ms]

0,00

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

0,0%

0,00

Table 44 Average time of tool changing. Change 1 vs. change 4.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

Change 1
(26 pcs.)

2,046

Change 4
(29 pcs.)

1,9890

0,0183

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,18
0,00

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
13,87
0,00

0,0147

0,14

13,13

σ [ms]

0,00

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

0,8%

0,00

The mean values for moving time x obtained in the tests are provided in Tables 45-47.
According to the hypothesis, the mass of the blank affects moving time.
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Table 45 Average moving time of x-axis per one part.
LP6_LVSa vs. LP6_LVSa2.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

4,2454

4,2618

0,0936

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,40
0,02

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,01

0,1051

0,45

12,91

σ [ms]

(30 pcs.)
Xmovement
1,0 mm
a-nest.
Xmovement
2,0 mm
a-nest.

0,02

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

45,4 %

0,01

Table 46 Average moving time of x-axis per one part.
LP6_LVSb vs. LP6_LVSb2.
Variable
pair

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

3,2474

3,2634

0,0398

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,22
0,01

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,01

0,0298

0,17

12,91

σ [ms]

(30 pcs.)
Xmovement
1,0 mm
b-nest.
Xmovement
2,0 mm
b-nest.

0,01

Probability p for
variable pairs
overlapped
37,4 %

0,00

Table 47 Average moving time of x-axis per one part.
LP6_LVSc vs. LP6_LVSc2.
Variable
pair.

Mean
value
μ [s]

Standard
deviation

7,1886

7,2170

0,0973

Standard error of
mean value
μ± Δμ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
0,25
0,02

Standard error of
standard deviation
σ± Δ σ
Relative
Absolute
[%]
12,91
0,01

0,0809

0,20

12,91

σ [ms]

(30 pcs.)
Xmovement
1,0 mm
c-nest.
Xmovement
2,0 mm
c-nest.

0,01
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0,01

Probability p for variable
pairs overlapped

41,1 %

Laser machining times were not compared with each other in the same way. This can
be easily done with the help of Table 48 below. According to the measurements, laser
cutting time varies between 53,4 and 57,0 seconds, whereas in punching the
manufacturing time varies between 13,2 and 15,6 seconds.
Table 48 Consumed time in laser cutting [s].
Filename
Total time laser time total time/pcs Average
StdDev
LP6_LSRa_01
641,01
449,88
53,42
LP6_LSRa_02
641,52
449,67
53,46
LP6_LSRa_03
336,79
226,93
56,13
54,3364
1,5553
LP6_LSRb_01
649,56
449,97
54,13
LP6_LSRb_02
335,58
226,96
55,93
LP6_LSRb_03
647,28
450,01
53,94
54,6665
1,0977
LP6_LSRc_01
608,84
416,85
55,35
LP6_LSRc_02
455,65
305,16
56,96
LP6_LSRc_03
612,58
416,67
55,69
55,9984
0,8472

The machined parts were left fixed to the skeleton which means that they have to be
extracted before the next stage of production. This increases the part’s overall
manufacturing time.
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8 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF METHODOLOGY
BASED ON INDUSTRY PRODUCT
The third phase of triangulation involves an examination of five parts parts from
industry. The sheet metal parts examined here are from products which have been
discussed in the background study projects of this research. The parts have been
selected so that they differ from each other as much as possible in terms of use and
application. These parts are described in Figures 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48 below. All the
parts must be machined by punching; in other words, none of the parts can be cut by
laser because of the application requirements. The requirement for mechanical
punching is created by the use of the part.
The industrial case parts are selected on the basis of facts: the parts are real, all parts
have been manufactured, the case parts are aimed at mass production, the parts are
new and their engineering design has been done during the last few years. Also, in all
cases, several manufacturing methods are possible, several manufacturing orders can
be found, there is no relationship between the parts and it is possible to apply all
features and shapes to other sheet metal parts. The attribute data is presented with the
sketched model of each analysed part. This attribute data consists of the following
features: opening, diameter, number of each feature, chamfer, spot field, cutout,
thread and countersink including degree, diameter and depth. The manufacturing
attributes of sheet metal openings are described in Figure 20. Therefore tolerances are
integrated inside the optimisation algorithm. According to the designer’s decision, the
desired tolerance and accuracy level is set, based on the functional requirements of the
product. Based on the designer’s decision, the desired tolerance and accuracy
requirements set limits on the area inside which the optimised manufacturability
options can be found.
The examined parts in this study were included in the manufacturing analysis carried
out at LUT. The results of these earlier studies are reported in scientific papers
(Lohtander, 2007a, 2007b, 2008 and 2009b). The parts are real and they are from the
Finnish electrical and mechanical industry. 3D-models and sketches are shown in
Figures 40-44, which prove the previous manufacturability aspects.
In dealing with the manufacturability of the parts, no consideration is given to
functional structure other than that it has been determined at the design phase that the
part is to be manufactured without laser machining. The treated parts may thus have
requirements which have been imposed by the functional structure and which
determine the forms and properties of the parts.
Qualitative expressions are used in the assessment tables of this study. Definitions and
estimates are based on experience of manufacturability which has been acquired while
producing the background studies. There are no previously published evaluations of
the manufacturability of parts for turret punch presses. The evaluation criteria is
assessor-specific and, in this study, purely based on the experience of the writer.
Criteria is used during earlier studies, called Piirre2.0 (LUT, Dia nr. 287/322/2010 )
and C-DFMA (LUT, Dia nr. 426/322/2005 and 357/322/2006).
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High: A matter emerging from a part’s geometry that in turret punch press use, based
on experience, has a significant effect on the part’s manufacturing time and the
technical possibilities to execute the geometry. The part can be manufactured using
many different machine and tool combinations, but its efficient production requires
consideration of machine and tool properties.
Medium: A matter emerging from a part’s geometry that in turret punch press use,
based on experience, has an effect on the part’s manufacturing time and the technical
possibilities to execute the geometry. The part can be manufactured using many
different machine and tool combinations, but its efficient production requires, to some
degree, consideration of these points in its manufacture.
Low: A matter emerging from a part’s geometry that in turret punch press use, based
on experience, has a slight effect on the part’s manufacturability. The part can be
manufactured using many different machine and tool combinations and, therefore,
requires no consideration of machine and tool properties.
Negligible: Negligible in terms of a part’s manufacturability when geometry is taken
into account in turret punch press processes.

8.1 Regular Shape Sheet Metal Part
Based on experience, the part is a typical sheet metal part on the grounds of the
number of forms and openings and the part’s dimensions. The part has a total of four
bendings and six round holes of two different sizes. The part’s form after edging and
spreading is presented in Figure 40. The key design features are given at the bottom of
the picture.
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Feature
Round hole
Round hole
Chamfer
Bending

Dimension
3,3
6,0
2,0
90,0

Unit
D (mm)
D (mm)
D (mm)
Angle (˚)

Pcs.
2
4
4
4

Figure 40 A part from Piirre-project part id. 68443903. Size 30,0x158,6 mm. Material
thickness 2,0 mm. Material is galvanized steel. Attributes related to the geometry are
presented in the table bolow sketch.

In terms of the machine tool’s tool changing time and the quantity of tools the part is
not demanding because only a small number of them are required. In terms of the
requirement of positioning speed, the part represents a typical small part with some
small openings that are produced with the same set of punches. Movement ranges are
short. Depending on nesting, the nibbling of the external form can be performed with
one or two tool sets (Serruys, 2006, p. 47). However, on the part of nesting and the
ensuing tool choices, the part is demanding, albeit a very typical representative of its
kind. The selection of nesting and the tools used for this need to be carefully
considered because the part could be punched off the blank with a tool that would
punch the part with one hit, after the internal forms and chamfered corners have been
punched. However, the part is so long (158,6 mm) that not all turret punch presses
(Table 10) have a suitably sized nest. If the part’s outside measure could be reduced
on the part of its length, it could be manufactured on most turret punch presses and
less material would be lost (Table 28). Reducing material loss would be possible
because external forms would not have to be nibbled separately.
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Table 49 Analysis of the small industry part ID 68443903.

Nibbling/punching
Laser cutting
Forming
Tooling
Station type
Tool size
Tool properties
Material
Anisotropy
Weight
Treatment
Dimensions
Base material
Material quality
Thickness
Time
Pre-work
Secondary work
Operating cost
Energy consumption
Tool cost
Material cost
Laser cutting cost

Critical size
Indexing
Maximum
Minimum
Punch
Die

low

x
x
x
x
x

O(1)
RI(1), RE(3), O(4)
P(3), P(4), O(21)
P(1), P(2)
O(2)
P(1),P(2),P(3),P(4)
O(3)
P(3),P(4)
P(1),P(2)
RE(1), RE(2)
P(5), P(6), P(8)

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Strength
Bending (*
Max weight
Blank
Part
Punching tools
Laser parameters

negligible

Positioning

Tool change time
Number of tools
Motion speed
Acceleration
Hitting speed
Movement speed
Max. power
Movement speed
Acceleration
Capability
Power

Relation to

Machine
Tool change from
machine inventory

medium

Importance

high

Size 30,0x158,6 mm.
Material thickness 2,0 mm.
Galvanized steel.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Nozzle cost
Optics cost

O(6)
O(7), O(8), O(9), P(10)
RI(4), RI(5), O(7), O(8)
P(8)
RI(4)
RI(1)
O(10), O(11)
P(8), O(7), O(8), O(9)
P(8), O(9)
O(7), O(8)
Chapter 6.4
O(12)

x
Laser
Mechanical

RI(1)
RE(3)
RI(1)
RI(1)
RI(1-3),RE(3-4),O(6)
O(5)

x
x

O(13), O(16)
O(13)
O(14)
O(17), O(18)
O(15)
O(15)

* Bending was not examined in this study. Object functions O(6), O(7), O(8) and P(8)
have an effect on a part’s capacity to be edged because when materials of different
thickness and strength are used the bending force has to be taken into account.
Moreover, bending force is connected to material quality and the durability of the
coating.
Despite everything, extracting the part from the skeleton, either through the shutter
during machining (Serruys, 2006, pp. 42-43) or manually (Table 27) is a significant
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factor in terms of time compared to other machining times involved in producing the
part. If possible, extracting the part by hitting would substantially reduce the time
required for removal (Table 7) because the part can be simultaneously formed
(Serruys, 2006, p. 32). The selection of tools for the part is critical, due to its small
cut-outs. The part’s cut-outs can be manufactured with several different tool shapes,
but the larger the tool, the greater the material loss becomes. The use of a small tool,
in contrast, means that tool deterioration and breakdown are critical factors when
producing chamfers (Lohtander 2007a; Lohtander 2007b).
If designers could comply with the above described observations during the design
phase, a part’s machining time could be reduced on the part of the number of hits
required (Table 4 and Table 10), material use (Table 28), tool costs (Equation 6 and 7)
and energy consumption efficiency (Equation 5). In addition, the time used to extract
a part could be reduced almost to zero (Table 7 and Table 27) (Serruys, 2006, p. 43).
Figure 41 presents graphically the issues that need to be taken into account in the
manufacture of a treated part. Observations were made in seven points.

Figure 41 Total number of noted factors is 7.

8.2 Irregular Shape Sheet Metal Part
Based on experience, the part is a typical small sheet metal part on the basis of the
number of forms and openings and the part’s dimensions. The part’s material
thickness is 3 mm and, on this point, the part can be considered somewhat atypical.
The part has a total of five openings of two different sizes. The part’s shape, principal
dimensions and key design features are presented in Figure 42.
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Feature
Round hole
Round hole
Chamfer
Chamfer
Chamfer
Cutout, rectangular

Dimension
5,5
3,5
8,5
4,75
9,5
9,5

Unit
Diameter
Diameter
Cathetus
Cathetus
Cathetus
Width

Pcs.
2pcs
3pcs
2pcs
2pcs
2pcs
2pcs

Figure 42 Part from Piirre-project part ID 64686721. Size 30,0x46,0 mm. Material
thickness is 3,0 mm and material is galvanized steel. Attributes related to the
geometry are presented in the table bolow sketch.

The first observation regarding this part concerns the small round holes. The diameter
of the smallest hole is 3,5 mm which for a material thickness of 3,0 mm is a small
opening (Figure 26, Table 10 and Table 11) (Lohtander, 2007b, page 4). In such a
case, the strain especially on the punch is high with machining wearing the punch
(Table 26) and possibly even causing a danger of breaking. A small opening in
relation to material thickness leads to the necessity of using longer times than usual in
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positioning (Table 13) in order to make sure that the part can stop before punching.
(Finn-Power LP6: G-code M26). In such a case, it can be said that the part’s geometry
prevents the full utilisation of the machine, causing the internal utilisation factor to
decrease (Equation 4). In terms of total time, however, the time spent on positioning is
not significant, but in terms of the punch’s service life, this issue is an important
factor.
Table 50 Analysis of the small industrial sheet metal part 64686721.

Nibbling/punching
Laser cutting
Forming
Tooling
Station type
Tool size
Tool properties
Material
Anisotropy
Weight
Treatment
Dimensions
Base material
Material quality
Thickness
Time
Pre-work
Secondary work
Operating cost
Energy consumption
Tool cost
Material cost
Laser cutting cost

x
x
x

Critical size
Indexing
Maximum
Minimum
Punch
Die

x

Relation to

Positioning

Tool change time
Number of tools
Motion speed
Acceleration
Hitting speed
Movement speed
Max. power
Movement speed
Acceleration
Capability
Power

negligible

Machine
Tool change from
machine inventory

low

high

Importance
Medium

Size 30,0x46,0 mm.
Material thickness 3,0 mm.
Galvanized steel.

x
x
x
x
x

O(1)
RI(1), RE(3), O(4)
P(3), P(4), O(21)
P(1), P(2)
O(2)
P(1),P(2),P(3),P(4)
O(3)
P(3),P(4)
P(1),P(2)
RE(1), RE(2)
P(5), P(6), P(8)

x
x
x

RI(1)
RE(3)
RI(1)
RI(1)
RI(1-3),RE(3-4),O(6)
O(5)

x
x
x
x
x

Strength
Bending
Max weight

x
x
x
x
x

Blank
Part
Punching tools
Laser parameters

O(6)
O(7), O(8), O(9), P(10)
RI(4), RI(5), O(7), O(8)
P(8)
RI(4)
RI(1)
O(10), O(11)
P(8), O(7), O(8), O(9)
P(8), O(9)
O(7), O(8)

x
x
x
x
x
x

Chapter 6.4
O(12)

x
Laser
Mechanical

x
x
x
x

Nozzle cost
Optics cost

x
x
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O(13), O(16)
O(13)
O(14)
O(17), O(18)
O(15)
O(15)

With this part, the contemplation, which was discussed in connection with the
previous example part, of machining a part’s external form with one hit (Equation 4)
is repeated, as this would attain a considerably shortened machining time (Table 4). If
this method was chosen, batch size and the costs caused by tools should be taken into
account (Lohtander, 2007a, p. 4). In the case of this part, however, the issue at stake is
not tool size (Table 10) because, as far as the part’s external dimensions are
concerned, it could be manufactured on almost any turret punch press. The part
contains forms that are not at an angle of 90˚ in relation to each other. Manufacturing
these forms is not a challenge as such if suitable equipment is available (Table 12),
but it is challenging to fix exactly the right size of tool (chapter 6.4) in the right
position (Table 12 and Table 14) to avoid unnecessary material loss (Table 28)
(Lohtander, 2007a, p. 4).
If a tool that can machine a part’s external form in one hit is not available, this
machining requires several separate hits instead (Serruys, 2006, p. 49). In that case, in
order to ensure manufacturability the available tools should be examined in the way
described in chapter 6.4 of this study. Simultaneously with tool selection, various
options for material use should be inspected according to the starting point described
in Table 28. Figure 43 presents graphically the issues that need to be taken into
account in the manufacture of a treated part on the basis of the optimisation starting
points described in this study. Observations were made on nine
points.

Figure 43 Total number of noted factors is 9.
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8.3 Sheet Metal Part with Numerous Openings
Based on experience, the part is a typical medium-sized sheet metal part on the
grounds of its forms and dimensions. The part’s material thickness is 1 mm and
therefore the part is typical also on that basis. The large number of holes in the part, a
total of 283, are a challenge. The holes in the part are evenly distributed. As the
punching sequence of the holes plays a crucial role in keeping the part unbuckled
(Lohtander, 2002), this causes a challenge for the manufacturer. The part’s shape,
principal dimensions and key design features are presented in Figure 44.

Feature
Cutout, rectangular
Cutout, rectangular
Sport field
Half sport field
Round hole
Hole round, Draw hole, Threads
Hole round
Hole round
Cutout, round
Cutout, rectangular
Chamfer
Bending
Cutout, rectangular
Square

Dimension
17x42
24x95
6x24,5
6x13,75
3,9
M4x3,6
10,5
20
22,5
12x142
2x2
90
46x24
24

Unit
mm
mm
D (mm)
D (mm)
D (mm)
D (mm)
D (mm)
D (mm)
D (mm)
mm
mm
Angle (˚)
mm
mm

Pcs.
1
1
272
6
4
4
2
1
1
1
6
4
2
2

Figure 44 Part from Piirre-project part ID 64600141. Size 268,3x458,8 mm. Material
thickness 1,0 mm. Material is galvazined steel. Attributes related to the geometry are
presented in the table bolow sketch.
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The boss-headed holes in the middle of the part can be manufactured either by single
hits or with a cluster tool or laser. When manufactured with a single tool, the part’s
moving speed and acceleration under the punch (Table 5 and Table 6) and the hitting
speed (Table 7) become critical factors if a tool of exactly the right size is not
available (chapter 6.4). When making a cluster of openings in sheet metal the correct
manufacture sequence should be adhered to. A part’s stress state changes when a large
number of openings are punched into it and it tends to curve or twist. This kind of
deformation can be prevented with the correct punching sequence. This means that the
openings, cannot be punched in order side by side. This situation calls for good
acceleration as well as a great moving speed in a machine tool (Table 5). Furthermore,
the punch should be sufficiently close to the sheet metal and the punching speed
should be great to provide maximum speed (Table 7). The same properties are also
required of a machine when using a cluster tool in manufacture (Lohtander, 2007b, p.
3). When using a cluster tool the number of hits is in direct relation to the total
number of openings which is divided by the number of punches in the cluster tool.
However, as this is a special tool, its purchase price is probably higher than that of an
individual tool (Equation 6 and 7).
This part poses some obstacles for the efficient use of a cluster tool. Firstly, the part is
designed with 23 rows of holes. As 23 is a prime number, the use of a tool with more
rows is questionable because it is not recommended for a punch to hit an empty space,
due to the risk of breaking. The horizontal rows have 12 and 13 holes, out of which 13
is again a prime number, leading once more to hitting an empty space if only a cluster
tool is used. The only way a cluster tool can be used with this part is when some of
the holes are punched with a single tool. In that case, a part of the possibilities of a
machine tool are lost which, from the point of view of this study, leads to a case like
that in Equation 4 where the internal utilisation factor of the machine tool is not fully
exploited. Because the internal maximum utilisation factor presented in this study is
not achieved, energy consumption increases – in other words, the designer’s decisions
lead to energy wastage. In such a case, however, the relationship of waste energy and
tool cost (Equation 6 and 7) should be observed. This relationship depends on the size
of the set. Furthermore, it can be stated that tool changing takes time that could be
used in other ways (Table 4).
The part also has formings and some holes that are typical for sheet metal parts. When
considering the formings, the examination should take into account their direction, i.e.
is it possible to produce the formings using the existing tools (Chapter 6.4) and is it
possible to achieve the area and height of the formings with the machine used (Table
9) (Lohtander, 2007d; Serruys, 2006, p. 37).
In calculating material costs (Table 28), the arc of the circle at the left end of the
product should be considered. If the machine tool does not have an exactly suited tool
(chapter 6.4), the form should be produced either by nibbling or with a single hit
(table 7). The problem with a single hit with a round tool is the nesting of the part, i.e.
that some space must be left between the parts so that the round tool will fit between
the form to be made and the next part.
If the part is left fixed to the blank with micro joints while the other parts are being
machined, vibration (Table 25) and the extra work caused by the parts’ micro joints
(Table 27) should be taken into account (Serruys, 2006, p. 43). Figure 45 presents
graphically the issues that need to be observed in the manufacture of a treated part on
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the basis of the optimisation starting points described in this study. Observations were
made in nine points.
Table 51 Analysis of the a medium size industrial sheet metal part 64600141.

Machine
Tool change from
machine inventory
Positioning
Nibbling/punching
Laser cutting
Forming
Tooling
Station type
Tool size
Tool properties
Material
Anisotropy
Weight
Treatment
Dimensions
Base material
Material quality
Thickness
Time
Pre-work
Secondary work
Operating cost
Energy consumption
Tool cost
Material cost
Laser cutting cost

Tool change time
Number of tools
Motion speed
Acceleration
Hitting speed
Movement speed
Max. power
Movement speed
Acceleration
Capability
Power
Critical size
Indexing
Maximum
Minimum
Punch
Die

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

O(6)
O(7), O(8), O(9), P(10)
RI(4), RI(5), O(7), O(8)
P(8)
RI(4)
RI(1)
O(10), O(11)
P(8),O(7),O(8),O(9)
P(8), O(9)
O(7), O(8)

x
x

Chapter 6.4
O(12)

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Nozzle cost
Optics cost

x
x
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O(1)
RI(1), RE(3), O(4)
P(3), P(4), O(21)
P(1), P(2)
O(2)
P(1),P(2),P(3),P(4)
O(3)
P(3),P(4)
P(1),P(2)
RE(1), RE(2)
P(5), P(6), P(8)
RI(1)
RE(3)
RI(1)
RI(1)
RI(1-3),RE(3-4),O(6)
O(5)

x

Blank
Part
Punching tools
Laser parameters

Relation to

negligible

low
x

x

Strength
Bending
Max weight

Laser
Mechanical

medium

Importance

high

Size 268,3x458,8 mm.
Material thickness 1,0 mm.
Galvanized steel.

O(13), O(16)
O(13)
O(14)
O(17), O(18)
O(15)
O(15)

Figure 45 Total number of noted factor is 9.

8.4 Sheet Metal Part with Five Rectangular Openings
Based on experience, the part is a typical large sheet metal part on the grounds of its
forms and dimensions. The part’s material thickness is 2,0 mm and therefore the part
is typical also on that basis. Atypical are the large openings in the middle of the part.
At the edges of the openings in the middle of the part there are small bendings. The
part also has small round holes, some of which have a countersink. On both long sides
of the part there are rectangular cut-outs that have chamfers of 3,0 mm radii at the
inner corners. The part’s shape and key design features are presented in Figure 46.
The first thing to draw attention to in this part is its size which is 493x1364 mm. In
order to avoid material loss with this part, the nest should also have other parts of
sheet size 1000x2000 mm in it. The part can also be manufactured from a sheet whose
size is 1500x3000 mm in which case material loss would be substantially smaller.
When designing products for blanks of 1500x3000 mm or larger, the ability of the
machine tools to handle them should always be checked (Table 18). In this case, the
material is an aluminium alloy and its material thickness is 2,0 mm and, therefore,
exact use of material (Table 28) must be observed when striving to produce an
inexpensive product. The five openings in the middle of the part are challenging for
manufacturability and require sophisticated nesting software (Serruys, 2006, p. 69). If
other parts cannot be nested in the middle of the openings, they become waste pieces.
Waste material cost (Table 28) then rises steeply.
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Round openings with diameters and rectangular openings of the case-part
Cutting of the inner profiles: Holes: Constant (can be produced with a single punch,
round and square shaped holes)
Round holes, diameters (mm)
Part
Pcs
5,5
Back
1
10
Plate
Cutting of the inner profiles: Holes: Non-Constant (can’t be produced with a single
punch, round and square shaped holes)
Rectangular holes, x-y dimension (mm)
Part
Back
Plate

Pcs

436x127

1

5
Cuntersinks with dimensions
Cutting of the inner profiles: Holes:
Countersunk

Part
Back
Plate

Degrees (º)

120

Diameter (mm)

5,5

Depth (mm)

1,6

1

10

Chamfers, cut-outs and roundings
Cutting of the edge: Chamfers, cut-outs and roundings
Cut-outs

Roundings
Inner

Parts

Pcs

Rectangulars

R3

Back Plate

1

40x10

2

Figure 46 Industrial part from C-DFMA project, ID 822119. Size is 493x1364 mm.
Material is aluminium alloy and material thickness is 2,0 mm. Attributes related to the
geometry are presented in the table bolow sketch.
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Let us assume that the piece of the opening is a waste piece in which case it should be
crushed or left attached to the part with micro joints. The crushing should then be
performed with as large a tool as possible (Table 10), because then the number of
crushing hits remains as small as possible and as little time as possible is used on it.
Table 52 Analysis of the industry part ID 822119

Machine
Tool change from
machine inventory
Positioning
Nibbling/punching
Laser cutting
Forming
Tooling
Station type
Tool size
Tool properties
Material
Anisotropy
Weight
Treatment
Dimensions
Base material
Material quality
Thickness
Time
Pre-work
Secondary work
Operating cost
Energy consumption
Tool cost
Material cost
Laser cutting cost

Tool change time
Number of tools
Motion speed
Acceleration
Hitting speed
Movement speed
Max. power
Movement speed
Acceleration
Capability
Power
Critical size
Indexing
Maximum
Minimum
Punch
Die

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Blank
Part
Punching tools
Laser parameters

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Laser
Mechanical

O(6)
O(7), O(8), O(9), P(10)
RI(4), RI(5), O(7), O(8)
P(8)
RI(4)
RI(1)
O(10), O(11)
P(8), O(7), O(8),O(9)
P(8), O(9)
O(7), O(8)
Chapter 6.4
O(12)

x
x
x
x

Nozzle cost
Optics cost

O(1)
RI(1), RE(3), O(4)
P(3), P(4), O(21)
P(1), P(2)
O(2)
P(1),P(2),P(3),P(4)
O(3)
P(3),P(4)
P(1),P(2)
RE(1), RE(2)
P(5), P(6), P(8)
RI(1)
RE(3)
RI(1)
RI(1)
RI(1-3),RE(3-4),O(6)
O(5)

x

Strength
Bending
Max weight

Relation to

negligible

low

medium

high

Importance

x
x

O(13), O(16)
O(13)
O(14)
O(17), O(18)
O(15)
O(15)

Of course, the time used still depends on the moving speed and acceleration of the
steps of the machine tool (Table 5 and Table 6) and the tool’s hitting and nibbling
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speed (Table 7). It is also advantageous to have a long extraction tool (Table 10) when
the part is left fixed with micro joints. In such a case, however, the waste piece has to
be extracted (Table 27), which increases the amount of post-work (Serruys, 2006, p.
43). Furthermore, in the case of a part that is left attached, the issue of micro joints
should be considered while simultaneously bearing in mind vibration (Table 25) so
that the waste piece or products inside the opening remain fixed to the blank. Figure
47 presents graphically the issues that need to be observed in the manufacture of a
treated part on the basis of the optimisation starting points described in this study.
Observations were made on nine points.

Figure 47 Total number of noted factors is 9.

8.5 Sheet Metal Part with Nomerous Different Sized Openings
Based on experience, a large sheet metal part which is typical in that is has a large
number of small holes all over it is presented in Figure 48. Its large size, however, is
atypical (Lohtander, 2008).
The part includes a total of 117 round holes which involve 6 different diameters. The
sizes of the holes involved in the case-part are listed in Figure 48. The holes are small
and very similar-sized. This can cause problems especially in the assembly stage,
because the parts and fasteners can be fastened to the wrong places. Punching these
small holes is troublesome, because when perforating, each diameter requires its own
punch. Controlling the diameters of the holes is also difficult and requires time and
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concentration (Lohtander, 2008). Therefore tool handling and tool change time bcome
important role for developing manufacturability (Table 4 and Chapter 6.4).

Round openings with diameters of the case-part
Cutting of the inner profiles: Holes: Constant (can be produced with a single punch,
round and square shaped holes)
Round holes, diameters (mm)
Part

Pcs

5

5,5

6,1

6,7

7

15

Frame

1

16

44

12

19

16

10

Cuntersinks with dimensions
Cutting of the inner profiles: Holes: Countersunk
Degrees (º)

90

100

120

Diameter (mm)

7

6,7

5,5

Part

Depth (mm)

1,7

1,6

1,3

Frame

1

16

14
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Rectangular and other openings of the case-part
Cutting of the inner profiles: Holes: Free (Require several punches; rectangulars and
other complex holes, also very big diameters)
"Sports
fields", Hexagons,
radius+distance
inner
Rectangulars,
between cente points diameter
dimensions (mm)
(mm)
(mm)
Part

Pcs

170x240

R5+1

Hex7,14

Frame

1

1

2

18

Figure 48 A part from C-DFMA-project part ID 822104. The principal dimensions of
the product are 1600x700x700 mm. Material thickness is 2,0 mm and it is aluminium
alloy. Attributes related to the geometry are presented in the table bolow sketch.
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The most demanding issue in this case is positioning speed and acceleration of the
sheet metal blank (Table 5 and Table 6). The part is large and therefore a grip change
is needed. Grip change affects the accuracy of hole positioning and therefore a
machine needed which is capable of performing a grip change (Table 18) (Lohtander,
2008).
Table 53 Analysis of the industry part ID 822104

Machine
Tool change from
machine inventory
Positioning
Nibbling/punching
Laser cutting
Forming
Tooling
Station type
Tool size
Tool properties
Material
Anisotropy
Weight
Treatment
Dimensions
Base material
Material quality
Thickness
Time
Pre-work
Secondary work
Operating cost
Energy consumption
Tool cost
Material cost
Laser cutting cost

Tool change time
Number of tools
Motion speed
Acceleration
Hitting speed
Movement speed
Max. power
Movement speed
Acceleration
Capability
Power
Critical size
Indexing
Maximum
Minimum
Punch
Die

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Strength
Bending
Max weight

x
x

Laser
Mechanical

Relation to
RI(1)
RE(3)
RI(1)
RI(1)
RI(1-3),RE(3-4),O(6)
O(5)

x
x
x
x

Chapter 6.4
O(12)

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Nozzle cost
Optics cost

O(1)
RI(1), RE(3), O(4)
P(3), P(4), O(21)
P(1), P(2)
O(2)
P(1),P(2),P(3),P(4)
O(3)
P(3),P(4)
P(1),P(2)
RE(1), RE(2)
P(5), P(6), P(8)

O(6)
O(7), O(8), O(9), P(10)
RI(4), RI(5), O(7), O(8)
P(8)
RI(4)
RI(1)
O(10), O(11)
P(8), O(7), O(8),O(9)
P(8), O(9)
O(7), O(8)

x
Blank
Part
Punching tools
Laser parameters

negligible

low

medium

high

Importance

O(13), O(16)
O(13)
O(14)

x
x

Some of the holes need to be countersunk because of inserts and fasteners. There are
three different kinds of countersunk holes in the case-part. Three different-sized
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countersunk holes naturally need three different tools. This situation means that there
is a need for changing tools and therefore the probability of a tooling error increases
(Lohtander, 2008). Depending on the processes, countersinks could be manufactured
with a turret punch press, therefore this forming option should be checked (Table 9)
(Serruys, 2006, p. 37).
Openings other than round ones are shown in Figure 48. These openings are simple
except for the sport field one, in which the distance between the center points is 1
mm. A hole like this can be produced with a round punch but the second hit places
torsion on the punch, because the area to be punched is 1,0 mm wide at its largest
point. This wears the punch and increase the risk of breakage (Table 26). It is
important in such a case to ascertain while selecting the material (Table 19 and Table
23) that the form can be manufactured.
The challenges in punching and countersinking relate mainly to proper tooling,
tooling control, carefulness and accuracy. All in all, manufacturing a sheet metal part
as large as the case-part is challenging. These challenges are not overcome via
computer models, without deeper experience or assisting software (Lohtander, 2008).
Large and complex shapes are allowed also in sheet metal parts, but only when
manufacturing processes are recognized during the engineering design phase and
these methods are applied in the best way possible.

Figure 49 Total number of noted factors is 9.
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The large size, many small openings and the countersunk holes of the case-part are
obstacles for succesful manufacturing especially in the global manufacturing scenario.
Local manufacturing scenarios can apply all the tailored methods possible, because
manufacturing occurs only in one place compared to the several places of a global
scenario. The great number of punching and countersinking tools is problematic
(Lohtander, 2008). There are many openings and countersunk holes whose forms and
dimensions should be harmonized in order to achieve efficiency in manufacturing.
Tailored manufacturing methods can cause surprising problems, such as problems in
harmonising manufacturing with other factories and also within manufacturing plants.
The level of quality between specially-tailored machines should also be harmonised,
in which case the subcontractor may be changed easily.
Figure 49 presents graphically the issues that need to be observed in the manufacture
of a treated part on the basis of the optimisation starting points described in this study.
Observations were made on nine points.
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9 SYNTHESIS FOR OPTIMISATION
The purpose of this chapter is to unite the optimisation starting points that have been
described, so that at each point information is provided on whether the result obtained
is a parameter (P), restriction equation (RE), restriction inequality (RI) or object
function (O). The factors have been collated in Figure 50. The parameters, constraints
and object functions presented in this study are portrayed in the figure in such a way
that the overall structure of the hypothesis becomes clear with as little effort as
possible. The arrangement of the classification of the object functions, described in
Figure 50, into material properties, costs, manufacturing technology and the technical
quality of the product is an industrial viewpoint on the analysis of manufacturability.
Other classifications for these functions can also be made.

Figure 50 Synthesis for optimisation.
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10 OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION
It has often been said that European production is in crisis and cannot compete with
the countries providing cheap labour. Another statement often made is that European
production is on its way towards making small batches and products that provide the
customer with clear added value. However, these standpoints are only one way of
viewing production. Europe has plenty of consumers who need bulk products, such as
household appliances, lighting fixtures, small devices, heaters, household equipment
and many other common consumer products. These products are manufactured in
varying numbers from a few hundred to several million pieces. All the products listed
above require sheet metal components. Furthermore, it can be assumed that, for
ecological reasons, products in the future will be increasingly manufactured close to
the consumers. Then why not invest in developing local European production?
The EU and United States have been concerned about the availability of raw material,
because the production of many technical devices requires raw materials that mostly
come from China. If a state gained a monopoly position in the production of raw
materials this would inevitably cause problems both for availability and price. Every
economic area and country, at least at some level, must be self-sufficient and
adequately efficient in producing products at a competitive price. From the point of
view of manufacture, self-sufficiency and autonomy are equally important as selfsufficiency in raw materials. This does not imply that everything should be
manufactured within an economic area or country but that there are commodities
which a country or area has excellent capabilities for producing in comparison to
others and which are adequately competitive and high in quality.
According to estimates, the demand for various tailored and personified products will
grow in the future. The manufacture of these products should, however, be effected
with the machining methods in service. This is why it should be confirmed already at
the design phase that the product is inexpensive to manufacture and that the
manufacturing technique is available close to the markets. In other words, the
resources to manufacture the product should be available in the local markets. The
presentation of initial data for the optimisation of turret punch press processes that has
been developed in this thesis supports this way of thinking.
In this study, a hybrid system for the comparison and analysis of the
manufacturability of sheet metal parts is presented which is based on the design and
machined features of sheet metal, as well as on process expertise and an analytical
approach to machine properties. The analytical approach in this study does not, as
such, refer to the way of analysing manufacturability which is based on physical
constants, but on knowledge of the machine properties which determine
manufacturability. This means that the physical and mechanical process factors of the
manufacturing machine are taken into account. These process factors have been
obtained from the information provided by machine tool manufacturers.
The heuristic part of this thesis is represented by the rules that connect the apparently
separate factors presented, in the optimisation starting points, to each other. A part’s
manufacturability cannot be guaranteed on the basis of the factors and connections
presented here even when the known rules have been taken into account, because
individual rules together can cause unforeseeable situations. There have been no
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attempts to discover those situations in this study, because the results presented first
have to be confirmed with an extensive set of practical tests. The heuristic approach
represents the knowledge required specifically at the design phase in order for the
effect of different choices on manufacturability to be understood in product design.
Partly, process planning is represented in this thesis by the same factors as in the
analytical section, i.e. the factors which determine the way a designed form
corresponds to the process requirements. From the point of view of process planning,
those machine and tool properties that are available have been taken into account in
this research. As far as turret punch presses are concerned, this means the properties
of individual machines and tools. These factors are presented in the machine property
tables and tool lists of this research.
Manufacturing know-how has become fragmented into many different systems and
has become highly personified. For this reason, many different models for presenting
design and manufacturing data have been developed. Referring back to the literature
review, never before has a model for a turret punch press’s process information been
presented which could be used as a part of higher level systems and which can be
connected to higher level models. The initial data for optimisation to be used on turret
punch presses presented in this study represents the first research, according to the
literature review, that describes the internal connections of the process in such a way
that they can be used at the interface of design and manufacture for genuine
manufacturability analysis.
The focus of this thesis is the turret punch press, but the ways of connecting
information that are described here can also be adapted to other manufacturing
processes, because the subject matter is situated between system
thinking/organisational thinking and analytical methods (Figure 51). Organisational
thinking has been considered as a partly competing method with classical scientific
thinking. The most classical feature of organisational thinking is that the organisation
is an independent whole into which input is fed which then turns into output. This
transition process is called a function. Furthermore, the organisation must have a
purpose. System analysis is a formal research method whose purpose it is to assist
people to recognise modes of operation which can be used to make better decisions.
The contents of this study can be described as a cost-effectiveness analysis.
Organisational thinking and classic analytical methods are not mutually exclusive
research methods; instead, they complement each other. We are then approaching a
situation where, while examining a complex system, various models inside the
organisation are built which explain the organisation’s operation. The way of thinking
described can then be referred to as a holon, a whole which in turn refers to a modern
approach to manufacturability and the way it is researched as holons. The content of
this research describes turret punch press processes on the basis of organisational
thinking and simultaneously strives, using the classical methods of science, to prove
through analytical methods the validity of the results obtained through systems
thinking.
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Figure 51 The thesis consists of system analysis and classical analytic research.

10.1 Conclusions on the Literature Review
It is a commonly stated assumption in literature that 70 to 80% of fabrication costs are
determined at the design phase. From the point of view of a designer, however, it
would be more motivating to express the matter by saying that 70 to 80% of the
fabrication costs can be influenced at the product development stage. This is because
at the design phase, forms are created which are manufactured generally. However,
because the set of properties of an individual process device are currently not known
at the design phase, the direct effect of the form on fabrication costs cannot be stated.
For example, the upforming of a sheet metal product can be produced with many
methods but currently, at the design stage, the costs incurred by the process cannot be
known. In that case, the price of manufacturing an upforming can be anything. This
idea is represented in Figure 52 in a graphic form. Let us assume that 100 different
factors are taken into account in designing a product. Out of these, 70 to 80 points can
be influenced so that they are significant for manufacturability. Using the previous
example of an upforming, this means that the upforming can be produced
simultaneously with the hole in the turret punch press using a separate tool after the
hole has been made or in a separate process outside the turret punch press. The
manufacture of this same form can then have two different prices. Therefore, a
designer can have an influence on the manufacturing price of the upforming but they
cannot determine it, unless the machines used in production are fully known.

Figure 52 The engineering design phase could affect a 70 to 80% share of
manufacturing costs.

According to literature, the development of various assisting systems and the
knowledge required to use them has been generated to a great extent, especially at the
system level. In addition to this, research projects have provided design manuals for
individual sheet metal products. However, between system level research and
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individual design manuals, process level descriptions are systematically missing, i.e.
the way a sheet metal manufacturing process is performed. The research also neglects
to describe the interaction of process factors. The description of these interactive
relationships is the key to process optimisation and true comparisons, both between
the manufacturability of different parts and between the aptitude of different processes
for the designed parts.
Still today, product specifications are recorded in drawings, on paper, in operating
instructions and supplier’s data sheets. Nowadays these tasks are often also handled
with CAD models and various databases which contain information, for example,
about materials, production management and machines and tools. Traditional
drawings, CAD designs and 3D models, however, are incapable of presenting and,
especially, transferring information between different systems. This causes a situation
where data is transferred manually from many separate systems to the next systems to
be used. The situation is peculiar, especially when considering manufacture, because
before production expensive systems are used from which a PDF file is printed whose
price is directly proportionate to the price of the software used. Thus extremely fine
software and systems are used only to produce expensive Excel and PDF printouts.
Manufacturability consists of many different entities, part-entities and details. When
assessing manufacturability, these matters have to be collected currently from
different sources after which a unity is formed of them, from which an estimate can be
made. Knowledge is obtained from books, publications, announcements, instructions
and, of course, experience. The latter has to be acquired from different sources, such
as the person’s own work, experienced designers, production planners, machinists,
tool design, manuals, and manufacturers of tools and machine tools. Thus information
has fragmented into information patches, which require work to be connected. The
information each person needs depends on their duties and decision-making demands.
To master a machining process, and understand and internalise the factors
contributing to it, require experience and time. According to the literature on the
subject, the world of research has not internalised the importance of the internal
functions and connections of the processes to the development of assisting systems.
The viewpoints described above may be a reason for the fact that process descriptions
have not been presented. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the development of the
assisting systems’ system level is at a point where their implementation for research
has begun in which case wide-ranging knowledge of processes and their description is
at its initial stages.
In comparison to the whole field of industrial operations, global manufacturing is still
very young. Until now, cheap production capacity has always been available in
countries where labour costs are low. Moreover, logistics costs have been low due to
inexpensive energy sources. Together these factors have made it possible to
manufacture in low-cost coutries and then transport products to consumers over long
distances. Tailored products that meet today’s requirements, however, have to be
manufactured close to consumers which means that, in consideration of the European
markets, for example, manufacturing costs must be eased to a low level. The system
development without process descriptions that emerged in the literature derives from
the fact that manufacturing processes and deep knowledge of them are companies’
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only assets. Companies want to withhold the details of processes because they are
afraid of losing their expertise to some other company.
The turret punch press is in a key position amongst the machines used in European
small lot production. With turret punch presses, even one-off production is currently
possible, but this situation may change in the future unless the process and product
can be made “compatible.” Although information is needed, process optimisation has
not previously been documented on turret punch press, even though it seems to an
increasing extent that customer orientation and commission orientation will grow in
the future. Also, similar investments have not been made into the development of
product manufacture, and the knowledge required it as have been made in developing
various design systems and design processes. The above described facts probably
derive from the fact that, until now, cheap production has always been available.
However, the situation has already changed within Europe in such a way that the price
of production is now high compared to Asia. Nevertheless, there is a need and
demand for products in Europe and it cannot be assumed that all products will be
imported to European markets from Asia in the future.
A sheet metal product has two different manifestations at the design phase. The first is
functional design and the second is physical design. Moreover, a sheet metal product
has another two forms: the 2D and 3D form. This means that two different production
processes have to be mastered in producing a single part. The first one is cutting and
punching the part’s 2D form and the second is giving it its 3D form. However, these
two stages are not entirely separate from each other in the turret punch press
environment because formings can be produced in connection with cutting and
punching on a turret punch press. Then again, when producing 2D forms, the
forthcoming 3D part should be taken into account, for example, as far as its reliefs are
concerned. This matter has not been directly discussed in the literature that has been
examined, although studies examine the cutting and bending of sheet metal. On the
basis of literature then, these two issues are completely separate processes. The
narrow viewpoint taken in the literature is probably due to the fact that the level of
process control has not been achieved in system development which would require
knowledge of each individual process device’s properties.
As was mentioned in the literature review, from the point of view of manufacture,
design is more art than rational science. On its own, the artistry of design is a good
thing, because without it products might be very similar and nothing new could be
created. At the same time, there should be methods behind performing familiar and
known tasks. This artistic viewpoint derives, firstly, from the fact that design and
manufacture are different fields in education. Secondly, design is almost always
differentiated from manufacture at company level and, in the future, this trend may
grow ever stronger as global operations expand. When examining a trend like this, it
seems very strange that, on the basis of the literature review, WWW technologies
have not been researched as broadly as could be supposed. Then again, in examining
the WWW and utilising the possibilities it affords, data security can become an
obstacle, as can the previously mentioned incompatibility of software and platforms
and the diversity of various generated upper-level systems and standards.
Purely on the basis of the product and production modelling, a model of costs can be
founded on a product, process and system model, as in Figure 53. The system model
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contains the connections between the product model and process model which are
required in modelling. Sets of logic and divergence are a part of the system model and
they are required to describe the movements of the product model within the process
model. The cost model then contains only the results obtained on the basis of the
factors inside the model. If there is a desire to compare the different production
conditions to each other, the system model corresponding to each process should be
rebuilt. This provides a way of comparing the different production environments. A
more analytical approach to costs requires that the product and process are connected
to each other which, in turn, requires knowledge and descriptions of the processes’
internal connections.

Figure 53 Modeling point of view to manufacturability analysis. Costs based product,
process and system model.

When manufacturability is considered more deeply, the cost model is substantially
broader than it is when examined from the point of view of modelling (Figure 54).
The factors causing expenses then include, for example, changes in batch sizes,
production conditions and changes in these, country, culture, level of logistics,
delivery reliability and costs caused by changes to any of the factors. In such a case,
the cost model is its own entity that cannot be controlled on the basis of product and
process models.
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Figure 54 The product, process, and system model is not enough if modelling the
global and changing manufacturing environment. Therefore an independent costmodel is essential.

The way costs are formed on the grounds of feature thinking at different stages of
production is described in Figure 55. Tools, tool handling, control and a machine to
use the tools are required for each individual feature, for example, an opening. In the
case of sheet metal, as well as individual openings, one punching hit can machine
several openings but then also the expense for one opening can be calculated by
dividing the cost by the number of openings obtained in one-off punching. In feature
sets, costs are formed in the same way as those of an individual feature, but as it is a
set, the expense is always divided by the overall number of features in the set. In the
case of sheet metal, a feature set may be, for example, a combination of an opening
and forming. The way costs are formed at the component level is considerably more
difficult and thus requires a completely separate set of definitions. The same applies
to assembly level features. The definitions of component and assembly level are not
examined in this study.
Assembly level cost

Component level cost

Feature set cost level cost

Feature level cost

Figure 55 Cost structure which evolves from features and feature sets.

The efficient use of manufacturing analysis in the design of sheet metal products
requires detailed knowledge of all the sheet metal processes and the preparation of
descriptions of each process’s internal factors. Previous studies have discussed, for
example, the use of follow-on-tools and form tools in sheet metal production.
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Furthermore, in order to apply the most cost-effective manufacturing method,
comparisons should be made between different production methods for each product.
On the grounds of the literature review, it can be said that not one form made into
sheet metal has been documented in a system that includes the documentation of form
and a description of logical connections and resources required for the production of a
form for the purpose of process optimisation.

10.2 Discussion on the Starting Points for Optimisation
The optimisation of tool changing time is presented in Table 4. Optimisation consists
of three factors: necessary tool changes, the time required for the change and the
machine-specific disadvantage factor. The two first factors are clear, but disadvantage
may require some clarification. The disadvantage factor takes into account the internal
structure of different types of machines in tool changing systems. This factor has not
been examined in the literature that has been discussed here. Xie (2001) has stated
that multiple tool changes impair the efficiency of the machining process.
The average tool changing time is provided by machine manufacturers. However, the
average time is an inaccurate estimate of how long the changing of a single tool takes.
In his research, Wang (2005) has used standardised tool changing time. One machine
manufacturer, for example, declares the tool changing time of his machine to be 0 due
to the operational principle of the tooling system. The machine uses all the tools with
the help of tool station-specific hydraulics. Even in this case, however, tool changing
has a time that consists of the part’s positioning so that the next punch can take place.
In practice, tool changing time could be 0 in a palette-type machine when, after the
previous hit, the next one is performed exactly in the spot where the next tool is
situated in the palette. This should occur without moving the sheet that is machined.
However, in practice a situation like this is impossible when manufacturing industrial
parts. Of the articles used as sources, Xie (2001), in addition to Wang, has recognised
the importance of tool changing. Xie does not present a calculation method for tool
changing time.
Disadvantage is also used to describe the use of a multitool. Let us take, as an
example a revolver-type machine with two tools which have, for example, three tool
stations in between them. This machine has a single tool and a multitool at intervals of
three tools. When changing individual tools, the actual tool changing time is shorter
than that of a single tool being changed for a punch in the multitool, because it takes
time to replace a tool with a suitable one inside the multitool. During the writing of
this thesis, information has not been sought about all possible turret punch presses and
so it is possible that machines exists in which tool changing always takes the same
time, in which case the disadvantage factor can be set as 1. There is no direct
reference in the source literature to the disadvantage factor of tool changing or to the
fact that different tool changing systems differ from each other.
The disadvantage factor is used to describe the differences between machine tool
types and various tool changing situations. The disadvantage factor can also be set at
value 1 for all machine tools if the time taken in the changing of each individual tool
can be calculated or otherwise proven. This is currently impossible in the design of a
product because it requires that the position of the tools used in the magazine of the
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turret punch press is known. As systems evolve, however, the situation may change,
making the information of the tools to be used available at the design phase, and the
determining of specific positions for the tools possible. Manufacturers then receive
information on the tool positions with the designs.
Even then, the disadvantage factor is required when preparing tool optimisation. Tool
optimisation refers to the understanding of what kind of available tools are worth
using to machine each form so that the end result is achieved in as short a time as
possible. As mentioned previously, this kind of tool optimisation is not discussed in
this study.
The acceleration of the sheet’s processing system is a feature that has been examined
in this study as part of the positioning speed of the sheet processing system. The
acceleration of the sheet processing system describes the machine’s capacity to begin
and stop sheet positioning. In turret punch presses, acceleration depends on the mass
of the part to be processed. This part usually refers to a sheet blank out of which
products are manufactured. As presented in Table 5, a machine’s ability to accelerate
or decelerate a blank or part depends on the mass of the sheet. This mass is normally
calculated automatically in connection with the programming of the machine tool.
Acceleration can in many ways depend on mass and the speed of the movement axes.
Differences in acceleration are caused by the different technical structures of the
machine tools and the manufacturer’s way of building the device. In addition to the
dependencies presented in Table 5, there may also be other possible dependencies but,
nevertheless, what is essential to optimisation is understanding dependencies and the
fact that they exist.
The acceleration of a sheet processing system can be considered a somewhat
insignificant issue but it becomes significant when manufacturing a large number of
small holes situated close to each other. This is an observation that the literature
references used in this study do not discuss. In machining of this kind, the maximum
speed of the movement axes is not achieved; instead, the work requires repeated
acceleration and deceleration. Especially when laser cutting small holes in thin
material, the significance of acceleration is great because the cutting process itself is
fast. It can be assumed that in some cases even jerk or the rising speed of acceleration
is an important factor. In Case 3 of the presented industrial examples, it can be stated
on the basis of experience that if it was possible, with regard to design, to machine
with a laser, acceleration would have a significant effect on manufacturing time. Also
in case 5, which contains many small holes at different positions in the part,
acceleration matters. However, in Case 5, a more important factor than acceleration is
the maximum moving speed of the axes combined with acceleration, i.e. the
positioning speed of the sheet processing system.
The positioning of the sheet processing system consists of acceleration, moving speed
and deceleration. In the case of small distances, the maximum moving speed cannot
be achieved. Usually in turret punch presses the x and y moving speeds are unequal
due to the structure of the machine tool. The x axis is used to move the blank and the
sheet’s clamping system, whereas the y axis also moves the regulating unit of the x
axis. It has been thought that a slower moving speed is sufficient for the y axis, due to
the shape of the sheet materials’ blanks. The greatest moving speed is usually
achieved when both axes are moved at the same time, as described in Table 6. Wang
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(2005) has presented an optimisation model for punched and laser cut forms when
using a turret punch press. This model does not take the different moving speeds of
different axes into consideration.
Laser cutting speed in this study contains a group of different functions that are
usually not included in it. These functions include the preparation actions for laser
cutting, beginning laser cutting, the actual cutting and stopping. This approach has
been chosen here because it provides a way to examine the overall process and to
conceptualise those actions and variables that are required to support design, and for
decision making during design. Apparently choosing the best possible material for
laser cutting in design provides an advantage for manufacturability, but more than
this, in reality, current materials can be used to improve manufacturability when
designers concentrate on the properties of machine tools and design a part on the
terms of machining. On the other hand, the selection of material quality is also
important, but in terms of the whole, it is only one factor, as presented in Table 24.
The point of view of the overall process of laser cutting is a completely new one when
compared to source literature. For example, Ghosh (1993) has examined the actual
laser cutting routine and the factors related to it.
Laser cutting can be started either from a pierced hole or with static or dynamic
piercing. Beginning from a ready opening means that a hole is pierced into the sheet
outside the outlines of the part to be cut from which laser cutting can be begun. Static
piercing means that a starting hole is first pierced with a laser beam and cutting is
begun from this. Dynamic piercing refers to the piercing of a cutting hole during the
movement of the sheet processing system. The latter is considered a faster way to start
the cutting of a form than static piercing.
The forming possibility on a turret punch press in practice means that at the same
work stage as internal and external forms are cut into the part, small formings can also
be made. The most essential information for this study on forming on turret punch
presses is presented in Table 9, although a more detailed examination of forming
would be very interesting. Table 9 presents an inspection of a turret punch press’s
ability to produce a form in sheet metal that is either large in overall area or high and
the proportion of force to the speed of forming. The examination of these properties
assist in understanding the functionality of a turret punch press at the design phase
and to ensure successful forming. However, when inspected in detail, the examination
of forming is a considerably complex process when it comes to material, tools, the
force required, force phasing and forming speed. For this reason, formability should
be taken into account at the design phase on a general level and its production should
be considered case-specifically. Forming has been widely researched and a great deal
of Finnish and international high-level literature and articles are available on the
subject.
The presented industrial cases depict some small formings and it is easy to believe
that these can be manufactured on many turret punch presses even without separate
forming option. The low bendings in Case 3 can be made using the different forming
and bending tools of turret punch presses. The countersinks in Case 4 can be produced
either by forming or hitting. Hitting and forming can be combined with punching in
the same phase of work. Moreover, countersinks can be manufactured outside the
turret punch press by milling. In connection to forming, a reference to multipurpose
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tools and the possibilities of their use on turret punch presses can be found, for
example, in Ramana’s study (2005).
The size of individual tools is decisive in determining whether a form can be punched
in one go or whether nibbling hits are required. Tool manufacturers bring many
different shapes of tools to the markets. There are many different-sized variations of
the same basic shape for many different machines. Thus the range of tools is very
wide and tools that produce the same form are available for a broad selection of
machine tools. However, differences are caused in the use of individual tools by a
machine’s properties which only permit a certain maximum size for a tool (Table 10):
This constraint is due to the properties of the storehouse and the structure of the tool.
Usually, a certain basic set of tools are used in turret punch presses which, on the
basis of experience, can create many different forms. In general, the number of tools
grows with time with the different demands of design. These demands are often
client-specific features. In such a case, the manufacturing company may have a group
of tools that are very similar to each other. At present, it has become common practice
for the client to own the tools used in manufacturing the product, but the warehousing
and maintenance of the tools is the responsibility of the supplier. If the supplier
operates in this way with several clients, the number of tools maintained can amount
to several hundred. This inevitably increases the manufacturing company’s costs and
thus the price of the manufactured products.
A multitool is a complex consisting of the tool frame and the die frame and it contains
a set of small punches and dies. This way one tool position can hold several small
tools which can be used to machine a sheet blank in the same way as individual
punches do. A multitool is a convenient option for punching many small holes. Due to
the size of the tools and thus their smaller force, multitools cannot punch thick
materials. Manufacturer’s data provides the maximum material thickness that can be
used. There are no direct references to multitools in the source literature used in this
thesis. Only the diameter of the smaller hole punched in sheet material in relation to
sheet thickness is discussed (Ramana, 2005) and the scallop size caused by nibbling
(Boothroyd, 2002).
Tool-specific hitting speed (ram speed) is the most complex of all the optimisation
starting points to consider, because it contains several important factors, most of
which are machine tool-specific variables that can be programmed. On the basis of the
completed measurements, however, it can be said that the share of hitting and nibbling
speed in the whole machining process is considerable. Of course, the percentage share
of hits varies by part. Nibbling speed which has been combined with blank processing
has a considerably larger impact on productivity in the case of sheet metal parts.
Therefore, when calculating nibbling speed, the acceleration and moving speed of the
x and y axes play a decisive role.
When considered from the point of view of the interface of design and manufacture,
the importance of hitting speed seems marginal. However, it is not if industrial Cases
3 and 4 are considered. In both cases, the parts have forms whose manufacture
requires many punching hits. It follows that knowledge of the available tools and
machine tools is not enough on its own, but more precise information is required on
what exactly is available. The parts in question can be produced on almost any turret
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punch press, but when striving for production that is as efficient as possible the
situation changes. Then the importance of the size of the tools, the moving speed of
the sheet processing system, and hitting and nibbling speed becomes pronounced.
Boothroyd has presented an estimation of a turret punch press’s ram speed in nibbling
which is 120 hits per minute (2002, p. 412). In practice, nibbling speed varies and
depends on the tool used and the length of the nibbling step.
Tool cutting edge angle is a basic feature of sheet metal working which does not mean
that a tool can be set in any position whatsoever, even if the machine tool has tool
indexing. In some machine types it is possible to index all tools. This does not,
however, apply to all machines and then it must be possible in design to make sure
that the forms are designed in such a way that they can be manufactured on both of
the machine types presented without significant material loss. Case 2 is a good
example of this because it has forms at an angle of 45 degrees. As far as the tool’s
cutting edge angle is concerned, these forms are easy to produce either with an
indexing or fixed tool, if a tool of suitable size is available. Suitability here means that
material is not wasted or that a small tool is not used which is at risk of breaking. Nor
should several hits be required in the machining of each side.
Raw material/machined material

On the part of raw material, the significance of optimisation starting points for
machining could not be proven in this study. The uncovered points which are coating,
base material and material quality, can nevertheless be considered points whose
observation is self-evident for a designer. Materials that are generally available and of
good quality and renowned for their coating and the base material itself should be
selected for machining. No doubt with different products situations occur which
require special strength, for example, of the base material. Then it is important to act
on the basis of normal engineering logic and strive to ensure the machineability of the
material or select another method of production as, for example, Boothroyd (2002)
suggests in this study.
In the hypothesis, the treatment method used at every point is the quality of the
features presented. This method was chosen because the factors considered have a
direct correlation with the decisions of the designer when compared to machine
properties. This method can be used to evaluate the suitability of the machined
material for machining with various machines, and to compare the manufacturability
of various constructions with the same equipment. In such a case, the grading scale 0
to 1 provides a fast and simple way to examine the quality of manufacturability. The
most important properties can be extracted from the presented factors in each
individual case and weight them with different weighting coefficients, if necessary.
The two first points are valued at 0/1 which directly describes whether the part can be
machined on the chosen turret punch press, or this information can be used as a
selection criterion for the use of a certain turret punch press and thus it can be
assessed whether manufacturability is logical on the basis of resources.
The x and y dimension of a blank have been examined in this study from the point of
view of the machine. The purpose is to suggest when a blank is suitable for the
manufacturing equipment. Another way to inspect a blank would be to put more
emphasis on design, which would mean studying the suitability of the product for the
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blank. However, this approach does not support the idea of manufacturability as a
whole, because it would pose the risk of processing and warehousing many kinds of
blank sizes. Inspecting blanks from the point of view of the machine provides a partial
opportunity to perform design work because the part can be designed with efficient
material use. However, the examination of the dimensions of a blank in conjunction
with Table 28 provides a satisfactory end result in inspecting blank size for the
support of design.
Material thickness has been examined in the same way as blank dimensions, i.e. by
studying the ability of a machine tool to process different material thicknesses.
Examined from the point of view of design, the observation of the material
thicknesses allowed in turret punch press machining is interesting because, for
example, welded structures can be substituted with the use of turret punch presses and
bending. Generally, the turret punch press’s constraint on blank thickness is due to the
sheet processing system’s ability to grasp sheets of different sizes and to hold onto
blanks or parts of different weights. Blank thickness is usually limited from both
directions, meaning that a sheet that is thinner than a certain material thickness cannot
be processed. The same constraint also applies to material thicknesses above a certain
amount. Normally, the material thicknesses processed vary between 0,5 and 10,0 mm.
Anisotropy is a nearly negligible factor in the machining of 2D sheets when process
parameters in punching and laser cutting are examined directly. It becomes significant
when a part’s capacity for edging, strength and positioning on the blank are inspected
concurrently. In such a case, a whole is examined in which the desired strength
properties in different directions in the part are striven to be achieved, and simple
edging capacity is ensured so that the elastic recovery in the part’s edges of different
directions is the same. This is often impossible to achieve, however, but with simple
parts it is possible, as Figure 20 demonstrates.
The vibration of the workpiece and the blank is related to the level of
manufacturability of the whole part from a blank. According to experience, vibrations
are a disadvantage especially when machining material over 4 mm thick. Vibrations
occur when a tool hits the machined material and when it rises up out of the punched
opening. Vibration can cause micro joints to come loose, in which case the part may
remain under the blank and scratch it, or be transferred under the machining head. A
very inconvenient situation occurs when a part is released due to vibrations and drifts
under the laser head when there are forms to be punched and cut in the same blank.
Laser is often expressly used to cut thick materials in order to avoid vibration. This is
not necessary if natural vibration frequencies for each blank and part can be calculated
and thus the necessary micro joints and their positions can be taken into account.
Punching can be considered a less expensive way to manufacture sheet metal products
in comparison to laser, especially when thick materials are concerned which require a
great deal of cutting gas. The literature studied does not deal with the share vibration
plays in the necessity for number of micro joints. Nevertheless, vibration research and
its control are a well-known field and, therefore, finding general literature references
to it should not be difficult.
Punch wearing in normal machining has been mastered to the extent that conventional
punches, according to experience, can be used millions of times on sheets of 1,0 to 3,0
mm thickness. Conventional punches refer to all the shapes of punch cross sections
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which tool manufacturers offer in their product catalogues. In order to achieve such
high hitting numbers, the punch should be regularly serviced, according to experience.
The most common service operation is sharpening. In sharpening, the punch’s head is
ground until any rounding caused by machining has been removed. The aim of
grinding is that the need for it does not show in workpieces before the punch is taken
to be serviced.
Abnormal deterioration in tools, according to experience, is caused, for example, by
the use of too small punches to punch material that is too thick, the use of too small
punches to punch strong steel, nibbling with nibbling hits at too short intervals or
hitting ready openings. In addition to extra wear, these actions cause the risk of
breakage to the punch. According to experience, this risk is also caused by the use of
too small punches in diameter when making individual holes in a sheet. The risk of
breakage is then due to the inability of the sheet positioning system to monitor the
movement of the sheet before hitting. The hit can take place even before the sheet is
fully positioned in its place. For this reason, machine tools use what is called a
decelerated hit which means that the machine waits for a while after positioning
before making a hit. The rising up of the tool is monitored with sensors. If the sensors
inform the user that the tool has not risen up fully, machining is discontinued. The
source literature studied does not discuss tool breakage or abnormal wear. It is
probable, however, that especially the deterioration of tools has been examined
elsewhere in scientific literature.
Time as an influencing factor in machining

For the part of preliminary work, this study has examined the need to obtain, at the
design phase, information about the tools used by different manufacturers. The
situation of this kind of systems is recognised and acknowledged, but the problem is
that the development of this type of a system requires the cooperation of many
companies and the handing over of data that has an impact on competition with other
parties.
Post-work is an essential part of sheet metal manufacture in the turret punch press
environment. From the point of view of this thesis, the most fundamental issue is the
estimation of the number of micro joints required and the amount of work this causes.
Ordinarily, knowledge and experience of this area lies with those persons who are
currently making production programmes for turret punch presses. CAM software
have automatic functions for the positioning of micro joints and these are fairly
practical. The method used in this study is based on the solutions made by CAM
software. The weakness of a CAM-based mindset is the black-and-white nature of the
method which leads to the geometry of a part to be ignored, although it has an effect
on the positioning of micro joints, as previously stated. The development of a possible
method that is more accurate requires further research.
Examining Operating Costs as a Support for Design

Energy cost and its significance for machining is complex issue which has been
approached in this study by examining it through different size and power ratings. The
literature offers numerous different ways of viewing costs in sheet metal working, as
described in the literature review in chapter 4.5.
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Turret punch presses have been manufactured since 1980. Naturally, older machines
are weaker in performance than the new ones, although the older equipment also
contains devices which are, in part, as efficient in performance as modern machines.
There are also differences in energy efficiency. The older machines can be considered
poorer in terms of energy efficiency than the new ones.
From the point of view of a designer, energy efficiency shows in that by designing a
part so that it can be technically manufactured in the same time using several different
types of equipment, for example, with the help of cluster tools or fast movement axes,
the difference in the manufacturability of parts becomes evident in unequal
consumption of energy. This means that out of two machines that take exactly the
same time in their manufacturing stages, one consumes more electricity. If the energyconsumption ot the machine is known at the design phase, it is possible to use, for
example, more effective machining methods to compensate for this greater energy
consumption. According to experience, it can then be said that the decisions of the
designer have an impact on energy consumption. By taking into account the
manufacturing capabilities of different power ratings, parts can be designed to be
more energy efficient, even when older equipment is used. However, determining
energy efficiency and applying it in practice is a time consuming research area that
cannot be quickly examined in detail.
An inspection of tool costs has been briefly conducted in this thesis on the assumption
that the more stages a tool can perform the better a tool it is. As such, this assumption
is correct from the point of view of tool efficiency, but when design is considered the
idea of as durable a tool as possible does not necessarily come true. However, when
examining these two points simultaneously together with machine-specific energy
efficiency, a satisfactory solution model can be reached which makes it possible to
design parts that are inexpensive to manufacture.
The calculation and estimation of optics and nozzle costs requires background
information on how much these costs are in each company, as well as knowledge
about machine-specific properties. Thus this calculation requires information about
the manufacturing company’s history. This information may be difficult to obtain
because it is usually strategic data for the company. The coefficient “ON” presented
in calculation can nevertheless be omitted or the value 1 can be used. Then the
hypothetical average service lives can be compared. Nozzle and optics costs are minor
in significance compared to other costs discussed in this study and so sufficiently
accurate conclusions can be arrived at using the service life information provided by
the suppliers of nozzles and optics.
The gas costs of laser machining depend on the base material and material thickness.
The consequence of this is that the more of a part’s border line can be cut at one time,
the more efficient cutting is. This leads to the deduction that if two parts are set side
by side and they have convergent edge shapes, the edges of both parts can be cut
simultaneously. The gas costs of laser cutting are then reduced compared to a
situations in which the edges are cut separately. The situation is made interesting by
the fact that a designer can influence the situation by their decisions. Based on
experience, different parts can, at least partly, be designed so that they have
converging edge shapes.
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In practical thought, this causes also material use and energy efficiency as a whole to
improve. On the part of material use, this does not necessary happen, however,
because there may be problems in nesting and unused material is left at the outer
edges of the blank. Nevertheless, the issue is worth studying and applying in practice
as much as possible, if the manufacturability of the parts does not otherwise suffer by
taking into account the forms of other parts.
The material costs of raw material have been thought in this study to consist of
nesting efficiency and the way machine tools process blanks Based on experience,
some of the blank in turret punch press processes have to be left unmachined, almost
without fail. This is because the blank is moved with a manipulator under the
machining head. Then the use of raw material in the case of ideal nesting is always
poorer than, for example, in laser machining stations where the machining head is
moved above the part. It is good to take this fact into account in design to ensure that
the parts fit onto the blank in all situations. In practice, though, the difference in
material use between the two device types is small. The advantages of a turret punch
press, nevertheless, includes versatile opportunities for laser cutting, punching and
forming, in which case the benefits gained by these can compensate somewhat for the
greater material loss.

10.3 Conclusions on the Industrial Cases
The five example cases from industry presented in this study (Chapter 8.1 – 8.5) are
of products in production. Both products were designed in Finland. Case 1 and Case 2
are products that are also manufactured domestically. Cases 3 to 5 are parts that were
manufactured in 2008 in China and Hungary. In all these cases, it was known at the
design stage that these products would be manufactured on turret punch presses.
The cases present five different sheet metal parts that are actually in production.
Those points have been picked from each part that have emerged previously and in
connection with this thesis. The details which have been subjects of earlier
discussions are consistent with the facts presented in this study. All the factors that
were presented in the hypothesis of this thesis were not found in the industrial cases,
but when we consider the small number of examples, this is not surprising. If the
group of examples studied had been expanded, it is very likely that analogies would
have been found for all the points of the hypothesis with actual parts.
Is it relevant to claim that very small changes in, for example, industrial Case 1 would
have an influence on manufacturability and, through this, on costs? In Case 1, the part
is 30,0x158,6 mm in size, which means that it is not possible to punch it in one go on
all turret punch presses due to the size of tool stations. If a designer noticed this, they
could reduce the size of the part, depending on its construction, so that its external
forms could be produced with one hit. The following explains how changing hits
affects machining time.
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Currently the number of machining hits are as follows, depending on the fixtures:
•

Small holes 2 hits, Large openings 4 hits, Long side 4 hits, Short sides 2 hits,
Chamfers 4 hits. Total number of hits 16. The manufacture includes 4 tool
changes.

Alternatively, all external forms can be punched with the same tool, thus avoiding one
tool change. The number of hits in that case is as follows:
•

Small holes 2 hits, Large openings 4 hits, Long and short sides 12 hits, Chamfers
4 hits. Total number of hits 22. The manufacture includes 3 tool changes.

If the designed external form can be hit at one go, the number of hits is as follows:
•

Small holes 2 hits, Large openings 4 hits, Chamfers 4 hits, Sides 1 hit. Total
number of hits 11. The machining includes 3 tool changes.

The cost effects of this change are estimated in the following way: Let us assume that
for each customer, the above described improvements can be made for one part so that
the number of hits is reduced to 5 and one tool change is avoided. In that case, the
saving created on the part of hits and tools is presented in the calculation below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clients 20 per year;
Parts per client per year 1500 pcs -> 30000 parts;
Number of hits reduced per part 5;
Price of a hit (200 hits per min; €120 per hour ->) = 0.9c per hole;
Price of tool change (€120 per hour; 1 sec) = 3c;
Saving in hits 30000 pcs * 5 hits * €0.009 per hole = €1350;
Saving in tool changes 30000 pcs * 1 tool change * €0,03 = €900;
Saving in tools 2 tools * €800 per pcs = €1600; and
In total €3850 per year.

This calculation is indicative only, but the conclusion is that even small changes have
an effect on the price of manufacture. Although the idea may seem simple, it should
be observed that the above described viewpoints must be known by the designer. It is
expressly this fact that is challenging for the development of manufacturability. On
the basis of experience, there are many points in the industrial cases presented here in
which manufacturability can be improved with small changes when the properties of
the manufacturing machine are taken into account.
The short calculation provided above represents only the benefit received from
changing one small detail. This study will not set out to present all the possible
combinations with which savings could be achieved, because this would require a
knowledge of the product’s functions and the reasons why the products are the way
they are. The most important thing is to observe that there can be many objects and
the changes required in them can be very small and simple.
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10.4 Conclusions on the Laboratory Tests
In the measurements performed on a turret punch press, the machine used was a FinnPower LP6. The measurements were completed on five channels on which the
movement of the x axis, the buffer’s station (Ram-speed), the time of the laser beam’s
active state and the locking of the upper revolver and that of the upper index were
gauged. On the basis of these measurements, the hitting speed, overall manufacturing
time per part, manufacturing time on different nests, tool changing time, the moving
time of axis x in different nests and machining time per part with laser were
calculated.
Acceleration and deceleration in connection with moving speed could not be
measured in these tests. Thus the values stated by the manufacturer on acceleration
will have to be relied on, as necessary. As far as this thesis is concerned, verifying
acceleration is not essential because merely measuring moving speed and the time
between positioning and observing the differences is a sufficient indication of the
significance of the sheet processing system’s performance. If parts with many small
holes close to each other were specifically studied, the importance of acceleration can
be assumed to be greater and then a separate measuring of acceleration is required.
It can be seen in the hitting speed results (Tables 30 to 33) that the time used in
punching one punch with tool 1 is 70,3 milliseconds when the material thickness is
1,0 mm. The time spent in one hit with tools 2 and 3 with the same material thickness
is 69,5 milliseconds. With Tool 4, the largest of the tools (Appendix 3) the punching
time is 78,3 milliseconds. With the first three tools it can be stated that the punching
times are very similar. However, when comparing the probability of overlapping in
the data of Tool 1 (multitool) and Tool 2 with 1 mm thick material, it can be said that
there is a difference in hitting times, on the basis of the data. The conclusion can be
made from this that the hitting speed of the multitool was reduced, although the
observation is not completely unambiguous, based on the data. Nevertheless, this
observation supports the point made in the hypothesis about reducing the hitting speed
when using small tools or a multitool. The difference between the mean values of
hitting times is 0,6 milliseconds which is small. The probability of overlapping in the
observed distributions is 0,312. Figure 56 presents the distributions of the observed
hitting times of Tools 1 and 2 in material 1,0 mm thick. A very substantial issue in
examining the hitting time of a multitool is the tool’s overall mass which necessitates
the reduction of hitting speed.

Figure 56 Comparison Tool 1 vs. Tool 2 when punching 1,0 mm material. Probability
to overlapping of distributions is 0,312.
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There is a difference of 0,9 milliseconds in the observed hitting times with Tools 1
and 3 when the material thickness is 1,0 mm. The distribution of the hitting times of
Tool 3 do not correspond to the normal distribution (Appendix 9).
According to the measurements, the mean value of hitting time with Tool 4 was 78,3
milliseconds when the material thickness was 1 mm. The divergence of the date with
this tool was 0,66 milliseconds. When the divergence is compared to Tool 1, it can be
considered nearly the same. A difference in the reliability of the data, however, is
created by the fact that the number of data collected with Tool 1 was 24, whereas with
Tool 4 192 observations were made. The observations represent the number of hits
per nest. In both cases, the reliability of the observations could have been increased by
also treating lots 2 and 3. Making these observations would have provided extra
reliability particularly to the great divergence of Tools 2 and 3, allowing for the
elimination of factors caused by the differences between nests, for example. However,
this could not be taken into account when the data was analysed because it was
assumed that divergences in hitting times would be the same on the same machine
tool, irrespective of which tool was used. The divergence of hitting times with Tools 2
and 3 when punching 2 mm thick material also means that the hitting times are not in
accordance with normal distribution. (Appendix 9)
This observation of the divergence of hitting times between different tools is very
important. If the divergence represents the wear of a tool, it has a significant effect on
the servicing of the machine tool and the tools over time. On the other hand, if the
observation represents an impurity in the tools, this also is a significant finding for the
functioning of the machine tool. Although there are very small differences in the
times of individual hits, they are important over a long period of time either purely by
machining time or as an indicator of servicing need.
From the point of view of the whole study, the most interesting finding was that the
punching time in 2,0 mm thick material was shorter than in material of 1,0 mm
thickness for Tools 1, 2 and 3. This observation appears to be completely the opposite
of what was assumed in the hypothesis. However, this is not necessarily so, because a
machine tool can also have different optimised material/tool sets. In the second place,
this result is very valuable because it has brought forth a machine tool-specific
property that has never before been documented. The verifying of this property also
with other machines of corresponding brands and models is a significant task in terms
of future development. In the light of this result, other irregularities and machinespecific properties can also be expected. In consideration of the hypothesis, the
observed property can be combined as both a machine property and tool property,
which are presented in Tables 7 and 13.
According to the measurements, the mean values of the hitting times with Tools 2 and
3 were 51,8 and 51,3 milliseconds in material 2,0 mm thick. With both tools, the
divergence of the hitting times (8,56 and 8,48 ms) is considerably greater than with
Tools 1 and 4 (0,69 and 0,66 ms) when punching 2,0 mm thick material. This
situation is difficult to explain but it is presumably the case that the tools have been
used a great deal and the springs inside the tool have become partly worn, causing
lack of precision in the tool’s functioning. This lack of precision is then evident in the
divergence of the hitting times. Another explanatory factor may be the dirtiness of the
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tool and tool station whereupon dirt on surfaces that are against each other prevents
the tool’s free movement.
Due to these punching times presented above, there are unexpected discrepancies in
the machining times of the manufactured parts. Nevertheless, as has been previously
stated, the detection and understanding of machine-specific properties is very
important in developing a machine tool-specific DFM or optimisation method. In
mechanical punching, the machining times per part on material thickness of 1,0 mm
varied from 14,87 seconds to 15,64 seconds. The divergences in average
manufacturing time varied between 1,0 and 1,8 seconds. The slowest manufacturing
time occurred in Lot C where the parts were set at an angle of 36,87 degrees in respect
of axis y. This slow time in Lot C is due to the fact that the process included 8 tool
changes in comparison to the 4 of the other nests. In addition, one clamp repositioning
was performed in Lot C. If 4 tool changes and one clamp repositioning are removed
from the nest’s time (Appendix 10), the part-specific manufacturing time with 1,0 mm
thick material is reduced from 15,64 second to 14,87 seconds, and with 2,0 mm thick
material from 14,55 seconds to 13,65 seconds. The results are presented in Tables 40
and 41. When examining the overlapping of the manufacturing time distributions, it
can be claimed that they clearly promote the importance of the effect tool changing
and clamp repositioning have on machining time.
Inspecting the part- specific machining times as a whole, it can further be stated that
the machining of 2,0 mm thick material on the turret punch press used in this study is
faster than that of 1,0 mm thick material. This finding is supported by the mean values
and the inspection of the distribution of the test results. Only the paired comparison
presented in Table 35, no conclusions can be made because the divergences are
overlapping with the probability of 0,426.
Furthermore, when examining the part-specific machining times as a whole, it is good
to notice that only 30 parts were manufactured in each lot (A, B and C). This number
of parts is so small that it would be difficult to discover differences between the
different nesting positions with any certainty. Nevertheless, 30 parts is statistically an
acceptable group and provides grounds for concluding that the results are indicative.
For more precise conclusions, the test group size would have to be raised. In order to
obtain a more accurate result, at least 30 nests would have to be machined, in which
case random factors relating to the whole nest would remain small.
Tables 42 to 44 present the changing times of tools measured during the manufacture
of the test parts. These times varied between 1,77 and 2,01 seconds. On the grounds of
the test results, a significantly greater divergence is evident in tool change 1 than the
other tool changes. Examining it in an absolute way, the divergence is very small at
0,15 seconds when in others it was about 10 times smaller, in the category of 0,015
seconds. During the first tool change, the machine tool presumably performs its
internal routines which cause divergence. In order to implement a more precise
examination, a larger test series is required. In the hypothesis, the various delays
connected to tool changing are taken into account in coefficient k describing
disadvantage, which is presented in Table 4 and so the observed divergence and the
tool changing times of different lengths correspond to the hypothesis.
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The moving time of the machine tool on axis x is described in Tables 45 to 47. Of
course, these moving times differ in different lots. When the same nests are inspected
in different material thicknesses, there are found to be differences in the x moving
times. The presented moving times are part-specific times that have been calculated as
the mean value times of three nests. For this reason, the presented result cannot be
considered statistically fully watertight. When the overlapping of distributions is
studied, it can be seen that the probability of the measured results belonging in the
same distributions is 0,374 to 0,454. On this basis, it is advisable to perform
additional tests. Nevertheless, it can be stated that the effect of the material thickness
to manufacturing time presented in the hypothesis exists.
This study has only examined laser machining on the part of part-specific
manufacturing time. Part-specific manufacturing times varied between 54,33 and
56,00 seconds. The slowest lot was C. This is due to the fact that the parts were at a
further distance from each other than in lots A and B and thus more time was spent on
rapid motions in the case of direct x and y movements. The position of a part is not
important to the actual laser cutting time because it is a material-specific feature. In
setting the parts in accordance with the principle displayed in Figure 29, it should be
noted that the maximum shared moving speed of the axes can be used particularly
between the beginning and ending of the machining. In this respect, the hypothesis
supports this finding but it is probably best again to remind readers that the greatest
moving speed is applied in positioning the part correctly.
In examining the results as a whole, it can be said that the creation of a DFM method
and the making of the necessary observations required for this purpose is a highly
time and labour consuming project. The presented hypothesis can be applied for the
part of the findings discovered in this thesis, but reflection should be employed in
preparing optimisation so that the properties of machines can be taken into account as
accurately as possible and the obtained results are correctly applied.

10.5 The Reliability and Validity of the Study
A sensitivity analysis for the hypothesis is performed on the basis of the tests
presented, the industrial cases and four articles dealing with the same field of
research. The following presents a list of the parameters, inequalities, equations and
object functions developed in this study.
Min tool changing time (Table 4):Object function: O(1) = Vmin
Max acceleration (Table 5):Parameters: P(1) = ax, P(2) = ay
Min positioning time (Table 6): Parameters: P(3) = vx, P(4) = vy;Object function O(21)
Max nibbling and punching speed (Table 7):: Object function: O(2) = min (Tkok)
Min laser start (Table 8): Object function: O(3) = min(tlaser)
Forming capability (Table 9): Restrictions: RE(1), RE(2): Parameters P(5), P(6), P(7).
Tool shape (Tooli,j,k,l,m): Restriction: RI(1): (in text)
Tool (Tooli,j,k,l,m) (j = 0): Restriction: RI(2): (Table 10)
Multitool (Tooli,j,k,l,m) (j = 1): Restriction: RI(3): (Table 11)
Indexing (Tooli,j,k,l,m) (k = 0,1): Restriction: RE(3): (Table 12)
Hitting speed (Tooli,j,k,l,m) (l = 0,1): Restriction: RE(4): (Table 13)
Setting angle (Tooli,j,k,l,m) (m = 0,1,2,…): Object function: O(4) = min(N): (Table 14)
Clearance: Object function O(5) = Clmin < max f(Q,g,σ) < Clmax: (Table 17)
x-y dimensions: sf1 = RI(4): (Table 18)
Thickness: sf2 = RI(5): (Table 19)
Anisotropy: sf3 = O(6) = Max(Subf(i) x Subf(j)): (Table 20)
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Mass: sf4 = RI(6) = R: (Table 21)
Pinnoite: sf5 = P(8): (Table 22)
Material thickness: sf6 = O(7) and O(8): (Table 23)
Material quality: sf7=O(9)=max probability (p), when sf7 =q…r = 0,6…1,0:(Table 24)
Vibration: sf8 = O(10): (Table 25)
Tool wearing: sf9 = O(11) = max(n) and min(wear rate): (Table 26)
Micro joints: O(12) = min(f(m,mksij, mkcaunt)) (Table 27)
Energy cost: O(13) = min(Energy_cost); equation (5)
Tool cost: O(14) = min(Tool_cost); equation (6 and 7)
Laser additional cost: O(15) = min(Laser_additional_cost); equation (8)
Gas cost: O(16) = min(Gas_cost); equation (10)
Material cost: O(17) = min(lim AE -> 1); Table 28.
Material cost: O(18) = min((1-AE) × area × g); Table 28.

Those articles used in this research that are closest to the field have been included in
the sensitivity analysis. Each article has been examined and those points where a
connection between this study and the article can be found in the presented
parameters, inequalities, equations and object functions are marked in Table 54.
Symbols ● and ○ are used as markers. The symbol ● refers to a fully congruent or
similar constraint, inequality, equation or object function. The symbol ○ refers to a
connection to the constraints, inequalities, equations and object functions described in
this study. A connection thus means that the article writer has recognised a similar
factor in the turret punch press environment as has been presented in this thesis. The
following is a list of the articles that are used in the sensitivity analysis.
Literature source 1: Ramana, K.V. Rao, P.V.M. 2005. Automated manufacturability evaluation
system for sheet metal components in mass production. International journal of production research.
Vol 43. No 15. pp. 3889 – 3913
Literature source 2: Wang, G.G. Xie, S.Q. 2005. Optimal process planning for a combined punchand-laser cutting machine using and colony optimisation. International journal of production research.
2005. Vol 43, no. 11. pp. 2195-2216.
Literature source 3: Xie, S.Q. Tu, Y.L. Liu, J.Q. Zhou, Z.D. 2001. Integrated and concurrent approach
for compound sheet metal cutting and punching. International journal of production research 39 (6). pp.
1095-1112. ISSN 0020-7543.
Literature source 4: Zhao, Z. Shab, J.J. 2005. Domain independent shell for DFM and its application
to sheet metal forming and injection molding. Computer aided design 37 (2005) pp. 881-898.

In the industrial case examples, the same symbols are used to describe a connection to
the presented functions as before. Using the industrial cases, a connection is
demonstrated in each case to the developed functions in the sensitivity analysis. The
symbol ● is used when the factor brought forth in the example has received the value
”high” in chapters 8.1 to 8.5 or the presented optimisation starting point closely
relates to it, according to experience. The symbol ○ is used when a connection to the
content of the hypothesis is recognised in the industrial case, on the basis of
experience, but the point has received some other value than ”high” in the evaluation
based on experience.
In the laboratory tests, the symbol ● reveals that, on the basis of the tests, there is
clear evidence for the parameter, inequality, equation or object function of its effect
on manufacturability on a turret punch press. In connection with the tests, marking ○
means that, based on the tests, only minor evidence for the hypothesis has been found.
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Laboratory test

Industrial example 4

○
○

Industrial example 5

Industrial example 3

Object functions
O(1) = Vmin
O(2) = min (Tkok)
O(3) = min(tlaser)
O(4) = min(N)
O(5) = Clmin < max f(Q,g,σ) < Clmax
O(6) = Max(Subf(i) x Subf(j))
O(7) and O(8)
O(9)=max probability (p)
O(10)
O(11) = max(n) and min(wear rate)
O(12) = min(f(m,mksij, mkcaunt))
O(13) = min(Energy_cost)
O(14) = min(Tool_cost)
O(15) = min(Laser_additional_cost)
O(16) = min(Gas_cost)
O(17) = min(lim A -> 1)
O(18) = min((1-A) x area x thickness)
O(21) = min(tn)
Restriction, Inequality
Tool shape: RI(1)
Tool: RI(2)
Multitool: RI(3)
RI(4)
RI(5)
RI(6)
Restriction, equation
RE(1), RE(2)
RE(3)
RE(4)
Parameter
P(1) = ax, P(2) = ay
P(3) = vx, P(4) = vy
P(5), P(6), P(7)
P(8)

Industrial example 2

Industrial example 1

Table 54 Response analysis based on the studied literature, laboratory test and
industrial parts.
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10.6 The Objectivity of the Study
The starting points for optimisation described in this study have not been of particular
interest in the world of research, according to the literature review. Only five articles
that specifically dealt with the optimisation of the turret punch press process were
discovered. It is difficult to perceive a direct reason for the scarcity of research in the
subject area, but some observations can be made: i) The turret punch press process is
a marginal process for researchers world-wide, because the machine in itself appears
to function very efficiently. ii) Turret punch presses have only been in industrial use
for approximately 30 years. iii) There are very few turret punch presses that are used
in the laboratories of research institutes. When these three factors are combined, it can
be concluded that there may a general idea in the world of research that machine
manufacturers have already optimised the turret punch press process and that it is not
an interesting research subject. In my experience, however, this is not true. Turret
punch presses have many individual properties but these are not in any way connected
to previous design processes, according to the literature review. It is possible to make
the turret punch press process into a highly efficient and productive process when the
advanced properties of the turret punch press environment and their connection to
design requirements are understood at the design phase. Wang’s (2005) presentation
of the optimisation of the turret punch press process is an interesting opening in the
machining of an already designed part, either by punching or laser cutting. However,
he does not in any way discuss the way the requirements of a turret punch press
specifically should be taken into account in the parts to be cut and punched.
Furthermore, he has used standard time for tool changing time in this work and for
transferring from laser cutting to punching and back again to laser cutting. In reality,
this is not the way it works with all machine types. Wang’s calculations also ignore
the time taken by sheet handling and the effect of the sheet’s mass on the blank’s
transfer speed and acceleration. This is peculiar, as in his work Wang refers to
research in which it is particularly stated that these factors should also be taken into
account. Thus Wang’s model can be considered a simple time optimisation for parts
already designed where the connection between the manufacturing device and design
is missing. On the basis of the literature review of this study, connecting design,
production planning and manufacture together has been the most fundamental issue
that should be developed.
One of the deficiencies of this study might be focused on the manufacturing
requirements of the industrial case samples. Laser cutting was not allowed in any of
the cases, due to the application of the parts and the demands this sets. On the other
hand, the biggest strength of this study emerges precisely with nibbled and punched
parts. Openings and forms cannot be set and formed just anyhow but, as has been
proven, deep understanding and knowledge about the use of mechanical tools is
required. As laser is a more flexible medium, these facts might not emerge as strongly
with laser cutting.
Where industrial products are concerned, the manufacturability analysis has been
conducted purely on the basis of the sheet metal part’s forms. Its functional structure
has not been taken into account, but this does not change the fact that by observing
manufacturability issues, a part can be made easier to manufacture. In the light of the
examples described, it is impossible to believe that all the facts presented on the
findings related to manufacturability would be caused by the requirements of
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functional structure. The five described parts have a total of 43 findings on the cutting
of blanks and forming 2D forms and small formings. If it is assumed that 23 of these
findings is due to the requirements of functional structure, this still leaves 20 points
where the manufacturability of the parts presented can be improved. These points can
be affected specifically by the decisions of the designer, if the designer has
information on the influence of different forms on manufacturability at their disposal.
The other deficiency of the study is concerned with the small number of cases and
thus reliable results. The distributions of the data are assumed to be in accordance
with normal distribution in this thesis. This is not necessarily so. For this reason, these
test series should be continued and the best possible distributions found for the
description of each of the properties of the machine tool. After this, a reliable
examination can be performed on the basis of the hypotheses presented.
The greatest advantage in the initial data for optimisation discussed here is the
presentation of machine-specific properties at the design phase which means that
additional work is avoided between the client and the manufacturers. A product that
is ready for production is then achieved more quickly and simultaneously, confusion,
remanufacture, flights, negotiations and redesign are reduced in international
operations. Examining the situation from the point of view of the client, this means
that a supplier can be selected on the basis of certain facts and thus costs caused by
changes in the designed product can be seen in the production of the part directly.
This will assist in making secure decisions in good time. A product can then be
brought to the markets faster.
Apart from the laboratory measurements, the overall influence of the hypothesis
presented to the cost savings acquired by design changes cannot be accurately
conveyed or calculated at this stage. The findings obtained from the literature and
industrial cases are partly interpretative and the effect of each individual factor on the
price of the end product or part has not been examined in this study. Due to the
possibility of different interpretations and possible deficiencies or inaccuracies, it is
very important that this research and the examination of the presented parameters,
constraints and object functions are continued.
The optimisation starting points that have been discussed, combined with the
information produced by triangulation are a step towards a machine-specific DFMA
method with which a product’s fabrication costs can already de defined at the design
phase and its manufacturability improved. This, however, requires that the hypotheses
are adjusted, a large group of industrial cases are examined and the reliable
presentation of the distributions of the data.
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10.7 Examination of Possible Errors
For industrial parts, the sources of error can include unilateral examination
particularly in terms of geometry. Products may have many solutions that are
specifically dictated by functional structure. In this study, no comments were made on
the functional requirements of the parts of the industrial cases. These cases have been
obtained from two companies. The design services used by these companies or their
own internal design operations are not known in-depth and this is why it is possible
that the products have been designed in the same company and possibly even by the
same person. This possibility, however, is small, although both companies operate in
Finland.
As far as the obtained data is concerned, the sources of error can include the
equipment used, software and errors in data processing. The data can also be distorted
by the properties of the turret punch press used. Appendix 5 provides a description of
the measuring equipment and measuring procedure used. The measuring instruments
are generally available equipment. Also the software used in measuring are generally
available commercial software. The turret punch press used in the tests has been
acquired according to the order and the definitions made in connection with it. For
this reason, it is possible that the turret punch press contains properties which no other
corresponding device on the market has. The significance of this alternative at the
interface of design and manufacture is discussed in Chapter 10.4.
The data has been treated with Matlab software. This is the most critical phase in
terms of the findings. An attempt to make sure that the treated information was valid
was made at the programming stage by verifying the data using a software filter that
was made in a different way (Appendix 8). The results of both software filters were
comparable and no significant differences were discovered. It is possible that there is
a systematic error in both software filters which was not revealed by the verification.
In examining the data, it was presumed that they were in accordance with the normal
distribution or close to it. In the adjustment of the test result distributions performed at
the end of the research, it was discovered that the data do not precisely follow normal
distribution. Especially when 2,0 mm thick material and Tools 2 and 3 were used, the
hitting times did not distribute according to normal distribution (Appendix 9). When
inspecting the part-specific machining times and x moving time, it has to be noted that
the quantity of true data is very small and, for this reason, the adjustment of the
distributions could not be reliably performed. On the basis of the findings portrayed
here, the assumption presented in this study that the data’s divergence observes
normal distribution should not be accepted uncritically. This also creates the
possibility of an error in the findings presented. In examining the mean values of the
presented findings, however, they can be considered reliable in terms of the key
conclusions made in this study.
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10.8 Key Findings
On the basis of the industrial case samples, the central research problem of this thesis
on the insufficiency of traditional CE and DFX methods appears to have been
realised. As the bearers of the product rights for the products presented here, i.e. the
clients, are large companies operating in international markets, it is easy to believe
that all the modern methods that are generally available have been used in the design
of the products. On the premises of the optimisation starting points presented here,
however, the best possible level of manufacturability on the turret punch press was
not achieved with any of the parts. Because, in examining the industrial case samples
several observations were made on manufacturability, most of them relating to
material use and machining time, it can also be stated that environmentally friendly
production is improved with efficient manufacture. This improvement stems from the
reduced need for raw material and shortened manufacturing time which requires less
electricity.
In consideration of the main research question, the models were discovered on the
basis of which the dependencies related to the forms to be cut and punched can be
estimated in striving to achieve as efficient as possible sheet metal production on
turret punch presses. The sub-questions, which were the key points of the boundary
conditions and limitations required in the optimisation of sheet metal production in
the turret punch press environment and their presentation, have also been realised, on
the grounds of the described models and the measurements and industrial case
samples performed.
The key findings of this study in order of their priority:
o All possible efficiency in high automation level machining cannot be achieved
unless the raw materials used in production and the dependencies of the machine
and tools are well known. Conversely, it can be claimed on the basis of the
previous statement that the finer the manufacturing technique, the more refined
the design should be to achieve all the possible benefits available in manufacture.
o Machine-specific manufacturability factors for turret punch presses were not taken
into account in the industrial case samples. Because technology-specific
manufacturability has not been taken into account, the manufacture has to take
place in countries with cheap labour in order to make the product competitive in
price.
o On the grounds of the performed tests and industrial case samples, the designer of
a sheet metal product can directly influence the machining time, material loss,
energy consumption and the number of tools required on a turret punch press by
making decisions in the way presented in the hypothesis of this study.
o The sheet metal parts to be produced can be optimised to be manufactured on a
turret punch press when the material to be used and the kinds of machine and tool
options available are known. This provides in-depth knowledge of the machine
and tool properties, machine and tool-specifically.
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o None of the optimisation starting points described here is a separate entity;
instead, they are all connected to each other.
o On the basis of the measurements performed, it can be stated that the performance
of a machine tool is important to a part’s manufacturing time. The manufacturing
time depends on the position of the part in the devices used and machine-specific
properties which should be verified by measuring the machine tool’s features. In
inspecting the manufacturing time of parts, maximum moving speed should be
used to transfer them while making sure that the transfer distances are not too
long.
o There may be undocumented properties in the function of a machine tool which
cannot be discovered without measuring. These properties have an influence on a
part’s manufacturing time. The functions and properties of machine tools should
be defined in detail with sufficiently large data groups.
o In one lot, material loss using the selected plate size is the same in all three cases
which are based on measurements, unless the strategy of the company includes
saving the skeletons left over from machining. The material cost then remains the
same but machining time can be influenced
o All the functions of a machine tool cannot be reliably described with normal
distribution.
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10.9 Novelty Value of the Research
o On the basis of the source material, it can be claimed that this study is necessary in
order to be able to compare and analyse in a real way the mutual performance of
turret punch presses and to compare the turret punch press process to other
methods used in sheet metal work. In this way, the most inexpensive, efficient and
energy efficient method of production for each part can be ascertained, both in
cases of individual parts and high volume serial production. On the grounds of the
literature review, a description of the turret punch press process for the
optimisation of manufacturability has not been previously been done.
o Until now, DFM(A) methods have only been examined and applied on a general
level. Machine-specific DFM methodology has not previously been described in
relation to sheet metal production, unless individual catalogues providing design
instructions are included. These instructions do not discuss the way a product can
be manufactured on individual machine tools. The machine tool-specific DFM
method can be considered the first step towards controlling the interface of design
and manufacture in such a way that the requirements of design and the
manufacturing process can be combined.
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10.10 Examining the Hypothesis on Grounds of the Findings
The purpose of this chapter is to inspect the hypothesis stated in chapter 1.4. This
inspection is conducted in order to verify that the hypothesis is realised in all respects
as it was expected to. The hypothesis is divided into two parts which are as follows:
I claim that
for production optimisation, it is required that the interdependencies of design
variables and parameters of the forms to be cut and punched are described correctly in
the object functions and restriction equations of optimisation. These
interdependencies should be described during the design phase of the sheet metal part.
This leads to the result of production optimisation which is based on 1) machine and
tool systems which will achieve the best possible technical quality level; 2)
production rate and 3) cost-effectiveness.
In examining the part of the hypothesis that concerns the dependency of the form to
be cut and punched on the manufacturing technique, it can be asserted that the test
results and the industrial case samples support this part of the argument. The object
functions mentioned in the hypothesis have been expressly created to assist in the
design process. This means that the functions described have been correctly
formulated. Correctness also means that the presented dependencies are correct and
there is substance for them. The data support the accuracy of the connections that
have been described.
An optimisation system can be formulated on the basis of this study’s hypothesis. The
part of the hypothesis that states “it is required for production optimisation that the
interdependencies of design variables and parameters of the forms to be cut and
punched in the object functions and restrictions equations of optimisation are
described correctly.” refers to the idea that the designer feeds the parameters
described here into the optimisation system. After this, the designer can access the
resources which are available on the turret punch press and which have been
incorporated in the optimisation system. The accessed resources can be reorganised in
the order desired and the designer can select the resource they want. On these
grounds, this part of the hypothesis is realised.
“These interdependencies should be described during the design phase of the sheet
metal part,” in the hypothesis refers in this context to the fact that the designed form
can be manufactured with the minimum amount of effort. Those boundary conditions
of optimisation that are involved in the decision making for the way each phase of
work can be performed in this way, without unnecessary effort, are presented in the
hypothesis. Minimum amount of effort can also be interpreted so that the process is as
cost-effective as possible where materials, tools, machine tools and energy
consumption are concerned.
“This leads to the result of production optimisation which is based on 1) machine and
tool systems which will achieve the best possible technical quality level; 2)
production rate and 3) cost-effectiveness” refers to the desire to produce a technically
high-quality products with a certain production rate. The laboratory measurements
performed in this study support this part of the hypothesis. The definition of
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production rate has to be expanded on, because it does not depend merely on the
direct actions taking place on the turret punch press, but also on the operations
performed before and after machining. The part that mentions “machine and tool
systems” refers to chapter 6.4 where the operations related to time that exist outside
the turret punch press process before and after machining are discussed. Despite the
need for further work on defining production rate, it can be said that the content of the
hypothesis is also realised in relation to the frame of this study.
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10.11 Further Development
This study has brought forth a group of new, different themes for research which are
required in applying the optimisation starting points in practice. The following list
contains the needs and requirements that have emerged during the research.
o The development of an optimisation environment that observes the hypothesis
presented here.
o The examination of the importance of the optimisation starting points, i.e. how
relevant each point is and what are the initial data required for each point.
o The development of positioning optimisation for tools on turret punch presses.
o Presenting the tool and machine tool situation in cooperation with machine tool
and tool manufacturers so that the machines’ and tools’ properties, reported by
manufacturers, can be directly used in preparing a manufacturability analysis with
CAD design software.
o Presenting the mechanical operation of machine tools in such a way that the
machining quantities required in design can be represented with different types of
distributions.
o A sophisticated recognition method for the machined features of sheet metal and
the creation of semantics specifically for sheet metal manufacturability. There are
plenty of similar forms in sheet metal that have a different purpose and, in design
or manufacture, a different meaning. Perhaps the most important task in the long
run is the development of semantics for different situations. From the point of
view of manufacturability, the uniformity and dissimilarity of sheet metal parts
depends on the manufacturing technique and the part’s dimension which means
that highlighting the significance of the part’s size changes its manufacturability.
The same can be said, for example, of the height or width of edging and the depth
of forming.
o The optimisation of tool adaptation for recognised machined features. Design
software commonly produces features that are useful in design. The significance
of these features, however, is very different for manufacturability. The
combination of features is related to the previously mentioned development of
semantics.
o The collation of processes other than those relating to sheet metal machinery from
literature and arranging these models into one complex.
o The development of the optimisation of all machining methods and combining
them.
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11 SUMMARY
Sheet metal materials and products manufactured from them have a significant role in
the manufacturing metal industry. Over the last few decades, sheet metal products
have gained wide recognition among the public. This increase in public awareness
may be due, among other things, to the development of modern NC machine tools and
manufacturing processes, and the shaping characteristics of sheet metal which have
brought such products to consumers’ everyday use. Such products include, for
example, household appliances, lamps and building products.
Dividing the sheet metal production methods roughly, sheet metal products can be
manufactured through two different processes. The first method is to produce
products from blanks by forming them with moulds and presses, in which case one or
a few movements of a press can produce various forms. These forms may include
deep drawn or stretch-formed forms and various openings and lances. It is also
possible to machine a part with a press using cluster tools, in which the case blank is
moved forward between the punch and die and the tool set shapes the part in stages.
Another method to manufacture sheet metal products is to use automated sheet metal
machines. Either mechanical punching or thermal cutting is almost always used to
create holes, and either a press brake, automatic bending machine or other automatic
or manual devices are used for bending sheet metal parts. Mechanical punching is
performed by turret punch presses by striking the punching upper tool through the
sheet metal hydraulically, electromechanically or electromechanically by servoassisted steering.
Concurrent engineering makes it possible to work simultaneously with product design
and production. This well-known fact is also one of the basic ideas in DFM. Players
who are physically not far away from each other have very good possibilities to work
by the principle of concurrent engineering and in the spirit of DFM, using methods
and tools currently available. The key research problem in this thesis was that: a
domestic and especially global competition tightens, an adequate final result in
producing a well-designed product cost-effectively and ecologically, with a turret
punch press cannot be attained by using traditional CE and DFX methods alone. The
main research question of the thesis was: how should the dependencies related to the
forms to be cut and punched be presented in striving to achieve as efficient as possible
sheet metal production on turret punch presses. The sub-questions were: Which are
the central boundary conditions and limitations required in the optimisation of sheet
metal production in the turret punch press environment and how should they be
presented?
One technical development trend which research and development is currently turning
towards may be the integration of master production scheduling and detailed capacity
planning of separate design functions, such as draft, operation, mechanics or
production design, under one overall system in order to improve future profitability.
However, whatever the development trend, it is almost certain that the portion of
automatic and semi-smart systems will inevitably grow. The development of smarter
systems requires going through several separate functions, practices and disciplines in
order to prepare systems that are able to present the information people need at the
right time and with suitable accuracy. The literature review of this study answered the
question: What assisting systems for the manufacture of sheet metal products were
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there and what did these systems aspire to do? With the help of this question, the most
central fields in literature on which research has been conducted will be sought in
order to gain an understanding of the publications issued covering the research area
and their viewpoints, as well as how this previous literature supports the contents of
this study. Several scientific publications have been presented touching on this
research, which deals with the development and operation of various automatic
systems.
This thesis consists of three main elements, which constitute the triangulation. In the
first phase of triangulation, the manufacture occurring on a turret punch press is
examined in order to find the factors that affect the efficiency of production. These
factors are then presented in such a way that they can be used as the starting point for
manufacturability optimisation. In the second phase of triangulation, the
manufacturability of products on turret punch presses is examined through a set of
laboratory tests. This is done with the help of test arrangements. One part is
manufactured on a turret punch press in different nests. This is done in an effort to
simulate a situation where companies use different nesting software, causing the parts
to arrive on the blank in different positions. This situations leads to varying
manufacture times. Furthermore, taking into account this situation, it can be said that
different machine tools have different properties and, hence, charting these properties
is essential in defining the efficiency of various manufacturing environments. The
third phase of triangulation involves an examination of five parts from industry. The
sheet metal parts examined here are from products which have been discussed in the
background study projects of this research. The parts have been selected so that they
differ from each other as much as possible in terms of use and application. All the
parts must be machined by punching; in other words, none of the parts can be cut by
laser because of the application requirements. The requirement for mechanical
punching is created by the use of the part.
Optimisation starting points have created and described so that at each point
information is provided on whether the result obtained is a parameter (P), restriction
equation (RE), restriction inequality (RI) or object function (O). The factors have
been collated. The parameters, constraints and object functions presented in this study
are portrayed in such a way that the overall structure of the hypothesis becomes clear
with as little effort as possible. A sensitivity analysis for the hypothesis is performed
on the basis of the tests presented, the industrial cases and four articles dealing with
the same field of research.
The key findings of this study are collected in the following 1) All possible efficiency
in high automation level machining cannot be achieved unless the raw materials used
in production and the dependencies of the machine and tools are known. Conversely,
on the basis of the previous statement it can be claimed that the finer the
manufacturing technique, the more refined the design should be to achieve all the
possible benefits available in manufacture. 2) Machine-specific manufacturability
factors for turret punch presses were not taken into account in the industrial case
samples. Because technology-specific manufacturability has not been taken into
account, the manufacture has to take place in countries with cheap labour in order to
make the product competitive in price. 3) On the grounds of the performed tests and
industrial case samples, the designer of a sheet metal product can directly influence
the machining time, material loss, energy consumption and the number of tools
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required on a turret punch press by making decisions in the way presented in the
hypothesis of this study. 4) The sheet metal parts to be produced can be optimised to
be manufactured on a turret punch press when the material to be used and the kinds of
machine and tool options available are known. This provides in-depth knowledge of
the machine and tool properties machine and tool-specifically. 5) None of the
optimisation starting points described here is a separate entity; instead, they are all
connected to each other.
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Appendix 1(1/2)
Machine properties library, list of machine 1

MAC1
[1] Tool stations
Revolver: 20 kpl
Palet: #
Line: #
[2] Rotating of revolver: 30 r/min
[3] Tool change time:
Next:
1 over:
2 over:
3 over:
4 over:
5 over:
6 over:
7 over:
8 over:
[4] Tool critical size: 89mm
[5] Nibbling speed max.:
(1).1 mm: 900 l/min
(2) 25 mm: 400 l/min
(3) 250 mm: 150 l/min
[6] Max force of Ram
A station: 300 kN
B station: 300 kN
C station: 300 kN
D station: 300 kN
Index: 300 kN
Multitool: ~150 kN
[7] Index tool:
(1) Number of index station 2 pcs.
(1) (max. 10 pcs)
(2) Critical size. Vector list: v 0; 0,5; 1,0;…; 89mm Mi,j,k(7,2,v);
(3) Rotation speed: r 58r/min Mi,j,k(7,3,r)
[8] Lower forming cylinder:
Movement: 12mm
[9] Programmamble upper cylinder
0/1
Max force
[10] Material thickness max.: 8mm
Mild Steel t=(8mm)
Stainless steel t=(5mm)
Aluminium t=(10mm)
[11] Material thickness min.: 0,5mm
[12] Mass of sheet max.: 200kg
[13] Blank size, max (x*y): 3061mm * 1528mm
[14] X-movement: 2584mm (x-42 … x2542)
[15] Y-movement: 1560mm (y-25 … y1535)
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[16] Velocity (x) max.: 80m/min
[17] Velocity (y) max.: 60m/min
[18] Acceleration (x) max axn tod = ax teor max - 0,04*m m/s2
[19] Acceleration (y) max ayn tod = ay teor max - 0,01*m
[20] Threading unit
0/1
[21] Average consumption: 30kW
[22] Pressure air: 30 l/min
[23] Resonator gas consumption:
He: 35Nl/h
N2: 20Nl/h
Co2: 3Nl/h
.
.
.
[N] Attribute X

Tool shape

Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Circular
Square
Square
Square
Square
Rectangular
Rectangular
Rectangular
Rectangular
Rectangular
Rectangular
Rectangular
Rectangular
Obround
Obround
Obround
Obround

nro

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Multitool

1,5
1,6
2
2,5
3
3,01
3,3
3,5
4
4,2
4,3
5
5,5
5
6
6
7
8
8,6
9
9
10
10
11
12
13
14
14
15
16
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
35
50
10
10
20
40
5x1,5
5x2
15x2
10x3
10x5
30x5
50x5
88x5
8x3,5
25x7
20x8
30x10

dim
0,1
-

die
clearance
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4

0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4

0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25

die
clearance

0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25

die
clearance

0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6

0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6
0,6

die
clearance
1,1
1,1
1,1
1,1
1,1
-

die
clearance
1,4
1,4
1,4
1,4
1,4
-

die
clearance
1,6
1,6
1,6
1,6
1,6
-

die
clearance
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no

indexable
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
0
0
0
0
0
0

degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree
degree

index start

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

90
90
90
90

90
90
90
90
90
90
90

Static index Static index Static index Static index Static index Nibbling(mult Hit area (%)
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300 100
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
45
0
45
90
0
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Obround

Banana
Special
Special
Special
Special
Special

Special
Special
Special
Special
Special
Special
Special

Special

Special

61

62
63
64
65
66
67

68
69
70
71
72
73
74

75

76

no

no

no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
no
no
no
no
no

no

Forming M3
UF M6
esir3,35

20x11
R:40 S:37
r:37 A:40
Emboss 25
Forming
Forming
Forming
Arc
calotte D40d20
Triangle
Forming
Forming
Cross
SP222222
UF

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0,25
-

-

0,25

-

-

0,4
-

-

0,4

-

-

0,6
0,6
-

-

0,6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

no

no

no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes

0 degree

0 degree

0 degree

0 degree
0 degree
0 degree
0 degree
0 degree
0 degree
0 degree

270 degree
0 degree
0 degree
0 degree
0 degree
270 degree

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0

45
45
45

45

45

90
90
90

90

90
90

90

180

270
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Measurement system

The measurements were made using data acquisition board attached to the computer. The
data acquisition (DAQ) board was a multichannel PCI-6251 model manufactured by National
Instruments (NI). The A/D conversion resolution of the 16 channel data acquisition board is
16 bits, and the multichannel composite maximum sampling rate is 1 MS/s. The measurement
signals were connected to DAQ board via interface card NI CB-68LPR (cable SHC68-68EPM) and connection box NI CA-1000 using BNC connectors and coaxial cables.
The data from the data acquisition board is saved and monitored with the help of the National
Instruments LabVIEW (ver. 7.1) software. The program allows creating a measurement
interface with which the measurement data saved can be monitored in real time, and the rate
at which it is saved can be changed as needed. As a rule, a rate of 2 kS/s (2 kHz) was used in
the tests. The measuring range was ± 10 V.
Five measurement channels were used in the tests: speed of X-axis (channel 0), position of
RAM (channel 1), state of laser beam (channel 2), state of upper revolver locking (channel 3)
and the state of upper index locking (channel 4). The X-axis speed signal was measured from
the “Test”-connector X34.1 (0…5V, DAC3 / speed actual value) of the axis servo amplifier.
The position of RAM was measured from the (monitoring) voltage output. Controller 1_7A1.
The channels 2, 3 and 4 were connected to the

programmable (PLC) logic controller

(Siemens) of the turret punch press and voltage dividers were used to lower the logic voltage
level (24 V) to appropriate level for the DAQ board (about 4,4 V). The state of laser beam
was measured from the logic output A116.6 (through relay 11_3K9), upper revolver locking
and upper index locking were measured from inputs E33.3 and E33.6 of the logic controller.
Scemetic illustration on turret punch press is shown in figure 1. Measured channels of
movements and other variables are presented figure 2. Figure 3 presents diagram of used
LabView program and figure 4 shows the graphical user interface.
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Figure 1.The principal picture of the utilized turret punch press.

Figure 2. Measured channel were x-axis velocity, ram position, revolver lock, index lock and
laser beam on.
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Figure 3. LabView program used during measurements.
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Figure 4. Graphic user interface of used LabView program.
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Filename
Column

18.8.2010
file *.lvm

1.

Time (X)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ch 0
Ch 1
Ch 2
Ch 3
Ch 4

Step 0,5 ms, Sample rate 2000 Hz (10 x
200 sets)
X-axis speed (Servo X34.1 DAC3 Actual
speed)
RAM position (1_7A1)
Laser bean ON (A116.6 / 11_3K9)
Upper revolver locked (E33.3)
Upper index locked (E33.6)

Measured time Definition

Nest (part)

Material

LP6_LVSa_ 01
02
03
04
05

2:55
3:28*
2:40
1:46
1:32

Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"

1. full (12)
2. full (12)
3. full (12)
1. incomp. (6)
2. incomp. (6)

1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn

LP6_LVSb_ 01
02
03
04
05

2:49
2:55*
2:54
1:41
1:36

Punching "b"
Punching "b"
Punching "b"
Punching "b"
Punching "b"

1. full (12)
2. full (12)
3. full (12)
1. incomp. (6)
2. incomp. (6)

1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn

LP6_LVSc_ 01
02
03
04
01xx

3:01
3:07
2:00
2:00
3:06

Punching "c"
Punching "c"
Punching "c"
Punching "c"
Punching "c"

1. full (11)
2. full (11)
1. incomp. (8)
2. incomp. (8)
full (11)

1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm St14-Zn
1mm RST

LP6_LVSa2_ 01
02
03
04
05

2:33
2:31
2:31
1:28
1:27

Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"
Punching, "a"

1. full (12)
2. full (12)
3. full (12)
1. incomp. (6)
2. incomp. (6)

2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST

LP6_LVSb2_ 01
02
03
04
05

2:34
2:34
2:34
1:30
1:30

Punching "b"
Punching "b"
Punching "b"
Punching "b"
Punching "b"

1. full (12)
2. full (12)
3. full (12)
1. incomp. (6)
2. incomp. (6)

2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST

LP6_LVSc2_ 01
02
03
04
05

2:51
2:51
2:51
1:53
1:54

Punching "c"
Punching "c"
Punching "c"
Punching "c"
Punching "c"

1. full (11)
2. full (11)
3. full (11)
1. incomp. (8)
2. incomp. (8)

2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST
2mm RST

LP6_LSRa_ 01
02
03

10:45
10:46
5:38

Laser, "a"
Laser, "a"
Laser, "a"

1. full (12)
2. full (12)
1. incomp. (6)

2 mm RST
2 mm RST
2 mm RST

LP6_LSRb_ 01
-> 03
02

10:50
none
5:45

Laser, "b"
Laser, "b"
Laser, "b"

1. full (12)
2. full (12)
1. incomp. (6)

2 mm RST
2 mm RST
2 mm RST

LP6_LSRc_ 01
-> 03
02

10:13
none
7:40

Laser, "c"
Laser, "c"
Laser, "c"

1. full (11)
2. full (11)
1. incomp. (8)

2 mm RST
2 mm RST
2 mm RST
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Recognizing Punches and Calculating Their Properties

The program has the following parameters: measurements on when the revolver lock is on,
when the index lock is on, tool movement on the coordinates related to the workpiece (metal
sheet) and ram position. During the calculations, the units of the data is volts [V], not
translated into physical units.
The first goal is to reduce the interference in the samples by using median filtering. The tool
movement is filtered with a 5-point, lock measurements with an 11-point and the ram
position with a 21-point median filter. The median filter works by selecting measurement
points from the length of its window, sorting them by value and selecting the middle one (or
in case of even amount of points, calculates the average of the two middlemost ones). As a
difference to an average (arithmetic mean) filter, the median filter is not as sensitive to
individual points having high-amplitude errors. It also keeps well signal edges (largeamplitude changes) as long as the feature the edges belong to (such as a peak) is longer than
the window length of the filter.
The opening and closing of the locks are identified based on measurement value change. The
locks are considered to be open when the measured value is close to 0 V (logical false) and
closed, when the measurement is close to 5 V (logical true). In practice the detected values
were close to 0 V for false and slightly greater than 4 V for true. A difference of over 2 V in
the voltage between two consequently measured points was considered as a change in the
state. In some cases the locks were open in the beginning of the measurement. In these cases
the lock opening event is added to the beginning of the measurement. The tool change time
(the time locks spend open) is calculated as a difference in time between opening and closing
events. Similarly the lock opening and closing time can be estimated as a difference in time
of the opening and closing events of different locks.
The tool change is identified based on locks opening and closing. In the test NC program
there were four tools used in total. In case only three tool changes were recognized, the first
tool was assumed to be already in use in the beginning of the measurement. In samples where
the sheet was moved in the middle of the program all tools were used the second time to
punch a few more parts. However, in the calculations only the longer beginning part (before
moving the sheet) was taken into account.
The punches for each tool were measured during the time both revolver and index locks were
on. In order to accurately measure the punch properties it is crucial to identify the beginning
level of the punches as well as the peak level of the punches to measure punch distance. To
detect the punches accurately, the maximum value of the ram position (fully punches) was
measured for each sample. When the ram was within 1 V of this position, it was considered
to be punching. In order to include the ”slopes” of each punch, 10 ms of the sample were
included from before the first peak and after the last peak.
The beginning level of the punches were estimated first by recognizing the minimum value
for the ram position in the selected area (though still greater or equal to 6 V) and calculating
the median of values close to this level. With thin sheets this value could potentially be too
low. In such cases the first estimate was the median of the entire selected part of the sample.
Such of a shortcut could be taken because the ram spends considerably more time in the
beginning position than it spends punching, though due to the punches and some interference
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the value is slightly too high. If detection failed completely, the graph of teh punches was
printed on screen and the user prompted to input a beginning level.
The estimate of the punch amplitude was the maximum value of the ram position (maximum
distance from the top corresponding to the lowest position of the ram). The distance between
this and the estimated position is the estimated amplitude of the punch.
In order to detect the punches better, it was estimated that a punch was happening when the
ram had travelled from the beginning level by more than 10 % of the total punching distance.
The punch start events were detected. The time for an individual punch were estimated by
calculating the total time punched divided by the amount of punches. The time unit is one
measurement point, resulting in the average duration of the punches being measured
(assuming no interference) by the accuracy of +/- 0.5 ms divided by the amount of punches
minus one. (Since between the first and last n start events there are n – 1 punches.)
The new sample end point is defined to be one average punch duration from the last punch
start or the end of the sample, which is first. The punch distance was detected from this
region. The ram position maximum value may include some interference, so accuracy can be
increased by calculating all the punch distances. The new ram lowermost position estimate is
the median of the detected peaks and the punch distance is the difference between this value
and the estimated punch beginning level.
Based on measured information it is now possible to estimate the relationship between the
voltage and ram position. Comparing the results from sheets of different thickness it was
found out that a 1 mm distance travelled by the ram corresponds to 0.20 V change in voltage.
Using this information the measurements may be changed so that the punch start and end
positions can be identified from the absolute distance travelled by the ram instead of the
relative distance travelled by the ram. The new estimate of the punch start and end events is
calculated by comparing when the ram is more than 0,5 mm (approximately 0,10 V) from the
beginning level. In order to further remove random interference, thus acquired logical vector
is filtered with a 5-point median filter. The new punch duration estimate is calculating the
total time the ram is in a ”punching” position divided by the total amount of punches. In
addition the total time taken by the punch and tool movement for a single punch was
estimated by recalculating the time from the start of the first punch to the start of the last
punch and dividing by the amount of punches minus one.
After calculating the above for all tools, the total time of punching was calculated from the
first detected operation (movement or revolver lock operation) to the last detected operation
(ram in punch beginning position or tool movement) as well as calculating movement time (X
direction movement speed significantly different from zero). Unfortunately Y direction
movement speed measurements were unavailable.
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% Read all .mat files from the directory, checks if the
% on. If yes, calculate time spent moving in x% direction (start, end, difference) Total time machined,
% (difference of first and last detected event)
%
% If laser has not been used, assume that the workpiece
% has been punched. Calculate x movement time, punch
% times, lock times (index and revolver, lock on, off,
% difference). Check time for the machine “doing nothing”
function calc(id, startfrom, workuntil)
%[dx,tool,laser,revolver,index,t,ddx,dtool,dlaser,drevolver,di
ndex] =
%clear all;
%close all;
%clc;
fid = fopen(['results_',id,'.txt'],'w');
%fid = 1;
files = dir([id,'*.mat']);
if(isempty(startfrom))
startfrom = 1;
end
if(isempty(workuntil))
workuntil = length(files);
end
if(startfrom>workuntil)
temp = startfrom;
startfrom = workuntil;
workuntil = temp;
end
if(startfrom>length(files))
startfrom = length(files);
end
if(workuntil>length(files))
workuntil = length(files);
end
for i = startfrom:workuntil
Fs = 2000;
varname = files(i).name(1:length(files(i).name)-4);
data = load(files(i).name, varname);
data = getfield(data,varname); %#ok<GFLD>
disp(varname);
%keyboard;
fprintf(fid,'%s\t',varname);
%keyboard;
%data = data{1};
%dx = medfilter(data(:,2),1001); % x-dir speed
dx = medfilter(data(:,2),5);
laser = data(:,4); % laser on/off
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%clear data; % Everything needed is copied
n = length(dx);
%t = linspace(0,n/Fs,n);
%ddx = [0;diff(dx)]; % x-dir acceleration
%figure(1); plot(t,dx); title('x-velocity');
%figure(2); plot(t,ddx); title('x-acceleration');
if(max(laser)>3.5)
fprintf(fid,'Laser cutting\n\n');
laser = medfilter(laser,5);
clear tool revolver index data;
dlaser = [0;diff(laser)]; % laserin on/off events
%figure(3); plot(t,laser); title('laser');
%figure(4); plot(t,dlaser); title('laser on/off');
laser_on = find(dlaser>2);
laser_off = find(dlaser<-2);
%errcheck_on = diff(laser_on);
%errcheck_off = diff(laser_off);
%find(errcheck_on < 5)
%find(errcheck_off < 5)
laser_duration = laser_off - laser_on;
fprintf(fid,'laser on\tlaser off\tduration\n');
for j=1:length(laser_duration)
fprintf(fid,'%f\t%f\t%f\n',laser_on(j)/Fs,laser_off(j)/Fs,lase
r_duration(j)/Fs);
end
%keyboard;
else % not laser
fprintf(fid,'Punch\n\n');
clear laser;
tool = medfilter(data(:,3),51); % tool location
revolver = medfilter(data(:,5),11); % revolver
lock on/off
index = medfilter(data(:,6),11); % index lock
on/off
clear data;
%dtool = [0;diff(tool)]; % tool movement
drevolver = [0;diff(revolver)]; % rev lock on/off
events
dindex = [0;diff(index)]; % index lock on/off
%figure(3); plot(t,tool);
%figure(4); plot(t,dtool);
revolver_on = find(drevolver>2);
revolver_off = find(drevolver<-2);
revolver_duration = revolver_on - revolver_off;
index_on = find(dindex>2);
index_off = find(dindex<-2);
if(length(index_off)<length(index_on))
index_off = [0;index_off]; %#ok<AGROW>
elseif(length(index_on)<length(index_off))
index_on = [0;index_on]; %#ok<AGROW>
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end
%keyboard;
index_duration = index_on - index_off;
fprintf(fid,'RevLck\tRevLckOpen\tRevLckDur\tIndLck\tIndLckOpen
\tIndLckDur\tIndRevOpen\tRevIndClose\n');
for j=1:length(revolver_duration)
fprintf(fid,'%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n',revolver_off(j)
/Fs, revolver_on(j)/Fs,
revolver_duration(j)/Fs,index_off(j)/Fs, index_on(j)/Fs,
index_duration(j)/Fs,(revolver_off(j) index_off(j))/Fs,(index_on(j) - revolver_on(j))/Fs);
end
%keyboard;
tool_engage = index_on;
tool_disengage =
[index_off(2:length(index_off));n];
ntools = length(tool_engage);
%nhits = zeros(1, ntools);
if(ntools == 3) % First tool has not been detected
tool_engage = [1;index_on];
tool_disengage = [index_off;n];
%ntools = 4;
end
if(varname(9)=='_')
th = 7;
else
th = 6.7;
end
for j=1:4
fprintf(fid,'Tool %.0f\n', j);
% Note! Different threshold for the last tool
if(j==4)
if th==7;
th = 6.6;
else
th = 6.2; % 6.5 @LVSa, b ja c
end
end
punches =
tool(tool_engage(j):tool_disengage(j))>th;
dpunches = [0;diff(punches)];
punch_start = find(dpunches==1);
punch_end = find(dpunches==-1);
punch_duration = punch_end-punch_start;
fprintf(fid,'PunchStart\tPunchEnd\tDuration\n');
for k=1:length(punch_duration)
fprintf(fid,'%f\t%f\t%f\n',
punch_start(k)/Fs, punch_end(k)/Fs, punch_duration(k)/Fs);
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end
%nhits(j) = length(punch_duration);
%disp(nhits(j));
fprintf(fid,Total
punches:\t%.0f\n',length(punch_duration));
end % for j
alku =
min([find(abs(dx)>0.5,1,'first'),revolver_on(1)]);
loppu =
max([find(abs(dx)>0.5,1,'last'),find(tool>6.2,1,'last')]);
kesto = loppu - alku;
fprintf(fid,'Machining
duration:\t%f\n\n',kesto/Fs);
end % if laser
kokonaisliikeaika = sum(abs(dx)>0.5)/Fs;
fprintf(fid,'Total movement
time:\t%f\n\n',kokonaisliikeaika);
end % for i
%if(fid>2)
fclose(fid);
%end
end %function
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tpunch:
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Baselevel:
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tpunch:
Tool 3
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tpunch_tot:
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Tool 4
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Peaklevel:
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tpunch_tot:
tpunch:
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24
8,25
6,57
1,68
423,15
69,13
72
8,25
6,59
1,66
217,89
49,66
216
8,25
6,60
1,65
220,69
48,56
192
8,25
6,10
2,15
302,02
79,42
148,88
52,05

72
8,25
6,59
1,66
220,41
52,07
216
8,25
6,60
1,65
223,53
51,46
192
8,25
6,10
2,15
302,04
79,34
150,69
52,06

192
8,25
6,10
2,15
302,21
79,41
148,58
52,08

216
8,25
6,60
1,65
218,32
46,30

72
8,25
6,59
1,66
218,33
49,85

24
8,25
6,57
1,68
423,50
69,58

96
8,25
6,10
2,15
310,67
79,71
85,39
24,87

108
8,26
6,59
1,66
225,30
44,07

36
8,25
6,59
1,66
223,69
45,68

12
8,25
6,57
1,68
434,59
69,75

96
8,25
6,10
2,15
310,82
79,89
85,19
24,89

108
8,26
6,59
1,67
224,24
42,77

36
8,25
6,59
1,66
224,39
46,14

12
8,25
6,57
1,68
434,00
69,17

8,25
6,10
2,15
305,55
79,55

8,25
6,60
1,66
222,42
46,63

8,25
6,59
1,66
220,94
48,68

8,25
6,57
1,68
451,41
69,52

LP6_LVSa2_02 LP6_LVSa2_03 LP6_LVSa2_04 LP6_LVSa2_05 Keskiarvo

24
8,25
6,57
1,68
541,78
69,96

2 LP6_LVSa2_01

41,47 mm
30,67 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,81 mm
33,41 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,79 mm
33,39 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,33 mm
32,93 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

6,4 mm
8,8 mm
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tpunch:
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Tool 4
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tpunch_tot:
tpunch:
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24
8,26
6,87
1,38
425,41
74,44
72
8,25
6,89
1,36
396,23
72,06
216
8,25
6,89
1,36
322,60
71,76
192
8,25
6,40
1,85
347,11
83,42
203,59
51,89

72
8,25
6,89
1,36
278,39
71,19
216
8,25
6,89
1,36
273,02
69,88
192
8,25
6,40
1,85
321,71
81,97
167,33
51,70

LP6_LVSa_02

24
8,25
6,87
1,38
423,83
72,71

1 LP6_LVSa_01

192
8,25
6,40
1,85
319,73
84,03
157,60
51,68

216
8,25
6,90
1,35
241,47
71,21

72
8,25
6,90
1,35
237,18
71,28

24
8,25
6,87
1,38
425,89
74,13

LP6_LVSa_03

96
8,25
6,30
1,95
346,47
87,20
103,44
24,93

108
8,25
6,79
1,46
298,74
75,52

36
8,25
6,78
1,47
416,59
76,61

12
8,25
6,77
1,48
440,36
76,50

LP6_LVSa_04

96
8,25
6,30
1,95
316,02
87,26
89,72
24,80

108
8,25
6,79
1,45
253,34
75,01

36
8,25
6,80
1,45
249,67
74,21

12
8,25
6,77
1,48
439,55
76,58

LP6_LVSa_05

8,25
6,36
1,89
330,21
84,78

8,25
6,85
1,40
277,83
72,68

8,25
6,85
1,40
315,61
73,07

8,25
6,83
1,42
431,01
74,87

42,74 mm
32,94 mm
0,19 V/mm
ms
ms

43,72 mm
36,32 mm
0,19 V/mm
ms
ms

43,63 mm
36,23 mm
0,19 V/mm
ms
ms

42,93 mm
35,53 mm
0,19 V/mm
ms
ms
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24
8,25
6,57
1,67
374,02
69,77
72
8,25
6,59
1,66
197,99
46,50
216
8,27
6,60
1,67
204,36
41,89
192
8,25
6,10
2,15
336,15
80,89
151,38
39,44

72
8,25
6,59
1,66
198,73
47,26
216
8,26
6,60
1,67
205,51
43,02
192
8,25
6,10
2,15
335,79
80,54
151,43
39,41

192
8,25
6,10
2,15
336,58
81,36
151,32
39,40

216
8,29
6,60
1,69
204,11
41,65

72
8,25
6,59
1,66
196,76
45,36

24
8,25
6,57
1,68
373,63
69,46

96
8,25
6,10
2,15
344,24
81,94
87,87
19,33

108
8,28
6,59
1,69
216,51
40,44

36
8,25
6,59
1,66
212,29
46,69

12
8,25
6,57
1,68
404,23
71,17

96
8,25
6,10
2,15
344,72
82,22
87,63
19,45

108
8,30
6,59
1,71
217,99
41,81

36
8,27
6,59
1,68
207,91
42,71

12
8,25
6,57
1,68
403,77
70,00

LP6_LVSb2_02 LP6_LVSb2_03 LP6_LVSb2_04 LP6_LVSb2_05

24
8,25
6,57
1,68
373,54
69,27

2 LP6_LVSb2_01

8,25
6,10
2,15
339,50
81,39

8,28
6,59
1,69
209,70
41,77

8,25
6,59
1,66
202,74
45,70

8,25
6,57
1,68
385,84
69,93

41,40 mm
30,60 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,26 mm
32,86 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,67 mm
33,27 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,32 mm
32,92 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms
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8,25
6,77
1,48
376,91
77,10
72
8,25
6,80
1,45
222,77
73,53
216
8,25
6,79
1,46
276,59
75,15
192
8,25
6,29
1,95
356,31
87,64
172,51
39,39

72
8,25
6,79
1,45
264,48
73,92
216
8,25
6,80
1,45
234,15
74,23
192
8,25
6,29
1,95
357,31
87,33
166,60
39,19

LP6_LVSb_02

24
8,25
6,77
1,48
377,02
77,44

1 LP6_LVSb_01

192
8,25
6,29
1,95
357,57
87,84
172,10
39,31

216
8,25
6,79
1,46
259,40
75,21

72
8,25
6,80
1,45
223,04
73,42

24
8,25
6,77
1,48
377,15
78,13

LP6_LVSb_03

96
8,25
6,29
1,95
349,21
87,76
98,26
19,34

108
8,25
6,79
1,46
303,49
76,38

36
8,25
6,80
1,45
237,19
75,69

12
8,25
6,77
1,48
407,45
78,00

LP6_LVSb_04

96
8,25
6,29
1,95
349,17
87,86
92,37
19,14

108
8,25
6,79
1,45
248,72
74,90

36
8,25
6,80
1,45
236,93
74,99

12
8,25
6,77
1,48
407,41
78,29

LP6_LVSb_05

8,25
6,29
1,95
353,91
87,68

8,25
6,79
1,46
264,47
75,18

8,25
6,80
1,45
236,88
74,31

8,25
6,77
1,48
389,19
77,79

41,37 mm
31,57 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,94 mm
34,54 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

42,12 mm
34,72 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,21 mm
33,81 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms
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tpunch_tot:
tpunch:
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20
8,25
6,57
1,68
483,32
70,35
66
8,25
6,59
1,66
216,86
44,97
192
8,29
6,59
1,70
222,90
40,82
160
8,25
6,10
2,15
302,82
82,18
169,28
78,77

66
8,26
6,59
1,67
215,90
44,23
192
8,29
6,59
1,69
223,37
41,25
160
8,25
6,10
2,15
302,56
82,00
169,40
78,80

160
8,25
6,10
2,15
303,30
82,58
169,38
78,66

192
8,29
6,59
1,70
223,53
41,10

66
8,26
6,59
1,67
215,38
43,74

20
8,25
6,57
1,68
483,37
70,70

128
8,25
6,10
2,15
304,58
83,06
111,18
58,54

144
8,31
6,59
1,72
233,01
40,98

48
8,26
6,59
1,67
243,34
44,53

16
8,25
6,57
1,68
444,93
71,59

128
8,25
6,10
2,15
304,64
83,01
111,40
58,33

144
8,30
6,59
1,71
233,47
41,39

48
8,25
6,59
1,66
244,62
45,70

16
8,25
6,57
1,68
443,90
70,81

LP6_LVSc2_02 LP6_LVSc2_03 LP6_LVSc2_04 LP6_LVSc2_05

20
8,25
6,57
1,68
483,13
70,50

2 LP6_LVSc2_01

8,25
6,10
2,15
303,58
82,57

8,30
6,59
1,70
227,26
41,11

8,25
6,59
1,67
227,22
44,64

8,25
6,57
1,68
467,73
70,79

41,44 mm
30,64 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

40,91 mm
32,51 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,63 mm
33,23 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,31 mm
32,91 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms
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8,25
6,77
1,48
487,63
78,05
66
8,25
6,80
1,45
244,38
76,36
192
8,25
6,79
1,46
271,50
76,23
160
8,25
6,30
1,95
329,03
88,67
184,94
78,15

66
8,25
6,80
1,45
244,11
75,01
192
8,25
6,80
1,45
255,21
76,00
160
8,25
6,30
1,95
308,66
88,47
178,63
78,15

LP6_LVSc_02

20
8,25
6,77
1,48
487,89
77,85

1 LP6_LVSc_01

128
8,25
6,30
1,95
308,57
87,44
118,37
58,19

144
8,25
6,80
1,45
264,59
75,37

48
8,25
6,80
1,45
270,66
74,92

16
8,25
6,77
1,48
447,60
77,88

LP6_LVSc_03

128
8,25
6,30
1,95
308,68
87,59
117,67
58,18

144
8,25
6,80
1,45
264,57
75,45

48
8,25
6,80
1,45
271,01
75,27

16
8,25
6,77
1,48
447,30
77,34

LP6_LVSc_04

8,25
6,30
1,95
313,74
88,04

8,25
6,79
1,45
263,97
75,76

8,25
6,80
1,45
257,54
75,39

8,25
6,77
1,48
467,61
77,78

41,46 mm
31,66 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

42,00 mm
34,60 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

42,15 mm
34,75 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms

41,25 mm
33,85 mm
0,20 V/mm
ms
ms
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% Read all <id>.mat files from the directory, checks if the
% laser has been on, if is, check X movement time and laser
% ontime (burn start, end, difference). Total manufacturing time
% (difference of the last and first event)
%
% If laser wasn’t used, assume punching. Calculate X movement
% time, punch times, lock time (index and revolver locks on,
% off, difference). Check how much time is taken “doing nothing”
function calc(id, startfrom, workuntil)
%[dx,tool,laser,revolver,index,t,ddx,dtool,dlaser,drevolver,dindex] =
%clear all;
%close all;
%clc;
%fid = fopen(['tulokset_',id,'.txt'],'w');
fid = 1;
files = dir([id,'*.mat']);
if(isempty(startfrom))
startfrom = 1;
end
if(isempty(workuntil))
workuntil = length(files);
end
if(startfrom>workuntil)
temp = startfrom;
startfrom = workuntil;
workuntil = temp;
end
if(startfrom>length(files))
startfrom = length(files);
end
if(workuntil>length(files))
workuntil = length(files);
end
for i = startfrom:workuntil
Fs = 2000;
varname = files(i).name(1:length(files(i).name)-4);
data = load(files(i).name, varname);
data = getfield(data,varname); %#ok<GFLD>
%disp(varname);
%keyboard;
fprintf(fid,'%s\t',varname);
%keyboard;
%data = data{1};
%dx = medfilter(data(:,2),1001); % X direction velocity
dx = medfilter(data(:,2),5);
laser = data(:,4); % laser on/off
%clear data; % Everything needed is copied
n = length(dx);
%t = linspace(0,n/Fs,n);
%ddx = [0;diff(dx)]; % X direction acceleration
%figure(1); plot(t,dx); title('v_x');
%figure(2); plot(t,ddx); title('a_x');
if(max(laser)>3.5)
fprintf(fid,'Lasertyöstö\n\n');
laser = medfilter(laser,5)>3;
clear tool revolver index data;
dlaser = [0;diff(laser)]; % laser on/off events
%figure(3); plot(t,laser); title('laser');
%figure(4); plot(t,dlaser); title('laser on/off');
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laser_on = find(dlaser==1);
laser_off = find(dlaser==-1);
%errcheck_on = diff(laser_on);
%errcheck_off = diff(laser_off);
%find(errcheck_on < 5)
%find(errcheck_off < 5)
if(length(laser_off) ~= length(laser_on))
if laser(length(laser)) == 1
laser_off = [laser_off;length(laser)]; %#ok<AGROW>
elseif laser(1) == 1
laser_on = [1; laser_on]; %#ok<AGROW>
end
end
laser_duration = laser_off - laser_on;
fprintf(fid,'laser on\tlaser off\tpolttoaika\n');
for j=1:length(laser_duration)
fprintf(fid,'%f\t%f\t%f\n',laser_on(j)/Fs,laser_off(j)/Fs,laser_duration(j)
/Fs);
end
%keyboard;
alku = min([find(abs(dx)>0.5,1,'first'),laser_on(1)]);
loppu =
max([find(abs(dx)>0.5,1,'last'),laser_off(length(laser_off))]);
kesto = loppu - alku;
fprintf(fid,'Työstön kesto:\t%f\n\n',kesto/Fs);
else % not laser
fprintf(fid,'Lävistys\n\n');
clear laser;
tool = medfilter(data(:,3),21); % ram position
revolver = medfilter(data(:,5),11); % revolver lock on/ff
index = medfilter(data(:,6),11); % index lock on/off
clear data;
%dtool = medfilter([0;diff(tool)],21); % ram velocity
drevolver = [0;diff(revolver)]; % rev lock on/off
dindex = [0;diff(index)]; % index lock on/off
%ddtool = medfilter([0;diff(dtool)],21);
%figure(3); plot(t,tool);
%figure(4); plot(t,dtool);
revolver_on = find(drevolver>2);
revolver_off = find(drevolver<-2);
revolver_duration = revolver_on - revolver_off;
index_on = find(dindex>2);
index_off = find(dindex<-2);
if(length(index_off)<length(index_on))
index_off = [1;index_off]; %#ok<AGROW>
elseif(length(index_on)<length(index_off))
index_on = [1;index_on]; %#ok<AGROW>
end
%keyboard;
index_duration = index_on - index_off;
fprintf(fid,'RLukko\tRLukkoPois\tRLukkoKesto\tILukko\tILukkoPois\tILukkoKes
to\tIRAuki\tRIKiinni\n');
% Column headers for results (prints in Finnish)
for j=1:length(revolver_duration)
fprintf(fid,'%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n',revolver_off(j)/Fs,
revolver_on(j)/Fs, revolver_duration(j)/Fs,index_off(j)/Fs, index_on(j)/Fs,
index_duration(j)/Fs,(revolver_off(j) - index_off(j))/Fs,(index_on(j) revolver_on(j))/Fs);
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end
%keyboard;
tool_engage = index_on;
tool_disengage = [index_off(2:length(index_off));n];
ntools = length(tool_engage);
%nhits = zeros(1, ntools);
if(ntools == 3) % First tool has not been id’d
tool_engage = [1;index_on];
tool_disengage = [index_off;n];
%ntools = 4;
end
for j=1:4
fprintf(fid,'Työkalu %.0f\n', j);
% From another script, a more advanced detection method:
data =
medfilter(tool(tool_engage(j):tool_disengage(j)),21);
maxlevel = max(data);
firstpunch = find(data > (maxlevel-1),1,'first') -Fs/20;
if(firstpunch<1)
firstpunch = 1;
end
lastpunch = find(data > (maxlevel-1),1,'last') +Fs/20;
if(lastpunch > length(data))
lastpunch = length(data);
end
sample = data(firstpunch:lastpunch);
baselevel = min(sample); % Alkuarvaus
if(baselevel < 6)
baselevel = 6;
end
scale = maxlevel - baselevel;
clear data;
% Real baselevel, better guess on scale:
baselevel = median(sample(sample < (baselevel + 0.1*scale)
& sample > 6));
scale = maxlevel - baselevel;
% Find punches:
punches = sample > baselevel + 0.1*scale;
punches_start = find(diff(punches) == 1);
npunches = length(punches_start);
if(npunches <= 1) % If that failed:
baselevel = median(sample);
scale = maxlevel - baselevel;
baselevel = median(sample(sample < (baselevel +
scale*0.2) & sample > (baselevel - scale*0.2)));
scale = maxlevel - baselevel;
punches = sample > baselevel + 0.1*scale;
punches_start = find(diff(punches) == 1);
npunches = length(punches_start);
end
if(npunches <= 1 || npunches == 25) % If even that failed:
plot(sample);
keyboard;
end
% Average punch time, including overhead (first guess):
%tpunch_tot = (max(punches_start) min(punches_start))/(npunches-1);
tpunch = sum(punches)/npunches;
% Find peaks:
peaks = zeros(1,npunches);
endpoint = punches_start(npunches)+ceil(tpunch);
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if (endpoint>length(sample))
endpoint = length(sample);
end
for k = 1:npunches
peaks(k) =
max(sample(punches_start(k):(min([endpoint,punches_start(k)+ceil(tpunch)]))
));
end
peaklevel = median(peaks);
scale = peaklevel - baselevel;
fprintf('Punches: \t%.0f\n', npunches);
fprintf('Peaklevel:\t%f\n', peaklevel);
fprintf('Baselevel:\t%f\n', baselevel);
fprintf('Scale:\t%f\n', scale);
% Find punches with the better guesses (note: the voltage
amount comes from tests, equal to 1 mm):
punches = medfilter(sample,5) > (baselevel +
0.203820297/2);%1 mm = 0.204 V;
punches_start = find(diff(punches) == 1);
npunches = length(punches_start);
tpunch_tot = (max(punches_start) min(punches_start))/(npunches-1);
tpunch = sum(punches)/npunches;
fprintf('tpunch_tot:\t%f\n', tpunch_tot/Fs*1000);
fprintf('tpunch:\t%f\n', tpunch/Fs*1000);
%figure; plot((1:length(sample))/Fs,sample);
%title([name, ' aikaa käytetty ',
int2str(tpunch_tot/Fs*1000), ' ms/lyönti, lyönnin pituus ',
int2str(tpunch/Fs*1000), ' ms']);
fprintf('\n');
end % for j
alku = min([find(abs(dx)>0.5,1,'first'),revolver_on(1)]);
loppu =
max([find(abs(dx)>0.5,1,'last'),find(tool>6.2,1,'last')]);
kesto = loppu - alku;
fprintf(fid,'Työstön kesto:\t%f\n',kesto/Fs);
end % if laser
kokonaisliikeaika = sum(abs(dx)>0.5)/Fs;
fprintf(fid,'Kokonaisliikeaika:\t%f\n\n',kokonaisliikeaika);
end % for i
%if(fid>2)
%
fclose(fid);
%end
end %function
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Inspection of distribution
LP6_LVSa_Tool 1
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

24
0,2323
0,12729
14

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,21205 0,24242 0,26931 0,30104 0,32286

Reject?

Yes

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

3,2189

4,6052

5,9915

7,824

9,2103

No

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

24
0,89828
6

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

2
0,0901
0,95595
14
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LP6_LVSa_Tool 2
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

72
0,1544
0,05778
28

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,12413 0,14183 0,15755 0,17618 0,18903

Reject?

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

7,2893

9,2364

11,07

13,388

15,086

Yes

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

72
1,1387
25

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

5
7,5316
0,18401
29
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LP6_LVSa_Tool 3
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

216
0,12647
0,0018
25

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,07301 0,08321 0,0924 0,10329 0,11084

Reject?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

216
2,7163
24
0,2
1,3749
Yes

1,9286 2,5018 3,2892

3,9074

Yes

Yes

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

6
13,528
0,03537
20
0,2
8,5581
Yes

10,645 12,592 15,033
Yes

Yes

No

16,812
No
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LP6_LVSa_Tool 4
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

192
0,20993
6,8621E-8
7

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,07744 0,08826 0,09801 0,10955 0,11756

Reject?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

5,9886

7,7794

9,4877

11,668

13,277

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

192
8,9496
15

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

4
12,496
0,01402
8
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LP6_LVSa2_Tool 1
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

24
0,15296
0,5759
23

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,21205 0,24242 0,26931 0,30104 0,32286

Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

3,2189

4,6052

5,9915

7,824

9,2103

No

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

24
0,63317
24

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

2
0,7923
0,67291
18
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LP6_LVSa2_Tool 2
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

72
0,19565
0,00686
23

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,12413 0,14183 0,15755 0,17618 0,18903

Reject?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

7,2893

9,2364

11,07

13,388

15,086

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

72
3,6743
15

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

5
17,928
0,00304
21
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LP6_LVSa2_Tool 3
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

216
0,19539
1,0823E-7
27

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,07301 0,08321 0,0924 0,10329 0,11084

Reject?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

216
11,037
17
0,2
1,3749
Yes

1,9286 2,5018 3,2892

3,9074

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

7
125,67
0
38
0,2
9,8032
Yes

12,017 14,067 16,622
Yes

Yes

Yes

18,475
Yes
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LP6_LVSa2_Tool 4
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

192
0,19134
1,2584E-6
18

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,07744 0,08826 0,09801 0,10955 0,11756

Reject?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

9,8032

12,017

14,067

16,622

18,475

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

192
6,6856
14

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

7
67,892
3,9366E-12
17
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LP6_LVSa_mfg-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,22812
0,90547
12
0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,28366
10
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No

LP6_LVSa2_mfg-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,33119
0,54116
19
0,2

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,67187
15
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No
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LP6_LVSb_mfg-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,29001
0,70302
27
0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,33276
16
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No

LP6_LVSb2_mfg-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,36621
0,41196
15
0,2

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,78075
13
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No
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LP6_LVSc_mfg-time. It is inpossible to calculate because small number of sample data

LP6_LVSc2_mfg-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,30956
0,62625
16
0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,62462
13
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No

LP6_LVSa_x-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,34484
0,48897
15
0,2

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,60214
8
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No
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LP6_LVSa2_x-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,36331
0,42198
13
0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,76868
10
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No

LP6_LVSb_x-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,27882
0,74555
11
0,2

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,36129
6
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No
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LP6_LVSb2_x-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,34816
0,47656
12
0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,5605
6
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No

LP6_LVSc_x-time. It is inpossible to calculate because small number of sample data

LP6_LVSc2_x-time
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α

5
0,34538
0,48693
18
0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

Critical Value 0,44698 0,50945 0,56328 0,62718 0,66853
Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α

5
0,59102
15
0,2

Critical Value 1,3749
Reject?

No
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Tool change 1
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

27
0,08662
0,9767
11

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,2003 0,22898 0,25438 0,28438 0,30502

Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

7,8147

9,8374

11,345

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

27
0,18185
5
0,2

1,3749 1,9286
No

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

3
0,28601
0,96264
20
0,2

4,6416 6,2514
No

No
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Tool change 2
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

29
0,07378
0,99398
12

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,19348 0,22117 0,24571 0,27471 0,29466

Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

5,9886

7,7794

9,4877

11,668

13,277

No

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

29
0,19421
7

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

4
0,22745
0,994
30
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Tool change 3
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

29
0,09857
0,91461
9

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,19348 0,22117 0,24571 0,27471 0,29466

Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

4,6416

6,2514

7,8147

9,8374

11,345

No

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

29
0,34154
15

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

3
0,54512
0,90887
18
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Tool change 4
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Sample Size
Statistic
P-Value
Rank

29
0,16563
0,36356
24

α
Critical Value

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

0,19348 0,22117 0,24571 0,27471 0,29466

Reject?

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

1,3749

1,9286

2,5018

3,2892

3,9074

No

No

No

No

No

0,2

0,1

0,05

0,02

0,01

4,6416

6,2514

7,8147

9,8374

11,345

Yes

No

No

No

No

Anderson-Darling
Sample Size
Statistic
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

29
0,70512
18

Chi-Squared
Deg. of freedom
Statistic
P-Value
Rank
α
Critical Value
Reject?

3
4,8272
0,1849
37
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Clamps re-orientation of lot 3.
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